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Summa.r,y 
The key to Thackeray's novels is, in many ~s, his interest in 
the novel form itself. As the first chapter of this study tries to 
explain, virtually all theoreticians of the novel see a certain kind 
of "realism" as the essence of fiction. The novel, it is claimed, 
should leave experience as it is, and not attempt to organize it in 
any way. In practice, however, most novels insist on letting a few 
themes and patterns govern experienoe, and it is appropriate that 
this should be so. The novel is after all a bourgeois genre, and it 
reflects that bourgeois view of life according to whioh the world is 
there merely to be organized and controlled by man. 
In ~ lilli. of the Novel Ian att claims that the novel is 
"realistic" precisely because it is an essentially bourgeois form. 
This is, of course, a common view, but it is also one that will not 
stand up under examination. In feudal society man's ability to impose 
his will on his environment is limited. Bourgeois society, on the 
other hand, offers a developed technology and great social liberties, 
and makes man the master of hiB world. As a result novels turn to 
life only in order to subject it to their schemes. Smollettts 
definition of the novel as Ita large diffused picture, comprehending 
the characters of life, disposed in different groups, and exhibited 
in various attitudes, !2E. ~ purposes 2!!. uniform plan, ~ general 
occurrence, .!2. which every individual figure i! subservient" is more 
to the point than any theory of "realism". 
ii 
What we find in Thackeray's fiction is a critique of such uniform 
plans. He sees the novel as a typioal product of an aggressive society 
bent on dominating its environment. His early parodies like tiThe 
Professor" and "Novels by Eminent Hands" show that the domination of 
this environment begins with language, with the words into whioh man 
puts reality. Catherine and Barry Igndon criticize the sohemes that 
can be imposed on life through oriminal intrigue, and !!!! ~!li Snobs 
opposes the reduotion of every individual to a mere word, the title 
that he or she bears. Finally, in Vanity ~ all of Thaokeray's major 
oonoerns are integrated into a dazzling whole. This novel is full of 
people who impose their own patterns on reality. Lovers foroe eaoh 
other into simple roles, parents insist on direoting the thoughts, and 
dominating the feelings of their ohildren; and everywhere individuals 
are reduced to their titles, and objects to their prices. Jdan in his 
vanity strives to rule the world around him. 
After Vanity~, however, Thaokeray's fiotion undergoes a change. 
Man I S right to dominate his environment is now taken for granted and 
human sohemes are no longer contrasted with reality itaelf. Along with 
this, Thackeray I a view of those people and institutions whose aim is to 
fit individuals into rigid roles oha.nges 8S well. Parents now become 
sympathetic figures like Helen Pendenn1s and Colonel Newcome; schools 
stop being places mainly to be assooiated with floggings and turn into 
venerable seats of learning, and most importantly, the novelist, who 
before had been seen as a "quack" and irreverently compared to the 
criminal and the Snob, now appears to Thackeray as a sage deserving 
comparison with ttProfessor Owen or Professor Agassiz". ]3ecause the 
iii 
novelist's activity is no longer to be questioned Thackeray gives up 
insisting that we should see hie characters as mere puppets. Artlnlr 
Pendennis and Clive Newcome are made to wear ua certain conventional 
simper" which is never really challenged, and it comes as no surprise 
when in Henry Esmond, the logical end of this phase of Thackeray's 
career, reality is brought completely under human control. Vanity E!!!:, 
digressive, diffuse and incomplete, is one pole of Thackeray 's artJ and 
Henry Esmond, dramatiC, compact and exhaustive, is the other. 
This study examines the philosophical, social and psychological 
implications of Thackeray's different attitudes towards art and artifice, 
and focuses on the novelist I s personality in an attempt to explain wl\Y 
he first rejected form, only to accept it later with a vengeance. 
Introduction 
Introduction 
I 
Any would-be Thackeray critic is likely to be made uneasy by 
Thackeray 's negative reputation. Half a dozen or so detailed and 
scholarly studies of Thackeray's work have, of course, appeared 
since the early sixties; and even now it would still be possible 
for New Criticism to damn him with misguided praise. That Old 
Criticism which is neither addressed exclusively to the speoialist 
1. 
nor narrowly literary, however, seems to have classified and dis-
missed him. ttNo writer of genius," wri tee war ter Allen in 1!!! English 
Novel, "hae given us an analysis of man ili society based on so trivial 
a view of life",l J .Y.T. Greig eees Thackeray, in hie Thackeray, ! 
Reconsideration, as an essentially autobiographical novelist whose 
oloseness to his subjeot matter frequently prevented him from writing 
with sufficient restraint and objeotivity; and readers of F.R. teavis's 
.l2!2. Great Tradition are assured that Thaokeray is an unimportant writer, 
and that tithe oonventional estimate that puts him among the great will 
not stand the touoh of criticism".2 
In the face of suoh negs. ti ve judgements, defenoes of Thaokeray tend 
to appear more eloquent than persuasive. When Geoffrey Tillotson says, 
for instanoe, in Tbackeray~ Novelist , that the older one gets the more 
one appreoiates Thaokeray, the reader fails to see how ~ really 
furthera Thaokeray's oause. Nor, one feels, is it possible t~ answer 
F.R. Leavis by saying, as Tillotson does in one of his appendices 
that, since Thacker8\Y definitely influenced Henry James and 1lIB.y have 
in.fluenced George Eliot, he bas to be seen as being not entirely un-
related to the Great Tradition. Similarly, the various pleas for 
Thackeray made by his other principal defender, Gordon N. Ray, are no 
doubt moving, but in the end they do little more than indicate a 
personal preference which is more adequately expressed by Ray's two-
volume definitive biography of Thackeray and his momentous four-volume 
edition of the novelist's letters and private papers. In short, in 
spite of the cl&im.s made by his defenders, a number of charges against 
Thackeray remain unanswered. For many he is still an artist not worth 
one t s time, a novelist manque, a wr1 ter without depth or sincerity. 
II 
As would be expected, the Thackeray that modern criticism bas 
discovered or invented is a figure ver.y similar to the Thaokeray known 
to Victorian critics. Thackeray, we know, was lionized in England and 
America and for a while had paid to him the compliment of being con-
sidered a rival to Diokens. Dissenting voices, however, were no more 
2. 
uncommon in his day than they are in ours. On the whole the Viotorians 
were disturbed by Thackeray' B satirioal turn of mind. Satire in general 
was oonsidered superfici.a.l and mean-spirited, and this aspect of 
Thaokeray's work alone attracted many harsh oritical attacks. In 1841 
1!!! Times accused Thackeray of "flippanoy" and "conoei t", 3 and many 
Viotorian critics echoed this verdict till it turned into one of the 
standard objections to Thaokeray 's art. 4 
It is of course not surprising that satire was not acceptable to 
the Victorians . The satirist sets out with a definite set of values 
and ends up painting a picture of life that tends to confirm his pre-
judices. The Victorians , on the other band, demanded a more objective 
and realistic approach to things, and took Thackeray to task for what 
they saw as his manipulativeness. When, from time to time, they caught 
glimpses of a Thackeray who himself seemed to be against manipulation, 
the joy was often short-lived. Charlotte Bronte travelled to London to 
discover that Thackeray, the defier of convention, the scourge of the 
age, the supreme moralist, was quite at home in the fashionable world 
of the metropolis. She saw with disappointment that the author of Vanity 
l!i!: harboured as many designs on the world as any of his characters. 
Nor was Charlotte Bronte merely a starr,y-eyed ingenue whose youth-
ful earnestness made it impossible for her to tolerate any form of 
worldliness. Such earnestness was a quality which most Victorian intel-
lectuals valued above everything else, and which Thackeray apparently 
did not possess. s a result, for quite a few of his contemporaries he 
was a dilettante and a writer of limited powers. hen he published Henry 
Esmond, the novel he saw as his greatest aChievement, Samuel Phillips 
simply wrote, 
e are neither surprised nor disappointed by this first 
complete novel from the skilful pen of the author of Vanity 
Fair. We knew the level below which Mr Thaokeray 's genius 
WOUld not sink, and above which its wings are not solicitous 
to soa.r.5 
And not even the fact that he wae writing an obituary tribute could prevent 
Dickens from saying of Thackeray. 
• • • he too much feigned a want of earnestness • • 0 
he made a pretense of undervaluing his art, which was 
not good for the art he held in trust.6 
III 
Perhaps the sheer persistence of such views is in itself proof of 
their vemci ty. In any case, it is not the chief aim of the following 
study to challenge them. It is better to understand from the start that 
Thackeray is not Charlotte Bronte or George Eliot. In some respects he 
is similar to Dickens , with whom he shared an interest in eighteenth. 
century fiction; but of course ultimately he is not Dickens either. Nor 
is he even Trollops, no matter how much the latter may have admired and 
emulated him. He is not a writer who strives for, or pretends to have 
aChieved, realism. To read a novel by Thackeray is to enter a world in 
which the only hero is the author himself who manipulates his characters 
like so many puppets. 
The term "Old Criticismtl has been used above. George Steiner, whose 
first book Tolstoy ~ Dostoyevsky is sub-titled A:s Essay in the Old 
Critioism, writes. 
These I take to be the tenets of what might be oalled 
"the old criticism" in partial distinotion from that 
brilliant and prevailing school known as "the new criticism". 
The old oriticism is engendered by admiration. It sometimes 
steps back from the text to look upon moml purpose. It 
thinks of literature as existing not in isolation but as 
central to the play of historical and political energies. 
Above all, the old criticism is philosophio in range and 
temper. It prooeeds, with most general applioation, on a 
belief particularized by Jean-Paul Sartre in an essay on 
Faulkner. "the technique of the novelist refers us back to 
the metal'l\Ysic of the novelist • • • "7 
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It is appropriAte that this list should end with an item. that implicitly 
equates literary creativity with the writing of novels. Valuing immersion 
in life, more interested in oontent than form, the Old Criticism that has 
oondemned Thaokeray has a particular interest in the novel which it sees 
as a genre in which an author anxiously sweeps aside all his prejudices 
and formal preoccuJ8tions in order to become, as it were, "a transparent 
eyeball" and confront life as it is. Earnestness, by which, what is 
understood, it seems, is a dedication to the truth combined with a refusal 
to tamper with reality in any w~, is taken to be the hallmark of the 
novel. Thus, for instance, it is not at all surprising to find the same 
writers discussed by F.R. Leavis in 1h! Great Tradition reappearing in a 
book by Laurence Lerner significantly entitled !h! Truth Tellers. Looked 
at from this point of view, Thackeray is of course suspect. His interest 
in lif e is apparently minimal; and his concessions to form and oonvention 
enormous. To put it simply, he is more interested in the telling than in 
the truth. Like Meredith, he turns his novels into plays, claiming that 
his characters have no free life of their own, and can only play the roles 
he has aSSigned to them. Moreover, he is a parodist and a satirist. He 
approaches life expecting it to conform to a scheme supplied by the par-
ticular author or genre he happens to be mocking, or his own values and 
prejudices; and sometimes he can even emphasize his manipulative activity 
by assigning it to a fictional narrator with some comic name like Major 
Goliab O'Grady Gahagan, Michael Angelo Titmarsh, or !key Solomons, Jr. 
Yet what Thackeray's fiction does in a particularly obvious w~ is 
ultimately what all fiction does. The tradition that sees the novel as 
being magically exempt from formal concerns is more wishful than accurate. 
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Realism is of course an important issue. Understood properly, it is 
not a mere literary style or even an epistemological doctrine but a 
moral attitude. As the Old Criticism would claim, the realist rejects 
all designs upon the world, and pits himself against dems.gogues and 
schemers everywhere. In practice, however, it is diffioult to find 
this kind of realism in novels. Individuals and events in fiction have 
to conform to definite patterns. They have no free, objective existence 
of their own, and in the end can only tell the story their author wishes 
them to tell. Novels give us not what Henry James called "the strange 
irregular rl\Ythm of lifeu8 but only a man-made world in which life has 
been replaced by design. Nor is this really surprising. The novel is 
after all a bourgeois genre, and what concerns bourgeois culture is not 
reality but human waye of organizing realit,r. 
Moreover, if life tends to come under human control in novels, 
control over life may also be an emotional necessi t,r. Some individuals 
are convinced that life is amorphous and unruly in itself, and, therefore, 
bas to be ordered fran without. Ivy Compton-Burnett, for instance, once 
remarked, 
Real life seems to have no plots. And as I think a 
plot desirable and almost necesBar,1 I have this extra 
grudge against li£e.9 
Such individuals need art, as Nietzsohe pointed out, "in order not to 
perish of the truth". There is every indication that Thackeray, too, was 
an individual of this sort, and this no doubt goes a long way towards 
explaining w~ his fiction sometimes seems to turn into a formal danceo 
If this were the whole story, however, Thaokeray would indeed be a 
trivial writer, a novelist out to satisfy his private obsessions. What 
saves him is his consciousness of triviality, his firm oonviotion that 
all interpretations of life are mere interpretations, and not life as 
it exists in the absence of an interpreting consciousness. True enough, 
after Van1ty~ Thackeray's fiction does beoome rigidly manipulative 
and starts paying less attention to reality itself. Even this second 
phase of Thackeray's art, however, is in fact a response to his firm 
belief in the intrinsic disorderliness of life, and this belief is what 
lies behind all that is most valuable in Thackeray's a.rt. At his best 
Thackeray perpetually strives to make us conscious of the essentia.l 
artificiali ty of art. Because he is alwa,ys aware that what makes novels 
neoessary in the first place is that life itself is something other than 
a novel, he tries to bring into focus that otherness of life, accusing 
human oonsciousness of imposing its own patterns on reality, and eventually 
extending his critique of fiotion into a critique of bourgeois culture 
itself. 
Accordingly, the following stu~ is devoted to the problem of 
realism in Thackeray. It is divided into two parts, the first of which 
opens with a chapter that examines the kind of realism that the novel form 
is both supposed to achieve and perpetually fails to achieve. This failure 
is shown to be ideologioal in nature and, in a second chapter, compared to 
a psychologioal failure which characterized Thackeray. Against this ba.ok-
ground Part Two emmines Thackeray' 8 concept of fiotion and the ways in 
which the form-reality problem applies to both the form and oontent of 
his works. Because realism is a oomplex issue, demanding attention from 
a number of fields like philosophy, sociology and psychology, a lot of 
thinkers are initially mentioned and disoussed in the following pages, who 
do not normally appear in Thaokeray oritioism. Such an intellectual 
framework would have no doubt struck Thackeray himself as cumbersome 
8. 
and may be found no less obtrusive by some of his admirers. Thackeray 's 
own understanding of realism, however, oan be highly sophistioated, and 
it is hoped that during the detailed examination of his work that forms 
the seoond part of this study, the intelleotual conoepts deal t with in 
the introduotory ohapters will become alive in a way that will justif,f 
their having been introduced in the first plaoe. 
Notes 
1 Walter Allen, !h! English Novel (London, 1954), p. 168. 
2 F.R. Leavis, !h!,Great Tradition (London, 1948), p. 21. 
3 !h!, Times, 19 January 1841 , p. 3. 
4 For a detailed examination of Thackeray's position as a satirist 
in a predominantly anti-satirioal intelleotual environment see 
C.C. Loomis, Jr, "Thackeray and the Plight of the Viotorian Satirist", 
English Studies, 49 (1968), 1-19. 
5 Samuel Phillips, ''Mr. Thackeray's New Novel", ~ Times, 
22 Deoember 1852, p. 8. 
6 Charles Diokens, "In Memoriam", Cornhill Magazine, 9 (1864), 
129-132 (p. 130). 
1 George Steiner, Tolstoy.2£ Dostoyevsky (London, 1960), p. 6. 
This book is sub-titled ~ Essay~ Contrast in the British edition. 
8 Quoted by Arnold Kettle in ~ Introduotion to !h!. English Novel 
(LOndon, 1951), i, 11. 
9 Quoted by Walter Allen in Tradition ~ Dream (London, 1964), 
p. 188. 
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REALISM REVISITED 
Chapter One 
REALISM AND THE NOVEL 
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Chapter One 
REALISM AND THE NOVEL 
I 
Despite the tact that a good ~ books on the theory ot the 
novel have appeared in reoent years. it seems that the most luoid and 
oomprehensive treatment ot the subjeot in BDgl.ish is Btill to be tound 
in Ian Watt's The Rise of the Novel. Watt's work is ot oourse devoted 
------
mainly to speo1tio e1ghteenth-century- novels, but thoBe parls of 1t 
that deal with the novel tom in general e%press in a systematic 
fashion a oonception of the genre, that is orten held unconsciously or 
put torward only frapentarily by other or1t1os. 
Watt's analysis prooeeds in three steps. First he tries to 
establish the defining oharacteristics of the novel, seoondly he 
relates these to similar tra.1ts to be observed in other cultural 
phenomena contelDpOl."ILry with the rise of the novel, like philosophical 
empiricism; and finally be refers both the novel and th other 
cultural products it resembles to the worldview and aspirations of a 
particular social. class l the commercial and industrial. bourgeoisie 
whose rise to power in the e1ghteenth centur.J coincid d with the b1rth 
of the DOvel tom i tselt • Thus h. s •• s realism, by which he und r-
stands openness to lit. and freedom from foxmal conce~, as the most 
obvious teature of the novel fom. The attempts ot the DOvel to be 
realistio in this sense are then oompared by Watt to Desoartes' 
attempt to di8cover the truth about the world by approaching it 
without any presuppositions derived from previous experience or 
11. 
inherited from earlier sohools of thOUBbt, and to the belief of the 
Bri tiBh Empiricists that experience is onlY' l1Hl.y to be distorted by 
the for.ms imposed on it by thOUBht and that, therefore, the only 
indisputable truths are thoBe arrived at throU8h the senses. Finally, 
both fictional and philosophical realism are related by Watt to a 
typioally bourgeois concern that individuals should not be dominated 
and shaped by forces outside them. 
Watt's analysis aeems to get weaker as it passes from li terar;y 
criticism into the unfamiliar realme of philosophy and sociology. 
Philosophy, by ite very natul:e, cannot be realistio since it is 
ooncerned not with reproduoing but with interpreting life. The 
philosopher has to .!!I what life is, and that involves reduoing it to 
woms, whioh are produots of the human mind. Thus, in ~ Phenomenclol,[ 
91. ~ Hegel writes of supposedly empiriCist philosophies: 
Those who put to:rwam such assertions really themeel vea 
say, if we bear in mind what we remarked before, the direct 
opposite ot what they mean: fact whioh is perhaps beat 
able to bring them to renect on the nature aD1 oertainty 
of sense-experienoe. • •• They "mean" this bit of paper 
I am writing on ••• but they do not say what they "mean". 
It they really wanted to .!!Z this bit of paper whioh theY' 
mean, and they wanted to .!!l: so, that is impossible beoause 
the This of sense, whioh is "meant", cannot be reached by 
l8.ll8U8B8 •• 0 In the very attempt to say it, it would 
theretore crumble in their hands, thole who had besun to 
desoribe it would not be able to finish doing so, they 
would have to hand it over to others, who would themselves 
in the last resort have to oonfess to spealcing about a 
thing that has no being. •• Consequently what is called 
unspeakable i8 nothing else than Whal is untxue, irrational, 
something barely and simply "meant". 
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One does not, of oourse, have to agree with Hegel that only what is 
.!!44 is meaningful. Silenoe may be as expressive as speeoh and as 
worth striviD8 after. One reoalls in this oontext, for instanoe, 
Thackeray's insistence on passiD8 in silence over intense personal 
experiences like Amelia's prayers and Dobbin's grief at the sight of 
her pain. Yet there is of oourse ultimately no such thing as a 
wordless novel, and the ability of language to shape reality is likely 
to bother the philosopher committed to empiricism. Thus, while Watt 
often quotes Locke to prove his point, he seldom refers to Hume, who 
came to the conclusion that since all that can be said about the world 
is formal, the human mind can never know reality as it is; and still 
less frequently to Berkeley whQ, following the same line of reasoning, 
arrived at philosophical idealism. Hume and Berkeley are not 
philosophers who are out to contradict Locke. They merely point out, 
like Hegel, that t here is a difference between given experience and 
linguistic formulations of that experience. 
Secondly, Hegel is, in many ways, the supreme philosopher of the 
bourgeois age, and his preference for the organized life is thoroughly 
bourgeois in oharacter. The bourgeois approach to life is always 
technological am dominating, and has very little to do with "realism". 
All this is not to say that the novel is unrelated to philosophical 
empiricism or that it 1s not essentially a bourgeois genre. These 
relationships, though doubtless there, are more oomplex than Watt would 
seem to suggest; and furthermore, precisely because they are there, 
they manage, by the familiar process of guilt by association, to cast 
doubts on the innocence of the novel itself. This point will be 
returned to below. In the mean time, however, the central argument of 
~ 1i!!!. g! lh!. Novel is worth looking at in greater detail, if only 
because Watt 1II8Jlae-es to sum up all the demands that can be made from 
fiction as a result of its paradoxical involvement with "real" life. 
According to Watt, the novel t s realism can be seen in all of its 
various elements like character, setting, plot, and theme. The novel's 
oharacters are not personified abst1'8.Ctions like Despair or Charity. 
Nor are they the types of Restoration or sentimental. oomedy, or 
eiehteenth-oentur,y satire. On the oontrary, they are unique, individual 
human beings in an actual setting which the novel renders in minute 
detail, paying a closer attention to space and time than any other 
literary genre. Moreover, beoause they are thus immersed in the flow 
of time, these aharaoters cannot be controlled by a rigid plot or a 
def1n1 te theme. :Both plot and theme are th.i.ngs the novel has to find 
in life itself by passively witnessing its unfolding. Indeed, watt 
ooncludes, the novel has to be concerned with time rather than with 
tom, and an interest in form can only be detrimental to the novelist. 
It is sufficient to turn to Viotorian criticism to see that the 
view of the novel expressed by Watt is in fact a time-honoured and 
widespread one. Here one is ocoasional1y oonfronted by adverse critics 
vho see the novel as an ephemeral species of literature because it 
rejects "timeless" truths, and as fomless because it refuses to give 
any tangible shape to the experiences it describes. For those on the 
aide of the novel, however, any overt concern with timelessness or form 
is synonymous vi th a movement away from that realistic depiction of 
life, in which the novel's value lies. One finds Dickens, for instance, 
rejecting a novel sent to Household Words, saying: 
• • • it is all working machinery, and the people are 
not alive. I see the wheels going and hear them going, 
and the people are as like life as machinery oan make 
them-bu~ they do not get beyond the point of moving 
waxwork. 
A contributor to ~~No~rt~h British Review of May, 1864, writesz 
• • • the realist in fiotion is oareless about plot. 
His sole object is to describe men's lives as they 
really are; and real life is fragmentary and unmethodical. 3 
Elsewhere the novels of Defoe are praised by another oritio, Fitzjames 
stephen, because in them oharacters "appear and disappear as they do in 
life. "4 
The pride of plaoe among Viotorian exponents ot realism, however, 
no doubt belongs to G.R. Lewes and George Eliot. That novels should be 
like life, and not like other novels, already established visions of 
life, is a cri tioal ma.xim that oocurs again and again in Lewes' 
writings. nIf, n he writes, 
beoause Jane Eyre agitated novel readers, you, who never 
saw Mr Rochester, and never were in love with your master, 
write Jane Eyriah novela, you are waiting your time and 
the reader's temper. Paint what you see, write what you 
have experienoed and the utmost suocess possible ~ YOU 
will be achieved.5 
For George Eliot, on the other hand, realism is not just a fictional 
convention but also a moral attitude. The values to be found in her 
novels are the values the novel fom i tlelf is expected to preserve, 
• • • the man of maxims is the popular representative of 
minds that are guided in their moral judgement solely by 
general rules, thinking that these will lead them to justioe 
by a ready-made patent method, without the trouble of 
exerting patienoe, di soriminat ion , impartiality--without any 
care to assure themselves whether they have the insight that 
comes from a hardly-earned estimate of temptation, or from 
a life vivid and intense enough to have oreated a wide 
fellow-feeling with all that is buman. 6 
This passage eohoes George Eliot's habitual oonoern that others should 
be sympathized with rather than jud8ed. Her novels oonstantly warn 
Q8&inst the d8Zl8'8rs of reduoing people to simple images, instead of 
seeing them in their individuality. Dorothea and Lydgate learn through 
bitter experienoe that Caaaubon and Rosamond will refuse to pl~ the 
roles expeoted from them. Their in! tial views of their spouses of 
oourse tend to indioate their own selfishness that expresses itself in 
a desire to find in the world only what is oonvenient to them, and this 
innooent selfishness has a oounterpart in the more oonsoious and 
exploitative selfishness displ~d by Jamesian oharacters, who tend to 
see others in terms of a single funotion they wish to have performed. 
James is, in many ~s, a guilt-ridden novelist, who tends to associate 
his own manipulation of his charaoters with their behaviour towards 
each other, and who, in the last resort, always feels the need to press 
home the distinotion between disinterested aesthetio plans and egoistioal 
plotting, between art and artfulness. This problem, as will be seen 
below, is raised also in Vanity ~t where Tbacker&J's puppeteer 
narrator OOIneS to resemble his own soheming oharacters. What differen-
tiates Thackeray and James from George Eliot, though, is that the 
former are muoh less optimistio about attaining either the kind of art 
or the kind of morality advooated by the latter. Thus Thaoker&J either 
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lapses into silenoe or dismisses the novel as just another sham in a 
world full of shams, while James, with all the sadness of an atheistio 
priest, regards fiotion as a sacred illusion which should not be 
ohalleIl89d. 
So much here, however, for Victorian criticism and Viotorian 
novels. More than a century has passed sinoe the remarks quoted above 
were made, and it would be reasonable to expect to find a different 
conoeption of the novel prevalent today, if only beoause novels them-
selves have ohansed so much. Surprisingly enough, this is not the 
oase. Quite a few contemporary critics still seem oontent with ideas 
first expressed in the 1860s. One finds, for instanoe, Iris Murdoch 
arguing in her essay "Against Dryness" that novels should not reduoe 
life to symbolic or mythical patterns, or present characters that oan 
easily be identified as types. Aooording to Murdooh, fiotion ought to 
leave life as it is, and not attempt to organize it in any way. 
Novelists who try to tidy up human existenoe are simply guilty of 
"dryness". Murdooh writes: 
Real people are destruotive of ~h, oontingenoy is 
destruotive of fantasy and opens the way for the imagination. 
Think of the Russians, those great masters of the oontingent. 
Too muoh oontin8enoy of course may turn art into journalism. 
But since reality is inoomplete, art must not be too much 
afraid of inoompleteness. Literature must always present 
a battle between real people and images; and what it 
requires now is a muoh stroIl89r and more oomplex oonoeption 
of the fomer.7 
Suoh a pasSB69, one feels, would have met with George Eliot's full 
approval, and indeed could have been written by her. It would be 
impossible to mistake one of Murdoch t s own novels for a work: by George 
Eliot, but her oonoeption of fiotion is essentially the same as that 
of her Viotorian predeoessor. 
John Bayley is another ori tio who thinks like Murdooh. As a 
soholar of Russian literature, 13a.yley is thoroU8hly familiar with 
oontingency and haa recently argued for it as a formal device in a 
book entitled lh! l!!!.! E! Division. lb!. Characters 91. l!2!!. and Tolstoy 
.!:n!!!h! Novel, however, are books that spring more readily to mind when 
one thinks of Bayley. In the former work he argues that novelists, and 
indeed all writers, should be aware of the riohness of life and not 
attempt to impose rigid forms on the oeaseless flux of experienoe. 
Sinoe Bayley, too, believes that realism is fundamentally a moral 
attitude, he i8 espeoially conoerned that people should not be made to 
conform to definite patterns, even thoU8h he oan delight in any sort of 
detail that is simply there for its own sake and does not oontribute to 
the ultimate meaning of a book. In Tolstoy .!:n!! !h!. Novel Bayley olaims 
that this sort of realism has been achieved only by Tolstoy who lets 
his oharacters remain oomplex and many-sided, and does not force them 
to play any speoifio role. It is of oourse commonly agreed that the 
sort of thing Bayley demands has been done better in the Russian novel 
and drama than anywhere else. It is, for instanoe, not difficult to 
imagine Bayley being as fond of Chekhov's lb! CherrY Orchard as he is 
of Tolstoy's War and Peace. There are several possible interpretations 
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of a play like .'n'!!. Chem Oroham. One oan, for example, see it as 
being about time, about seeing and approaching death. Or one oan read 
it as a parable about the deoline of the Russian landed gentry. How, 
though, in either case, does one explain Charlotte's oonjuring trioks, 
Simeneov-Pisohiok's final stroke of luok, Anya's trip in a balloon or 
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Lepikhodov's revolver? Whenever two oharacters are having an important 
conversation others OroSB the stage, doing or saying something totally 
irrelevant. Chekhov does indeed make it seem as if any attempt to 
organize life oould only diminish it. 
Nonetheless, one oannot help feeling that Bayley's commitment to 
realism is slightly naive and that division and disharmony in 
literature may betoken artistic clumsiness as well as an openness to 
life. This, however, does not stop W.J. Harvey from mentioning both 
Bayley and MUrdoch with great respect in a brilliant and sophisticated 
book entitled Character ~!h! Novel. Harvey, eohoing Watt, sees the 
novel as intimately connected with the ideology of liberalism. As a 
liberal himself, Harvey believes that people should not be dominated 
and controlled for any purpose whatsoever. To him realism means that 
a writer is making a ~ effort to question his own vision of life 
and not settle for simple interpretations. The great novels are those 
in which this effort is oommunicated to the readerz 
Thus by indirection we find direotion out; what 
narrative control at its best oan do is so to oomplicate 
the process of reading and response as to oreate in us 
an unfathomable sense of reality. 
On a huge hill 
Cragged and steep, stands Truth, and he that will 
Reach her, about must, and about must fIiO. 
So writes Donne, and this is a truth that fiction oan 
recognize and enforce. Reali ty lies as much in th 
journey as in the goal, and the art of fiotion lies in 
making eaoh one of U8, alon , attempt that oircuitous 
route.8 
Finally, all theee oritics are mentioned and discussed at length 
in Bernard Bergonzi 'a book The Situation of the Novel, the first two 
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chapters of which are speoifically devoted to the issue of realism. In 
his first chapter, "The Novel No Longer Novel", Bergonzi deplores the 
fact that contemporary novels are ooming to resemble each other more 
than they resemble life. Like Lewes, Bergonzi distrusts novels that are 
like other novels, as such works are more concerned with following a 
partioular script than remaining trlle to life itself: 
How often, for instanoe, does one find a novel about 
a sensitive young man leaving university and going into 
advertising, having qualms about it, more or less 
overcoming them, having an affair with one girl-a 
secretar,y, perhaps, or his boss's wife--but finally 
marrying another? Or about a soholarship boy from the 
provinces who has climbed up the olass ladder, but whose 
origins continue to trip him up? Or about a very sensitive, 
rather neurotio girl, living in an Earls Court bed sitter 
and having sexual difficulties--conventional, or lesbian, 
or both? There are many more types, given the immense 
possibilities of contemporary experience--whioh, as I 
have suggested, are always being enlarged-but one is 
struok by the way in which they all fall preoisely into 
types.9 
What disturbs Bergonzi is clearly the fact that such novels present 
oharacters who are merely manipulated, and not really "loved" by their 
oreators. This phenomenon is discussed in more detail in Bergonzi's 
second ohapter, "Character and Liberalism", which is pervaded by strong 
fears that, since liberalism itself is on the decline, the novel may 
have a hard time creating meticulously individualized oharacters, and 
may disappear altogether as a genre. 
Of course M\u'doch, :Bayley, Harvey and Bergonzi are all English 
critics committed to what Bergonzi himself calls "The Ideology of 
Being Englishll , and oonsequently, realistic fiotion means as muoh to 
them as the Great American Novel does to those who pursue the American 
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Dream. Similar concepts of realism, however, have been put foxward by 
other cultures as well. Re-reading Alain Robbe-Grillet's essays and 
novels today, for instance, one fails to see why the so-called n(veau 
roman was onoe considered so new. Atter all, Robb -Grillet argues, 
like any realist, that objects should be rendered as they are, and not 
fitted into human patterns; and he takes as muoh time describing an 
ioe oube as Flaubert did desoribing Charles Bovary's hat. He is also 
against the notion of oharacter which he sees as a degenerate version 
of the notion of types. In his opinion, it is wrong to assign a 
definite "oharacter" to an individual, as this reduces the many 
different people be or she actually is to a purely fictitous single 
human being. All this is, in fact, sa old as Hume's conoept of the 
dissolution of personal identity, and forms part of the intellectual 
equipage of an English novelist like Angus Wilson who would not wish 
to be seen as being, in azry way, new or innovative. In his book on 
Dickens, Wilson writess 
The joy in watohing human behaviour is the key to his 
greatness; and pemaps also the measure of his limitation. 
For though no George Eliot or Thomas Hardy, what he enjoys 
is finally, though richly various, human prediotability--
his power to prediot the 8Oodnees, the wiokednes8 and the 
abeuxdity of bis own oharacters. But then what novelists 
have not been so limited? Tolstoy perhaps; Stendhal in 
the first three quarters of ~ Charterbouse £! Parma. 
For the rest, the quirks, the apparent unexpeotedness of 
some fiotional life are no more than a brilliant triok 
(often delishtM a8 well as admirable as in, say, Sterne 
or Diderot, but still a trick). Within this almost 
un! versal limit Dicken8 had extraordinary powers of 
playing with human speeoh, human manners and above all 
human enVironment, and making works of art out of them. 10 
This Bayley-like argument is given a Robbe-Grillet-like twist in 
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Wilson's own novel No Laughing Matter. In this book an actor called 
Rupert, who is supposed to appear as Mal volio in a "reduced" production 
of Twelfth Nisbt done entirely in black and white exoept for Malvolio's 
yellow stockings, discovers that Malvolio himself eludes reduction 
since he is merely a set of disparate traits with no unifying oentre, 
and this gives his novelist sister an idea conoerning a oharacter 
called Aunt Alioe that she is trying to create: 
She sat in her stall as the others rose, and she 
scribbled him a note: "Rupert, 'lI13 dear darling, it was 
.!2. goodZ Don't have any doubts. I thoU8ht from the 
orits that you had honeyed it allover, but you haven't-
he is odious and worthy and when he is brought low it is 
unbearable and as soon as he is up again he is odious 
once more. Thank you ever so muoh-you have solved 'lI13 
problem. Mag. P.S. Oh that awful pointless black and 
white. It's that sort of silly vulgarity that keeps 
intelligent people out of the theatre." She thoU8ht for 
a moment of going to see him in his dressing room, but 
then instead she gave the note marked "immediate" to the 
stage door porter, for she had to hurry home to let Aunt 
Alice fall apart into all the various unrelated persons 
that she now knew bobbed up and sank down like corks in 
the ocetV inside that old raddled body as inside all our 
bodies. 
There is much division and disharmony here as either ~ley or 
Robbe-Grillet could have wished for. What interests Wilson is clearly 
"the strange irregular rhythm of life" itself rather than any patterns 
the novelist might construot. 
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As oan be gathered from these examples, the tendenoy to assooiate 
the novel form with a oertain sort of realism is as widespread today 
as it was a osntury ago. In fact it is preoisely when it is approached 
with this oonoept of realism that Thackeray's work is found most 
defioient. Thackeray does not leave life as it is but imposes a 
partioular form on it thl.'OU8h satire, parody 8Jld imitation. Indeed 
so many oharges have been brought against Thackeray in this respect 
that it seems that one oould almost say to the aspiring novelist, by 
way of advice, "Be as unlike Thackeray as you can and the utmost success 
possible for you will be achieved." 
Alas, however, Thackeray cannot be the only one who has failed. 
Novelists must be partioular~y stubborn in their insistence on 
tampering with life. Else why would critios need to oaution them so 
often against doing so? It is, after all, strange to read Wilson's 
words on Dickens. Wilson, too, is saying, "I sse the wheels going and 
hear them going", even thoU8b he is willing to ooncede th t Dickens 
spins them so fast and has oiled them so w 11 that one i8 not unduly 
disturbed by their presence. There is also something strange in Lewes's 
demand that novels should be like life and not like other novels, since 
this is to say' that novels are not like life. In fact if novels ~ 
be imitated, this can only mean that thsy are artificial in the first 
place. If people who were never governesses in lov with their masters 
.2!n write novels like :l!:n!.!n:!,. then Charlotte Brontl is not talking 
about her own unique experience whioh presumably nobody elss oould 
express. This is why all imitation ultimately turns into parody, as 
all mimiory ends up beooming satirioal. Queen Viotoria was wrong in 
not being amused. Any imitation of somebody else is bound to be 
amusing simply beoause it proves that they are not so muoh a real 
person as a mere "face" that has been deliberately prepared to meet 
other faces, and that can be assumed by absolutely anybody who chooses 
to do so. 
Indeed, the whole issue of realism effectively dramatizes the 
dilemma of a civilization that, having initially abandoned natU%e for 
culture, is perpetually frustrated to discover that what it took to be 
nature is in fact culture, a mere technioal trick. brilliant, yes, but 
still a triok. There is ultimately no suoh thing as a realistio novel. 
All novels impose their patterns on reality, if only because they use 
words. They always have formal conoerns that have little to do with 
an objective sorutiny of life. As Watt demonstrates, even Defoe's 
~ Flanders is arranged in a way that sU888sts that Defoe is not so 
muoh paSSively reporting life as actively fitting it into a oertain 
pattern: 
The second, and for many readers t he most interesting, 
part of the book is mainly devoted to Moll's oareer as a 
thief; its only conneotion with the rest of the plot is 
that it finally leads first to her arrest, then to the 
reunion with James in prison, to her later transportation 
and eventually to her return to Virginia and her family 
there. Ultimately, therefore, Moll's oriminal adventures 
end in a renewal of our oontact with the two main episodes 
of the earlier half of the plot, and thus make ~ossible a 
fairly neat oonclusion to the novel as a whole. 2 
Nor is there even any reason why art should be realistio. "There are 
times when ~ley's reasonable preferenoe for life beoomes so 
emphatio, It writes Bergonzi, Itthat one wonders why he wants to bother 
with objeots oalled novels at all".13 Why indeed? If what one wants 
is life, surely that is already available by itself, and one turns to 
art only in order to disoover some satisfactory organization of that 
life. 
If there is no suoh thing as a "realistio"; i.e., totally 
formless and transparent novel, however, there is the kind of novel 
whioh purports to be realistio, and, by doing so, ends up saying, as 
Hegel remarked, the very opposite 6f what it means. Realism is based 
on an equation of literature with life, and that equation, like all 
equations, oan be reversed without losing anything from its truth. If 
literature oan resemble life, then life must somehow resemble literature. 
If the words we use stand for actual objeots, then objeots must really 
be words. The so-called "realistio" novel, therefore, only argues for 
the objeotive validity of its patterns, and thus allows the self-
oonsoiously artifioial work, whioh makes no suoh olaim, to be, in fact, 
infinitely more realistio. 
Acoording tc Watt, ~ Faerie Queene is a work of the latter soirt. 
Watt oontrasts the realistic characters and settings of eigbteenth-
century ncvels with Spenser's bigbly artifioial poem with its 
allegorioal charaoters and dreamlike settings. Probably no one would 
wish to s~ that this is not an acourate desoription of ~ Faerie 
Queene. Nonetheless it is worth stressing that Spenser's original 
readers cannot for an instanoe have thought that what they were getting 
was reality itself. That confidence in the authentioity of fiotion 
belongs to a later age. A reader of Gulliver's Travels felt his 
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oredulity strained and acoused Gulliver, under whose name the book 
originally appeared, of having invented Lilliput and Brobdingnag. As 
far as we know, no reader of Spenser made a similar oomplaint about 
the House of Holiness or the Cave of Despair. Indeed the virtue of 
Spenser's poem lies in preoisely the fact that it has no intention of 
sustaining any kind of deoeption. Obviously artifioial, it insists 
that human artifact is not to be oonfUsed with the work of nature. 
Nothing in fact ever happens in ~ Faerie Queena. When, for instanoe, 
the Red Cross Knight marries Una nothing is achieved. Spenser 
manoeuvres bis hero into a marriage that offers salvation, only to 
show ultimately that lite resists manoeuvering: 
Her joyous presenoe and sweet oompany 
In full oontent he did there long enjoy, 
Ne wioked envie, De vile gealosy 
His dea:re delights were able to annoys 
Yet swimming in that sea of blissful joy, 
He nought forgot how he whilome had sworne, 
If he oould that monstrous beast destroy, 
Unto his Faerie Queene back to returne: 
The whioh he shortly did and ~ left to mourne. 
Now strike your sailes ye jolly Mariners 
For we be oome unto a quiet rode, 
Where we must land aome of our paseangers, 
And light this waarie vessel ot her lode. 
Here she a while may make her safe abode, 
Till she repaired have her taokles spent, 
And wants supplide. And then ~n abroad 
On the long voyase whereto she is bent: 
Well may she speede and fairely tinish her intent. 14 
Here life and poetr,y go their separate ways. Red Cross goes on and the 
poem comes to a atop. Life olearly has a rhythm of its own that makes 
nonsense of artifioial sohemes of salvation. The world is fallen and 
mutable, and refuses to be ordered by human beings. 
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Spenser, then, both makes certain demands from life and shows that 
life is under no obligation to meet those demands. His hero is granted 
an existence in time that is quite separable from the roles he may be 
asked to play. What we find in a "realistic" work like Pride and 
Prejudice, on the other hand, i s something entirely different. Jane 
Austen's characters are of course no less allegorical than Spenser's. 
The marriage between Elizabeth and Hr Darcy is that marriage of the 
English middle class with the English landed gentry that was as 
important to Jane Austen as the marri889 of England with the True 
Church was to Spenser. Unlike Red CroSB, however, Elizabeth has a 
temporal existence that is thoroughly dominated by her author's 
speoifio oonoems. Jane Austen's soheme of salvation operates throU8h 
a sequenoe of da¥s, weeks and months, the self-same images used by 
Spenser for mutability. In other words, Jane Austen makes time itself 
answer to a partioular pattem, and, by doing so, abolishes it 
altogether as free-flowing time, as time likely to go anywhere and 
reveal anything. She replaces history by logic in a way that would have 
pleased Hegel, while Spenser's is a message that is more similar to the 
one to be found at the end of Wittgenstein's Traotatus Logioo-Philosophious: 
My propositions are eluoidatory in this wayl he who 
understands me finally reoognizes them as senseless, when 
he has climbed out through them, on them, over them. (He 
must so to speak throwaway the ladder, after he has olimbed 
up on it.) 
He must SUl.'Dlount these propositions; then he sees the 
world rightly. 
Whereof one oannot speak, thereof one must be silent. 15 
Wittgenstein is not merely pl~1ng a 8ens less practioal joke on his 
readers here. He, too, is asking us to pay more attention to life 
itself than to any particular organization of life, and pointing out 
that distinotion between Logos and Chronos, Being and Time, which is 
also the theme of Heidegger's magnum opus Sein ~ ~. 
What lies behind Spenser, as behind W1ttgenstein, is of course 
the philosophy of Plato with its insistence on the distance between 
forms and things, words and objects, culture and nature. Plato 
naturally never claimed that this distance was absolute. He thoue;ht 
that the fo~ somehow applied to objects, but he did his best to make 
the precise relationship between forms and things an unclear and 
problematic one. Looking back today after more than two thousand 
years ot 'Western philosophy, one discerns in that choice a skilful 
overcoming of the temptation to be the wise man who goes rushing in 
where angels fear to tread. Clearly, Plato wae no real mystic. Nor 
was he incapable of the kind of philosophical sophistioation that is 
commonly assooiated with Aristotle. Par.menides and ~ Sophist will 
bear that muoh out. The Aristotelian solution was available to him, 
but he rejeoted it, preferring, like his mentor Soorates, to assume 
the guise of the innocent fool, the man whose knowledge is imperfect. 
In fact he opposed art preoise1y beoause of its Aristotelian metaphysios 
whioh olaims that everything has a form that inheres in it rather than 
applying to it externally_ He had no wish to rationalize existenoe 
like that t for tho\18h a mathematioian, he was more prepared to see life 
as a mystery than Aristotle, who was a biologist. That is, of course, 
only one aspeot of Plato's philosophy, but it is an aspect worth 
stressing, if only beoause in our own age Heidegger has attacked Plato 
as one of the first enemies of time, and Marshall McLuhan has oontrasted 
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the rigidity of his philosophy with the flexibility of the one 
propounded by the Sophists, those true formalists who manipulated the 
dialeotio without taking it seriously. No doubt both Heidegger and 
MoLuhan are right, and, in the last analysis, Plato's emphasis falls 
not on life but on the fo~s. Yet, muoh as that may be so, it should 
not be forgotten that the true Platonist believes with at least one 
side of his mind that the forms oonstitute a violation of nature whioh, 
far from actively oooperating with philosophy, actually soreams and 
kioks as it is forcibly oarried out of its oave into the light of day 
b;y the latter. 
Spenser is of oourse just suoh a Platonist, and, in the end, he 
oannot help feeling that his art is merely something imposed on life. 
But that is not the whole story. The influenoe of Plato explains a 
lot, but not everything. Behind Spenser's archaio language there lies 
in fact an archaic tension, a medieval tension whioh Hegel in a 
oe1ebrated ohapter of the Phenomenolosy, muoh admired b;y existentialists 
of the Heideggerian sort, oal1ed "Unhappy Consoiousness". Medieval man 
fe1 t :that his life was ohaotio and unprediotable. The Church pulled 
him in one direotion, insisting that he had been oreated in the image 
of God; and the State pulled him in another, offering a life over 
whioh he had no God-like control. The union of the Church and the 
State under Queen Elizabeth, whioh ~ Faerie Queene is supposed to be 
oelebrating, is in fact preoisel;y what it denies beoause Spenser, 
oonsoiously or unoonsoiously, 1s essentially medieval in his outlook. 
No doubt suoh a worldview is largely conditioned by an agrarian eoonomy 
Whioh, with its imperfeot domination of natuxe, and the oomplex kinds 
of traditional authority it implies, leaves man very little room for 
detemining his own destiDy. Under suoh oondi tions human teohniques 
oome to seem trivial beside the ability of the universe to frustrate 
man's sohemes. Jean Jacques Rousseau's famous words, ''Man is born 
free, but he is everywhere in ohains", spoken at a time when the last 
traoes of medieval oulture were disappearing from Europe, in fact 
express perfeot1y that awareness of the sharp olash between human 
reason and actuality that is "Unhappy Consciousness". 
It is of oourse oommon knowledge that this tension was finally 
abolished with the dawning of the bourgeois age. When a new kind of 
freedom and a more powerful and developed technology gave man the 
ability to oontro1 his life, the various oonflicts of medieval life 
disappeared. Order ceased to be something to be dreamt of, only to 
be ultimately dismissed as a mere dream; and came down to earth. And, 
in close keeping with this phenomenon, there oame into being a new kind 
of fiction that was thoroughly this-worldly, and that sought to make a 
oareer out of what actually existed on earth, in space and time, here 
and now. Familiar as this development is, however, its implioations 
are often missed. The novel's insistenoe on reality is frequently 
taken as an insistenoe on disorder, whereas the novel, like the culture 
that gave birth to it, is intent upon ordering and oontrolling life. 
Smollet defined the novel as "a large diffused pioture, oomprehending 
the oharacters of life, disposed in groups and exhibited in various 
attitudes, for the purposes of a unifom plan, and general ooourenoe, 
16 to whioh every- individual figure is subservient." This is indeed how, 
in the last analysis, novels funotion. They all insist on forcing life 
to unfold aooording to a uniform plan, and thus remain true to the 
tendenoy of bourgeois sooiety to humanize reality. Making time itself 
answer to its pattems, the novel is in fact the most formal of all 
genres. As a passage in Georg Luk&os' s .'!2!! Theory 2I. !b.! Novel 
indicates, there is a deep contrast between the appearance and the 
reality of the novel fom: 
Only in the novel • • • is time connected with the 
fom • •• In the novel, meaning and life separate and, 
with them, essence and temporality; one could almost 
say that the whole inner action of the novel is a 
struggle against the might of time. 17 
Thus it appears that, depicting temporal reality, the novel is 
necessarily free from formal concerns. 
, 
Yet, as Lukacs admits, the 
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essence of the novel actually consists of a struggle against time. Or 
in other woms, rather than leaving time alone, the novel in fact makes 
it tell a definite story, and its inclusion of time is not so muoh a 
tribute to the latter as a proof of its own power. 
This manipulative approach to life is oharacteristic of novelists 
from Fielding to Joyce, even though, needless to say, it is more marked 
in some cases than in others. Fielding, as Watt amply demonstrates, is 
no doubt a realistio writer, if what one understands by that is som one 
who will consult an almanac to get his dates right before writing a 
novel. But does not !2!! Jones after all tell a rather simple story? 
It is not the novel's obviously oontrived plot that is disturbing: 
Fielding takes a delight in admitting that he is manipulating events. 
One is rather made uneasy by the oharacters he depiots. Mr Allworthy, 
Blifil, Tom Jones, Sophia and Lady Bellaston are not timeless types 
existing in an eternal. present. They are vividly present in space and 
time, and one cannot oall them, say, Charity, Envy, Christian, Beauty 
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and Lust. Yet they are rather simple conceptions that are made to 
account for a great amount of realistic detail. Fielding's is 
obviously a oarefully controlled universe in whioh individuals can only 
play definite roles. The same is also true of Jane Austen. She arrives 
at the same result as Fielding, albeit in a slightly different way. As 
is often noted, she takes the reader into her oonfidence. No matter 
what happens we know what is right and what is wrong, and in the end 
the characters themselves can only leam what we already know. 
Experience flatteringly bears out common sense. 
A writer like Joyce, on the other hand, can communicate an even 
more overpowering "sense of reality" to his readers than either Field.iD8 
or Jane Austen. Isn't Ulysses the most realistio of novels? Does it 
not confine itself to a painstaking and extremely detailed analysis of 
the innermost thoughts and feelings of three very individual characters 
on a single day in the year 1904 in the city of Dublin? Yet what a 
literary novel Ulysses is, how well-organized, how tightly struotured! 
It contains nothing that is not a part of Joyoe's massive design. 
Anthony Burgess's book on Joyoe, !!-Joyce, is well-named, for Joyce is 
indeed the happy ohild of the age of technology, who does not suffer in 
the least from "Unhappy Consoiousness". For him only what is human is 
real; and consequently, life has to fit into pattems discovered by 
man more than two thousand years 8.80. 
It will of oourse be retorted that these are extreme examples. The 
history of the novel oannot be sUDDD8d up by referring to three writers, 
two of whom belonged to the .A&e of Reason and one of whom is in all 
probability a solitary eccentric who will always defy olassification. 
Furthermore, Fielding, Jane Austen and JOiCOe are all oomio writers, and 
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the comio vision of life after all demands an orderly universe. 
Between Fielding's "oomic epio in prose" and Joyce's version of the 
same thing, however, there lie almost two hundred years of fiotion, 
and the true representatives of realism may well belong to this period. 
This seems like a plausible thesis beoause nineteenth-centuxy novelists 
themselves frequently insist that it is more important to look at 
things than to assign a definite shape to them. This emphasis on lithe 
thing itself", however, is anti thetioal to the main trends of bourgeois 
oulture and belongs to that still feudal past whioh George Eliot onoe 
personified as Ita oontemplative, rather stout gentleman of exoellent 
digestion--of quiet perceptions, undiseased by hypothesisl happy in 
his inability to know the causes of things, preferring the things 
18 themselves". In fact it can be said in general that a writer 1s 
capable of approaching the world oautiously to the extent that he 
remains aware of an older culture, either known in its original form, 
as in George Eliot's case, or sensed as being anaohronistically present 
in the inability of bourgeois oivilization to relieve the misery and 
suffering of a large number of its members, as in Diokens's. 
It is indeed highly signifioant that a certain kind of novel came 
into being above all in England and Franoe, where bourgeois revolutions 
had an entire medieval heritage to abolish; and in Russia, where suoh 
revolutions never occured. 19 It is certainly this fact that V.S. Pritohett 
has in mind when, after praising the realistic traits of the Russian 
novel already discussed in this chapter, he remarks that "In nineteenth-
centur,y Russia, under the simpler feudal division of society, [novelists 
had] more room to breathe". 20 Conversely, countries like Geman;r, 
where the medieval heritage was emphatioally denied, and Amerioa, 
where suoh a thing never existed, have never shown much interest in 
realism. As John Bayley notes, "nature" is absent from Amerioan 
literature. 21 What one has instead is a kind of fiotion that forces 
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nature to partioipate in its sohemes. The same is also true of Gennan 
letters. Both literatures are partioularly rioh in symbolio and 
al1egorioal works like 1!!!. Wahlverwandtschaften and Moby~, and 
oorresponding1y defioient in realistio works that simply strive to 
22 desoribe experienoe without forcing it into any partioular mould. 
Even Thomas Mann, the only Gema.n realist of any real signifioanoe, 
displays a oharacteristioal1y Teutonio preoooupation with symbolism in 
works like Tonio Kr6ser, Doctor Faustus and Joseph ~ 1!!! Brothers, 
and has at least written a tightly struotured and metioulous1y organized 
novel like Death .!!! Venice, if only to show the alienation of his hero 
Gustav von Asohenbach from life. And that major Amerioan realist, 
James, could of course only beoome a realist by going into exile and 
embracing a culture still living in the past. 
Today, needless to say, post-revolutionary Russians are more 
interested in organizing than in oontemplating their lives. Consequently, 
Russian reaJ.ism with its emphasis on oontin8enoy has been replaced by 
sooialist realism with its all-too-familiar banalities. In Franoe, too, 
despite Balzac's legitimist pamphleteering insisting on the need for 
inoorporating the medieval heritage into the Revolution as was done in 
England during the Restoration, the yoke ot feudalism has been overthrown. 
The Frenoh novel has regained time and gone beyond even that, passing 
into the hands of writers who are all philosophers of some sort or other 
wi th a thoroughly intelleotual approach to life. Only in England a 
distrust of artifioe survives, fed by an atavistio sense of the bare 
earth that perpetually resists man, and that appears now as E.M. Forster's 
Caves of Marabar, now as Angus Wilson's lUaoslavian limestone oliffs 
that attract Margaret, the novelist, in!2. Laughing Matter: 
And yet how the limestone, the marsh and mud and the 
desert sand drew her to theml For every human assertion 
there are hundreds of inanimate negations. It was those, 
their stillness, their quiet, their non-existence which 
she so desperately needed. They were the other side of 
life, the nothing side, denying which everything was an 
empty boast, a silly whistling in the dark. She was not 
in love with easeful death, not at all, if that meant 
surrendering to the grave's embrace, but she did need the 
refreshment of negation, the refreshment of bare dead rock 
if she were to have the strength, the enduranoe to receive 
human noises. The great tenor arias she would hear in 
humanity's defence in Paris, how to bear their inevitable 
vulgarities? The small, private noises, sharp and 
astrigent that she perhaps or Mr E.M. Forster might 
oontribute, how to bear their oooasional oosiness? How 
to endure the millions that exulted in the boastful empty 
lies that oame from Nuremburg and Bayreuth and Rome? Or 
the little dirty oheapening talk of everybody everyday? 
For these she must keep her imagination frighteningly yet 
deadly olean with the non-human--with the snow blowing 
through oenturies in the ioy blizzards of Antarctica, with 
the sand collecting endlessly in the Gobi desert. 23 
Whether the contemporary social realities of even England, admittedly 
the most "medieval" of modern oountries, are in keeping with suoh 
"realism", though is of course debatable. Thsre is, for instance, 
nothing surpriSing in the fact that oontemporary English novels 
invariably tend to be about neurotic young women living in bedsitters 
or sensitive young men in advertising. That is after all ths sort of 
prefabrioated "experienoe" that oontemporary sooiety offers. Most 
novelists writing today ~ in fact neurotic young women or sensitive 
young men in advertiSing, and, as is amply demonstrated by Malcolm 
Bradbury's latest oolleotion of short stories, ~ ~ ~ Think ~~? 
literature, deprived of life, has onoe again taken refuge in satire 
and parody, those age-old wars of attaoking artifioial modes of 
behaviour and expression. 
Even if one accepts the currently fashionable premise that life 
and novels were both richer in the past, however, the difficulties do 
not cease. No matter what Great Tradition one chooses, it is bound to 
be marred by traces of technologioo-Benthamism. George Eliot's 
reference to the past, which was quoted above, is in fact wistful and 
nostalgio, though perhaps not so consciously nostalgio as James's 
passion for Europe. "That is the way things were," she seems to be 
saying, "But not the way they can be for us. We cannot sit and watch 
life unfold, and not bother to harness it to a design." This sad 
necessity is also what lies behind that typically Jamesian melancholy 
ocoasioned by being in love with what is doomed to die. James endows 
his characters with the maximum amount of life his plan pem! ts, but 
when that is lived out the plan starts olosing in, as, we feel, time 
itself will one day close in on Europe and put an eDd to its free, rioh 
and complioated life. Indeed, though undoubtedly subtle and complex, 
n1neteenth-century novels are as much conoerned with unifo~ plans as 
fiction from any other era. 
Bleak House offers a very good example of this phenomenon. 
W.J. Harvey, who tries to praise this novel for its realism, in fact 
ends up praising it for the intricacy of its design as a New Critio 
would. He writes: 
Indeed, I would say that one of the reasons for its 
greatness is the extreme tension set up between the 
centrifusal vigour of its parts and the centripetal 
demands of the whole. It is a tension between the impulse 
to intensify eaoh 100al detail or partioular episode and 
the impulse to subordinate, a.rr8n89 and disoip1ine. The 
final impression is one of immense and potentially 
anarchio energy being broueht-but only just-under oontro1. 
The fact that the equipoise between part and whole is so 
precariously maintained is itself a tribute to the energy 
here being harnessed. 24 
This is very well said, but on the whole Harvey seems to mistake 
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Diokens's virtuosity for the flow of life itself. If the centripetal 
demands of the whole are real, then oertainly the centrifu8al vigour 
of the parts must ultimately be an illusion, and Harvey himself in fact 
admits this: 
Tbrough the double narrative Diokens refracts, refleots, 
varies, distorts, reiterates his major themes, and the 
disturbing resonanoe thus set up is expressive of his 
deepest sense of what life is like. Bleak House is so 
dense with examples of this process that I will quote only 
one, very minor example. In Chapter 25 Mrs Snagsby is 
suspioious: 
Mrs Snagsby sorews So watohful glanoe on Jo, as he 
is brought into the little drawing-room by Guster. 
He looks at Mr Snagsby the moment he oomes in. Aha! 
Why does he look at Mr Snagsby? Mr Snagsby looks at 
him. Why should he do that, but Mrs Snagsby sees it 
all? Why else should that look pass between them; 
why else should Mr Snagsby be contused, and oough a 
signal oough behind his hand. It is as olear as 
orystal that Mr Snagsby is that boy's father. 
Mrs Snagsby's magn!fioient i110gioality is a oomic analogue, 
a parody of the dominant atmosphere of the book, that of 
hints, guesses, suspioions, oonspiraoies. It is also a 
distorted eoho of one of the novel's major themes, that of 
parents and ohi1dren. Even here, in an insignifioant oorner 
of the book, its major oonoerns are repeated and eohoed in a 
different key; this abundanoe of doubling, paralleling, 
oontrasting, this oonstant modulation from sinister to 
pathetio or oomio, serves to oreate a density of life 
providing a oontext for those vivid Boenes of episodio 
intensifioation. We acoept these, take them on trust as 
more than brilliant but isolated moments, beoause we know 
they mesh with that oomplioated web of human affair whioh 
entangles all the oharacters, even the most trivial. 25 
This is to say that reality in fact oannot go anywhere without 
eohoing Diokens's themes. Even those details that seem totally 
irrelevant fit into a pattern. It is diffioult to acoept this ae an 
expression of Diokens' s tlsense of what life is like". He oan hardly 
have intended to oreate a set of events that, like so many Boodles and 
Coodles and Doodles, never fail to answer to the same pattern, for 
after all he is not of the Boodles' party but of Jo's, and the 
harshness and irrationality of the latter's life are preoisely what he 
wishes to oonvey. Nonetheless, the novel works in the way Harvey 
olaims it works, beoause when the flux of time is spoken out or written 
down the stillness of the word must neoessarily impose order on it. 
Again, George Eliot is a novelist who wishes us to understand how 
little order there is in life and how things do not fit into neat 
patterns. Yet definite patterns ot oourse never tail to em rge in her 
novels. The Dorothea who refuses to believe that Lydgate has done 
anything wrong, for instanoe, is the same Dorothea who onoe deolined to 
acoept others' views of Casaubon. She is still proud and stubborn; 
indeed, selfish. Only, in this instanoe pride and selfiShness have 
beoome admirable and noble. It is in this very soene that Mr Fa.rebrother 
makes his famous oomment that "charaoter is not out in marble", but the 
reader's sense is that that is how in fact it is, that people, at least 
in novels, never oh8ll88. In her most generous impulses, as well as in 
her selfish daydreams, Dorothea is Dorothea, obstinate, rash, 
undisoiplined. George Eliot's presentation ot this soene is suoh that 
Dorothea's pride is qualified for the reader without oeasing, for a 
single instant, to be pride. The entire episode is indeed, as Angus 
Wilson would agrue, a brilliant triok, perhaps unintentionally so, 
but still a triok. Dorothea is indeed a oomplex oharacter, but the 
novelist is remarkably suooessful in keeping her oomplexity within 
bounds. 
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At this point defenders of realism might say that suoh oomplexi ty 
is in fact what realism i8 all about alld. argue that what i8 meant by 
that texm is not the absenoe of a oontrolling design but rather a design 
that oontrols without orushing alld. rules without tyranny, bringing life 
"only just" under oontrol. To this it oan only be said that, whether 
simple or oomplex, whether refleoted, refracted, varied, .distorted and 
reiterated or just presented, a design is still a design, something 
essentially tangible, rigid and statio, and not something mutable like 
life. Defending his own version of monism against that of Sohelling, 
Hegel wrote, 
Henoe [in Sohelling' s philosophy] everything appears 
brought within the oompass of the Absolute Idea, whioh 
seems thus to be reoognized in everything, and to have 
suooeeded in beooming a system in extenso of soientifio 
knowledge. But if we look more closely at this expanded 
system we find that it has not been reached by one and 
the same prinoiple taking shape in diverse ways; it is 
the shapeless repetition of one and the same idea, whioh 
is applied in an external fashion to different material, 
the wearisome reiteration of it keeping up the semblanoe 
of diversity. The Idea, whioh is by itself no doubt the 
truth, really never gets tmy' further than just where it 
began, as long as the development of it oonsists in 
nothing else than suoh a repetition of the same formula. 26 
Such a protest against bloodless formalism is of oourse impreSSive, but 
what Hegel' swords oonvey is above all his own uneasiness at having to 
smuggle in the Absolute Idea without mentioning that dreadful term. 
Whether things are immediately in the Absolute--whatever that might 
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mean--or only ul t1mately so, the Absolute is firmly and embarrassingly 
there. Similarly, the difference between saying "Dorothea is proud" 
and saying "Well, in the end, (ultimately, when all is said and done), 
Dorothea, you know, .!!. proud" is not so very great. Such ceaseless 
qualifying can only lead to the comic spectaole of Mr Brooke with his 
famous "oertain point". True enough, a oertain kind of novelist does 
not put tags on his oharacters or tell his readers immediately what 
this or that might!!!!.!!!. As Harvey suggests, he lets the reader 
arrive at such knowledge by himself. :But the important thing is that 
that knowledge should be there to be arrived at, and when all the 
seemingly random details in a novel are seen to fit into a pattern the 
illusion of realism cannot but be destroyed. 
III 
For better or worse Thackeray's fiction makes no use of complex 
designs. Neither Diokens'o intrioate plots nor George Eliot's subtle 
characterizations are typioal of Thackeray. He is always after a 
particular pattern which is more important to him than an objeotive 
depiotion of reality, and he makes no attempt to disguise this fact. 
One of his first published works, a set of oomio plates entitled Flore 
, 
~ ZephYr, is a loving parody of a formal ballet. He is a self-oonfessed 
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follower of Fielding, and his vast output inoludes not only a great 
deal of "magazinery" written with the speoifio requirements of Fraser's 
or Punoh in mind, but also imitations of Horaoe, Beranger and the 
Geman poets, a sequel to Scott's Ivanhoe, and even a fairy story 
entitled "Sultan Stork" that follows the manner of !!'!!. Arabian Nights 
and has proved as popular among ohildren as any of Soheherazade' s 
original tales. 
Yet Thackeray, of oourse, also refuses t o t ake suoh patterns 
seriously. Calling his oharacters "puppets", insisting that he is 
only "making believe", and sneering at novelists' pretensions to 
absolute knowledge, he oonstantly denounoes his own handiwork. For 
him life is ultimately meaningless and absurd, and it is only human 
vanity that strives to oontain it within speoifio patterns. Henoe 
that famous passage in Pendennis: 
Thus, oh friendly readers, we see every man in the 
world has his own private griefs and business, by whioh 
he is more cast down or oooupied than by the affairs or 
sorrows of any other person • •• How lonely we are in 
the world! how selfish and seoret everybodyJ You and 
your wife have pressed the same pillow for forty years 
and fanoy yourselves united.-Psha, does she ory when 
you have the gout, or do you lie awake when she has 
the toothache? • • • Ah, sir--a distinot universe walks 
about under your hat and under mine-all things in nature 
are different to eaoh--the woman we look at h 8 not the 
same features, the dish we eat from has not the same 
taste to one and the othe~you and I are but a pair of 
infinite isolations with some fellow-islands more or less 
near to us. 21 
That is how things really are. When the truth is really faoed, there 
is only this tendency of everybody to go resolutely on their own way, 
and to attempt to tidy up this unfortunate, but also free, state of 
affairs is to be guilty ot illusion and manipulativenesse Thus 
Thackeray both tries to impose form on the world and to leave it 
formless and free, and his art is perpetually occupied with patterns, 
forms, roles and their relationship to reality. :But that art is, of 
course, also the reflection of a personality that is, as Hegel once 
28 
said of himself, "at once for and against the aotual", and that, 
basically convinced that life is ultimately chaotic and frustrating, 
tries to impose order on it by foroe. Before it can be seen, 
therefore, how the "artificiality" of Thackeray's fiction becomes a 
comment on the novel form as a whole, and indeed on the culture in 
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which the novel was born, his personality, which made such artificiality 
necessary to him must itself be examined. 
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I 
The novel bas to be seen as part of a technological revolution 
that gave man the ability to impose his will on nature. How this 
technological revolution itself came about, however, is still not 
entirely clear. In the Hegelian scheme of things "Unhappy Consoious-
ness" turns into "Reason" simply by rebelling against its unhappiness 
and looking for more efficient ways of understanding and controlling 
its life. This may seem like a very simple explanation but it is one 
that is becoming increasingly widespread. The old view that medieval 
econo~ collapsed as a result of an injeotion of money into it by a 
set of traders of unknown social origin, who then set up their own 
money econ~, is givin8 way to a new belief that, far from being 
static and self-perpetuating, as formerly thought, the feudal mode of 
production in fact had the capacity for generating the preconditions 
necessar.y for its own overthrowo l Defenders of this theory believe 
that a desire for greater efficiency was characteristic of medieval 
econom;y in tha. t feudal landowners wished to inorease their rente while 
their peasants strove to increase that part of the yield of their plots 
that they did not have to surrender to their masters. This desire for 
a more effiCient exploitation of nature, it is claimed, became a basis 
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for technical innovation which, in turn, led to simple commodity 
production, international trade and. urbanization. The problem with 
this theory is that the available evidence indicates that technical 
innovation, though never entirely absent from medieval life, tended to 
be influenced as much by purely contingent demographic factors as by 
supposedly permanent human desires. When the bubonic plague epidemiC 
reduced the population of Europe, for instance, technological progress 
slowed down and did not speed up again until the population increased 
once more and a large number of people became dependent on limited natural 
resources. Even accepting the importance of demographic factors, however, 
the value of the theory is not diminished since what it emphasizes is the 
existence of a psychological mechanism whereby an unsatiefactor.y natural 
environment causes a retreat into an artifioially ordered world. PreCisely 
how that environment becomes unsatisfactory is immaterial. What is impor-
tant is that life, less than perfeot in itself, is replaoed by controlled 
life, that experience, as it were, turns into fiction. 
Itself always suoh a world, the novel frequently objects to artifi-
cially ordered worldson moral grounds. If things are controlled by us, 
it is argued, then they are not allowed to oome into their own &s they 
are "in themselves", and orderly visions of r ality oonstitute an attempt 
to avoid the actual demands it makes on one. Thus in realistic fiotion 
often the selfish hero or heroine begins with great expeotations and ends 
up with the realization that the world bas not been designed for his or 
her convenienoe, emerging from the action of the novel as a ohastened 
and humble lmma.n being who is nON more ready to be conoerned with the 
needs and wishes of others. One of the greatest English novels, 
Middlemarch, for instanoe, is entirely based on this time-honoured pattern. 
The principal characters, Dorothea, Casaubon, Iqdgate and Rosamond, 
all try to make their spouses conform to images in their minds. Thus 
Caea.ubon becomes a possibility of intellectual development for Dorothea; 
Dorothea a promise of domestic bliss for Casaubon; ~dgate a means of 
changing her social status for Rosamond; and Rosamond a pretty and 
submissive wife, just another perfect possession, for ~gate. These 
expectations, however, are frustrated when the needs and capacities of 
each individual come sharply into confliot with the role he or she is 
asked to play, and while the weaker and more peevish experienoe this 
as a gross injustice, to the more morally alert it becomes a basis for 
a less self-centred view of the world. "We are," comments the narrator, 
all of us born in moral stupidity, taking the world 
as an udder to feed our supreme selves; Dorothea had 
early begun to emerge from that stupidity, but yet it 
bad been easier to her to imagine how she would devote 
herself to Mr Casaubon, and become wise and strong in 
his strength and wisdom, than to conceive wi th that 
distinctness which is no longer reflection but feeling 
--an idea wrought back to the directness of sense, like 
the solidity of objects--that be had an equivalent centre 
of self whence the lights and shadows must always fall 
with a certain difference. 2 
This emphasis on the directness of sense and the solidity of objects, 
the sheer immediaoy of reality and its resistance to appropriation, is 
a reminder that no one is alone in the world and that one's environment 
can be made to conform to oertain standards only by ignoring the reality 
of that environment and of the other individuals in it. 
Interestingly, though George Eliot is aware of the cOmio a8 well as 
tragic implications of the dreams of her characters, she misses their 
aesthetic implications. In fact when Casaubon is seen as an elderly sage; 
Dorothea as an adorin8 wife; ~gate as an eligible suitor; and Rosamond 
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as a conquered beauty, they all turn into baclaleyed charaoters out of 
popular fiction, and their refusal to ooni'orm to the images imposed on 
them beoomes the destruction of art by realit,y, of ~th by real people 
and of fantasy by contingency. In other words, George Eliot misses her 
ohanoe to attaok art as just another way of ordering the world at the 
expense of stifling the full reality of the individuals in it. Thackeray's 
imagination, however, with its natural propensit,y for l81'ody of oourse 
thrives on oharaoters who, like Don Quixote, perpetually try to make the 
world fit into patterns borrowed from fashionable fiotion. He ceaseless~ 
strives to lay bare the inflated daydreaming that lies behind popular 
literary oonventions even as he himself adopts and exploits them. 
The oreation of an artificially ordered world through art is also 
one of the important themes of Angus Wileon' s !2 laughing Matter. By 
making his main characters artists Wilson tries to differentiate between 
their false art and his true one. The book oonstantly juxtaposes 
supposedly actual events and people with the ways in which they get 
represented in art, and Margaret's novels, Rupert's impersonations and 
the stylized paintings 1~ous oolleots all oome to be s en as distinot 
ways of or@anizing rather than merely representing reality_ A parti-
cularly intriguing example of this process deserves quotation despite 
its length. lfargaret is reminiSCing about a holiday romance I 
In the early morning light and mist they had passed 
the fat-faoed whiskery old women who, in grey printed 
dresses and blaok straw hats sat like anoient tom cats, 
exoept where here and there a lower eyelid had fallen 
to reveal red fleoked eyeballs like those of a blood-
hound, guarding their rougets and sea spiders, their 
langoustes and that squizzling, wriggling indeterm1.na.te 
grey mass which would appear on the hotel menu as pois ons 
du golfe from the slinking, darting, voraoious half-starved 
oa ts whioh would be seen like jaokals' lean shadows here 
and there by the harbour's edge. On the deck of a tramp 
steamer stood a young negro in drill trousers and a 
sparkling white vest, oleaning his teeth with a pieoe 
of sugar oane. From the tenement buildings on the 
hill leading away from the harbour Armenian dook workers 
were crossing the cobbled streets so slippery with 
trodden-in debris from the vegetable carts, to wait at 
the broad wire gates of the naval dockyard for the siren 
to sound its summons to work. 
Looking baok, Margaret remembered all these scenes 
as quite separate from one another, from herself. Their 
only unity lay in Clifford, his talk, his presence, his 
movements, the swing of his body, the turn of his head, 
the inverted triangle that his dark hair formed on the 
nape of his neck. Perhaps happiness, she thought, is 
entire~ disjunotive, love so powerful an emotion, that 
the scrabbling of human reason busily making patterns 
and corrections is momentarily stilled. Indeed when a 
month later the memory of this happiness became too 
painful she set out consciously to piece together, to 
unify all these sharp edged pictures with a thread of 
iro~. The mists and the early morning light, where 
had she got them but straight from a score of impreSSionist 
paintings? The fisherwomen were surely not real to her but 
little Boudin figures imported into the Midi from Normandy? 
As to the cats, she had reason to know that the fishsellers 
of La Ciotat were lavish in their disposal of fishwaste to 
these animals, the implied battle was the conventional 
nightmare of some English spinster in Rome? The negro, 
too--Conradian figure--sprang all too easily to life, for 
what SU88.r cane would have kept its savour from, at the 
nearest, India. or the Sudan? As to the Armenians--creatures 
of a chanoe word of Madame that 'il Y a beauooup d'Armeniens 
dans Ie quartier ouvrier'--how olever to reoognize suoh 
ethnio distinctions in that Boudinesque light! But all this 
tissue of mookery oame later as she very well knew. At the 
time and for all those four weeks (a lie, it was only three) 
she had never seen the world around so clearly as when it 
needed no explanation sinoe Clifford was the meaning of it 
all.3 
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Here memory is beginning to replaoe experienoe, and not only is the Muse 
the daughter of memory but memory is, as Hegel explained relying on a 
German pun, ~-innerung; or Ii terally, internalization. In memory events 
and objects are no longer experienoed but "re-membered". The mind re-
creates them relying an its own resouroes replacing them by its own 
products and depriving them of their immediaoy with the result that that 
love whioh onoe responded to others in their full realit.Y without 
feeling oompelled to impose e.ny partioular image on them, and that 
happiness that was at home in disjunction, was felt and did not need 
to be expressed, are lost. 
Unfortunately Wilson relies, as he very well knows, on some of 
the same strategies as his oharaoters. He, too, is creating an arti-
fioial1y ordered world, imposing patterns on a life as amorphous as 
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the barren Yugoslavian oliffs that oonfront Margaret, and turning into 
comprehensible oharacters people as unprediotable as Malvolio. If love 
and happiness demand mere passivity in the face of reality, then Wilson's 
art, though perhaps more subtle and less whimsical than Margaret's or 
Rupert's, is not essentially more loving or happy than theirs. None-
theless, by emphasizing love and happiness ilson manages to give realism 
a moral status and point out the essential unhealthiness of a radioally 
humanized world, whose cruder aspects, "Miraole Germany ••• l!!! 
Magazine • •• seemly ambition, high profits and determined management,,4 
are contemptuously dismissed in the last sentenoe of the novel. 
II 
The moral implioations of anti-realistio attitudes are also one of 
the main ooncerns of Freudian psyohology. Freud's interest in the 
"Rea.li ty Principle" and the formation of neurosis plaoes him among the 
ohief exponents of realism of this oentury. :Broadly spee.kin8, the 
transitions f rom dependenoe on nature to technology and from life to 
art, examined above, have the same structure as the transition from 
normalcy to neurosis. In all cases an unsatisfactory natural environment 
is replaced b.1 an artificially ordered world. Freud of course does not 
regard neurosis as a social phenomenon but looks for its causes in 
the personal history of the individual patient. In theory a neurotio 
oould flourish in any kind of sooiety. Nonetheless , a sooiety that 
has already developed several ways of imposing its will on nature 
clearly offers a greater number of outlets to the neurotic, and most 
people would be more inclined to assooiate neurosis with members of 
modern industrial society than with Australian bOrigines. 5 This has 
an obvious application to Thackeray who strikes one as a novelist who 
found in the novel form the perfect way of indulging a Freudian-type 
neurosis. 
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Opponents of Freudian theory never get tired of saying that Freud 
related everything to sex. This is only a half-truth. Freud, the 
analyst, oertainly sees sex as the "prime movertt behind individual oase 
histories . In his general theory of personality, however, Freud i8 
primarily conoerned not with sex but with the "libido". The ttlibido" 
is a t,ypically Germanic ooncept in some ways reminisoent of Kant's 
"transcendental egolt , Fiohte' s ItI" and Hegel's ItSpiri til. It stands, 
like these other notions, for the general tendenoy of the human ego to 
establish itself in the world. To be sure, for Freud, the libido, too, 
finds its ultimate expression in sex where one ego comes to find itself 
in another. But any a.ot which allows the ego to establish i teelf in 
its surroundings is likewise an expression of the libido. Thus, for 
instance, language which replaoes alien objects by human words is 8.S 
much an outcome of the libido 8.S sex. 
Under normal conditions the gratifioation of the libido is dependent 
on reality, on what lies outside the ego. The world may, as it were, 
allow itself to be possessed by the ego, or it may not. On the whole, 
depending on circumstances, it sometimes does and sometimes does not. 
The acce~tance of this condition, of a world that, though it is not 
there for the convenienoe of the ego, is not without its moments of 
happiness either, is normalcy, and because normalcy makes it possible 
to respond to others in their full realit,r, it is not only a clinical 
concept but also a moral quality. Freud sees, however, that if the 
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ego comes to see its environment as being erratic, unstable and frus-
trating and ends up detecting in it the operations of a "reality 
principle" at cross-purposes with its own "pleasure principle", reality 
will rapidly be replaced by an artificially ordered world. This is 
the formation of neurosis. The neurotic will not let realit,r unfold 
by itself but constantly has to insist on imposing his own patterns on 
it and living in a world governed by himself. 
For Freud this loveless approach to the world is to be explained 
by a similar failure on the part of the world itself. The ego will 
settle for artificial schemes of order only if it cames to feel that 
reali ty is in itself disorderly and frustrating, and this evaluation 
of realit,r is always based on the nature of the ego's earliest enoounters 
wi th the world. During the first four or five years of his existence a 
human being arrives at a certain view of the world which remains 
unalterable in later life unless he is helped by a psychoanalyst to 
recall and radically re-evaluate the events of those years. Thus the 
child who feels loved and acoepted will grow up into the adult oapable 
of accepting life as it is, while th child who feels unloved and 
abandoned will get inoreasingly frustrated, irritable and peevish, and 
ultimately develop into the neurotic tr.ying to impose himself on the 
world by force. 
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Obviously bourgeois society is neurotic in this sense in its 
insistence on maldng nature submit to its will. Freud's theory also 
offers an insight into the kind of art t hat immediatel y betrays itself 
as art. What is at work in such cases is the desire of the artist to 
keep reality under control and make it obey his will. Indeed, like 
Wilson, Freud, too, tends to attribute all art to the wish to re-
orsanize the world. True enough, in the Freudian scheme of things 
art is seen as involving not neurosis but sublima. tion. The three kinds 
of deviation identified by Freud, perversion, sublimation and neurosis, 
however, all boil down to the same att empt to control reality, and 
what lies behind Thackeray's art is no doubt an intensification of art's 
intrinsic tendencies b.Y the demands of his own personality. 
III 
I t is only hope which is real, and 
reality is a bitterness and a decei t 
Thackeray, Rebecca and Rowena 
When Thackeray's novels are criticized in various ways for their 
lack of realism, it is of course assumed that be wished to write realistic 
fiction but somehow failed to do so, settling for a formali stic art in 
spite of himself. In fact, however, it would be more correot to assume 
that the carefully structured vision of life was an emotional necessity 
to Thackeray, and consequently, a goal deliberately aimed at by his f iction. 
A:n:y careful study of his personality could hardly fail to bear such an 
assumption out. 
Thackeray, unfortunate in his critiCS, has been remarkably fortunate 
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in his biographers. He himself once remarked. "All that I can 
remember out of books generally is the impression I get of the Authorlt ,6 
and generations of scholars have followed his example, discovering in 
his work traces of his characters. Few critics are prepared to follow 
the example set by J.Y.T. Greig in Thackeray. ! Reconsideration, and 
see Thackeray's art as being entirely a function of his personality, 
but biographical details keep intruding into Thackeray oriticism simply 
beoause everyone seems to feel that the world of his novels is a sub-
jective one that needs explaining. Apart from this, however, among 
others, Antho~ Trollope, Lewis Melville, Malcolm Elwin, Lionel Stevenson, 
Lambert Ennis and Gordon N. Ray have written full-length biographies of 
Thackeray, and not only do these works provide, when taken together, the 
whole story of his life but also they all arrive at more or less the same 
view of the individual who is their subject. 
This view is perhaps best summed up by the pair of titles chosen by 
Ray for his two-volume definitive biography of Thackeray, !!!! ~ of 
Adversity and 1a!.!s.!.2! Wisdomo By dividing Thackeray's life into two 
different stages in this way Ray seems to indicate that Thackeray first 
became disappointed with the world and then disoovered ways of ooping 
with his environment, eventually moving from adversity to prosperity. 
Ray, though, is primarily concerned with the trials of Thackeray's adult 
life, the loss of his patrimony, his financial difficulties, the death 
of his second daughter, and the insanity of his wife. In fact Thaokeray 
appears to have borne these calamities with a oharacteristically Victorian 
fortitude, and any darkening of his vision of life has to be attributed 
to an earlier period, indeed, as Freud would have wished, to the time 
when he was a boyo 
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Here what stands out is of course Thackeray's relationship with 
his mother. Once again, thanks to Thackeray's biographers, the details 
of this relationship are so familiar as to require only a few words. 
Thackeray's father died a few years after the birth of his son, and for 
a while Thackeray lived alone with his mother in Calcutta until he was 
sent to school in England. Mxs Thackeray, everyone agrees, treated her 
only child with the kind of possessiveness that mothers frequently mistake 
for love, instilling in him an early distrust of everyone besides herself 
in order to be sure of being the sole object of his affections. Her 
letters to Thackeray throughout the latter's life are full of warnings 
about the treacherousness of the world. Thackeray appears to have both 
seen through the relationship and taken it very seriously. His novels 
abound in doting mothers whose only children rebel against them without 
ever being able to shake off their influence completely. Arthur Pendennis 
desperately tries to become independent of Helen and yet has to retreat 
to the security of his home every time one of his sallies into the world 
ends in disaster; and in Vanity .F.!!!: there is the famous statement that 
"Mother is the name for God in the lips and hearts of little children". 7 
There can thus be no doubt that by the time he left Calcutta Thackeray 
waS already an extremely nervous individual, deeply distrustful of Freudian 
"reality" and happy only when together with his mother. 
Clearly his insecurity was hardly helped by his English experience. 
Ready to regard the world as alien and hostile in any case, he was also 
actually in a foreign environment. Viotorian children living in England 
did not have the comforts enjoyed by their colonial counterparts, and all 
of a sudden Thackeray, who was acoustomed to being a little sahib back in 
Calcutta, had to face dull and authoritarian masters, bullies and canings 
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a t a series of boarding schools. He had come to England with an 
Indian servant and now he had to become a fag himself. No doubt his 
initial conviction that the world was a dark and frustrating plaoe 
was strengthened during these years. He also developed a defence 
mechanism that was to remain with him throughout the rest of his life. 
He started re-arranging reality by making it sweet, docile and comio 
in his imagination. His considerable artistic talent went into stylized 
drawings in which pompous teachers and oruel schoolfellows were trans-
muted into harmless, almost charming figures. No doubt any child craves 
sweetness in this way; he will give his toys names, talk with them, and 
live as much as possible in a fair,y-tale world where even evil is 
surrounded b,y an aura of make-believe. But Thackeray had started taking 
his childhood too seriously and was developing into a precocious little 
boy who played at being a child without being entirely able to convince 
himself. Freud defines neurosis as a compromise between the childhood 
and adult personalities of the patient, and by this definition Thackeray 
was already turning into a neurotic who tried to impose on a hostile 
world the shape of an earlier time when he had been happy and secure in 
the company of his mother. In 1!£ Laue;hing Matter, Marcus, another child 
with a dominating mother, develops into both a homosexual and an aesthete 
who relies on high-quality kitsch for keeping himself in the sweet, secure 
and stylized world of the child. Thackeray, it appears, was spared 
sexual perversion, but he certainly remained plagued by 8Jl infantile 
sense of fun and a craving for childish jollity in later life. In his 
novels people get toget her, eat, drink and danoe, and all of a sudden 
things become more saccharine than they get even in Dickens' wildest 
Christmas fantasies. Needless to say, in the midst of all such revels 
there is always someone who remains unconvinced by it all and whose 
mind goes back to present troubles or a lost past. Barr,y ~don, for 
instance, says I 
lMy sonJ was taken from me at the age of nine years, 
when he was full of beauty and promise; and so powerful 
is the hold that his memory has of me that. • • many a 
time in the wildest and maddest company, as the bottle 
is going round, and the song and laugh roaring about, I 
am thinking of him. 8 
Or, as William Roscoe pOinted out with some dismay, Thackeray himself 
cannot help marring the illusion he has created by pointing out that 
reality will refuse to fit into the patterns human beings insist on 
imposing on it I 
In the first volume of The Newcomes we are told how 
Warrington and Pendennis g;;e a little entertainment at 
the Temple, including among their guests little Rosey 
and her mother. It is a very pleasant charming picture, 
and the narrator speaks of the 'merry songs and kind faoes', 
the 'happy old dingy chambers illuminated by youthful sun-
shine' • LHowever anJ unhappy prompting • • • makes him 
drop this blot on his desoriptions 'I may say, without 
false modesty, that our little entertainment was most 
sucoessful. The ohampagne was iced to a nicety. The 
ladies did not perceive ~ ~ laundress, ME!. Flanagan, 
:!!!!:! intoxicated early 1:a. ~ afternoon'. And before the 
end of the desoription we are not spared another allusion 
to 'Mrs Flanagan in a state of excitement'. It is vulgar, 
surely, to mar the pure and pleasant impression of the 
soene with this image of the drunken laundress not only 
introduced, but insisted on.9 
But of course if reality had not been jarring in this way, there would 
have been no need to seek an escape from it in the first place , and, 
signifioantly, with Thackeray this escape always takes the form of a 
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reversion to the moods, and sometimes evan the vocabulary, of childhood. 
When, for instance, Clive Newcome refers to Rafael as a "brick", as if he 
were a favourite school-chum, one becomes conscious of a desperate attempt 
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not to grow up and face the world as an adult. And of course one feels 
that it was this regressive tendency that in the end led Thackeray to 
his attachment to novelists like Fielding and Smollet, in whose fun-
loving ways he no doubt detected a resemblance to the joys of childhood. 
With puberty, it seems, Thackeray's problems were intensified. He 
had grown up into a gigantiC, ungainly young man. By contrast, his 
voice was high and had a tendency to disappear, and his broken nose had 
spoiled his good looks forever. Even his own body had betrayed him, 
and for the rest of his life he was to go around joking about his 
appearance in an attempt to assure others that he knew what they were 
all thinking and did not care. In addition to all this he suffered from 
shyness and sexual timidity to an even grea.ter extent than most adolescents. 
No doubt a lot of himself was later to go into the fat, bashful Joseph 
Sedley, one of the most complex and, in a strange way, s.ympathetic 
characters in Vanity~. Of course Thackeray's woes do not strike one 
as unique. George Eliot, too, knew what it meant to be ~sically 
unattractive, and Dickens grew up in an environment even more hostile 
than the one encountered by Thackeray. But Thackeray was more eensitive 
than either of them, and experiences that even they were to have diffi-
culty assimilating were beginning to weigh him down. 
Thackerq's personal insecurity was also no doubt reinforced by the 
general insecurt ty of his class. When he went up to Cambridge in 1829 he 
became conscious of his place in society. Lambert Ennis describes the 
SOCial atmosphere of Cambridge during those years rather well. 
The young men like Thackeray who belonged neither to 
the aristocratic gentlemen commoners nor the hard working 
sizars at the university, were confused by their ambiguous 
middle-group position, corresponding to the social level 
where they would find themselves on leaving college. 
They were all to some extent victims of the younger 
son phi10soph;y of the hereditary aristocracy, what-
ever their own family histories. Furthermore, they 
were prone to feel that niches should be open to them 
in one of the gentlemanly professions: law, clergy, 
parliament or government service. But the forces of 
democracy were constantly stepping up the number of 
non-universit.1 competitors in these professions.10 
In this environment Thackeray once again started feeling rejected by 
the world. He promptly responded by giving himself aristocratio airs 
and becoming a snob. The mature Thackeray was of course to take his 
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younger self to task for this pretentious behaviOur, but one cannot help 
seeing his attempts at self-criticism as mere intellectual exercises in 
humility that betoken no real change of heart. Deep down Thackeray was 
to remain a snob throughout his life. As ~ writes, 
Confronted by a portrait of Beau Nash, which 
according to a contemporary epigram showed t Folly 
at full length', Thackeray confessed: 'I should 
like to have been the Folly. It was a splendid, 
embrOidered, beruf!ed, snuff-boxed, red-heeled, 
impertinent Folly, and knew how to make i tse1! 
respected,.ll 
In the face of such evidence it becomes difficult to believe that 
Thackeray was ever able to bring himself to accept his social poSition, 
and his various attacks on the aristocracy come to read as attempts to 
discredit a class whose ability "to make itself respeoted" he envied. 
Thus surrounded on all sides by an unkind world, Thackeray could 
hardly avoid coming to the conclusion that reality was "a bitterness and 
a deceit". All through his life he was to remain an extremely sensitive 
man who refused to believe that the world would ever accept him and per-
petually sought to be on his guard against real or imaginary attacks. 
Carlyle spoke of him not unkindly as "a big, fierce, weeping, hungry 
12 
man; not a strong one". Herman Merrivale remarked: 
He bad all the nervous susceptibilities, as he had 
all the loving-kindness of a woman ••• more than ~ 
other man I have known of Goethe's ewigwei blichkei t .l} 
And finally, Trollope wrote& 
He was not a man capable of feeling at any time 
quite assured in his position ••• He doubted the 
appreciation of the world; he doubted his fitness 
for turning his intellect to valuable account • • • 
Though he was aware of his own power, he always, to 
the last, was afraid that his own deficienCies should 
be too strong against him.14 
Cynicism and sentimentality were the two dominant traits of 
Thackeray's character. This combination has always puzzled critics 
and biographers, but in reality it can be explained quite easily. 
Thackeray expected no love or understanding from the world and was 
therefore a cynic. On the other hand, for exactly the same reason, he 
was always rea~ to delude himself. Most of his private life was a 
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series of sentimental attachments to rather shallow women like his wife 
Isabella, his friend Henry Brookfield's wife Jane, and the American 
debutante Sarah :Baxter. Thackeray of course knew the truth about these 
women, but illusion was much sweeter, and he could not help demanding 
that reality should correspond to his dreams. His tendenoy to bring 
others in line with his desires in this fashion could also manifest 
itself in more active ways. Just as he was sentimental and cynical by 
turns, he could be alternately kind and vindictive. He was always ready 
to help friends and bestow gifts on everyone , and during his editorship 
of the Comhill Magazine be would frequently send a personal cheque to 
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an author whose work he had rejected. No doubt a genuinely benevolent 
nature lay behind these acts, but one also suspects that Thackeray was 
trying to b~ affection, and encouraging the world to respond to him in 
a certain way. He could not bear to think that others were indifferent 
towards him, and he had no tolerance at all for open hostility. At the 
height of his fame he was still insecure enough to precipitate the famous 
"Garrick Club Affair" by trying to ruin an unknown young writer who had 
been bold enough to attack him in an obscure periodical.15 
But all this was still life. Thackeray could attend dinner parties, 
have love affairs, distribute sweets to children, and pick quarrels, but 
he still had to remain to a certain extent face to face with reality, and 
acknowledge that, however much he tampered with them, things insisted on 
preserving their own form. The kind of control over his environment that 
he needed could only be provided by a formalistic art like Fielding's, and, 
so, like Arthur Pendennis and Clive Newcome, he, too, had to become an 
artist as well as a gentleman. Thus, born of a special combination of 
individual and sooial tendencies, Thackeray's art is a particular kind of 
art, an art that does not bother to disguise its formal concerns. 
Thackeray sees the novel first and foremost as an instrument for controlling 
the world. Yet, because he is basically convinced that the world is in 
fact unoontrollable, both the novel and the culture to which it belongs 
also seem insanely aggressive and vain to him, and his fiction deriVes 
much of its significance from its ori tical approach to bourgeois humanism. 
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I 
The tension between life and design, between direot, immediate 
reali ty and the forms imposed on it by human beings, is, in ma.ny ways, 
the key to Thackeray's art. Speaking of Diokens' s ~ Times in Culture 
~ Society, Raymond Williams writes I 
The instinotive, unintelleotual, unorganized life 
is the ground, here, of genuine feeling, and all good 
relationships. • • • lThisJ is a oharacteristio oonolusion, 
in a vi tally important tradition whioh based its values on 
such grounds. It is the major oritioism of Industrialism 
as a whole way of life, and its grounds in experienoe have 
been firm.l 
Clearly, what Williams understands by Industrialism is something very 
broad; not the proverbial "dark Satanio mills" but an entire frame of 
mind that values what is artifioial and oontrived more than what is 
natural and given. What is in question is obviously that meohanioal 
approaoh to life denounoed by Carlyle in "Signs of the Tim s". 
Were we required to oharaoterize this age of ours by 
a single epithet, we should be tempted to oall it, not 
an Heroioal, Devotional, Philosophioal, or Moral Age, 
but, above all others, the Meohanioal Age. It is the 
Age of Machinery, in every outward and inner sense of 
that word • • • Nothing is now done direotly • • • all 
is by rule and oaloulated oontrivance. 2 
It is as a critic of this sort of Industrialism that Thackeray, too, 
is always at his best. 
Thackeray himself is of oourse a formalist, a writer who insists 
that life should conform to oertain patterns. Yet, he is ultimately 
also against form. Years ago, reviewing J.Y .T. Greig's Tha.ckera~p ! 
Reconsideration, Lionel Stevenson noted that Greig accused Thaokeray 
not only of choking the life out of his oharaoters by sentimentalizing 
and sermonizing but also of not having a firm and didactio approaoh to 
the world. 3 This is of course one of the central paradoxes of Thackeray 
oriticism. The same critios who aoouse Thaokeray of manipulation also 
charge him with not being manipulative enough and leaving his novels 
formless. Side by side with Thackeray, the puppet-master, there exists 
another Thackeray, a careless artist whose works are governed by no 
organizing prinCiple, and frequently appear to be "a mere matter of 
going on and on". 4 But of oourse, as usual, the two different Thaokerays 
are related. It is because life itself goes on and on that form i s both 
striven after and ultimately dismissed as fake. This tension, evident 
in Thaokeray's fiction itself, is also available in a different form. 
There is a remarkable disorepanoy between the style of Thaokeray's letters 
and that of his novels. Thaokeray is easily the worst epistolarian in 
t he English language. George Eliot's letters, for instanoe, are olearly 
the work of the author of Middlemaroh. Thaokeray's letters, on the other 
hand, generally speaking, convey the impression that they have been 
written not by the author of Vanity~ but b.Y a man more like Rawdon 
Crawleyo They are full of misspellings, bad grammar and run-on sentenoes, 
and it is virtually impossible to believe that the man who penned them 
was thought by many to be the greatest stylist of his age. Yet what we 
find in Thackeray's rambling, incoherent letters is of course "his 
deepest sense of what life is like", whereas what we find in his novels 
is his conscious organization of that life into definite patterns. The 
novels "communicate" in a way the letters do not, but what they communi-
cate is no longer life itself. 
Thackeray's deep awareness of the difference between life itself 
and human ways of organizing life is what makes him such a self-conscious 
wri ter. He is always read¥ to turn round and accuse himself of "making 
believe". In a letter to his mother, for instance, he writes. 
Snow! Snow! Snow 1 we have had lots of it here, my 
dearest Mother and I don't mow whether it is to be 
succeeded by frost or not; of all the horrors in this 
blessed town, snow is the most horrible, in its conse-
quences I mean; for when a thaw shall have moistened 
the snow flakes, and the genial influence of spring 
shall have put to flight Mr John Frost--I am getting 
quite into the Georgio Style, dont you think so? The 
fruits of half an hours lazy labour at those delectable 
compositions. 5 
It is this very distance between instinotive, unintellectual, unorganized 
personal experience and artificial literary styles that Thackeray always 
tries to bring into focus. As John Loofbourow demonstrates in Thackeray 
~~~~ Fiction, for Thackeray fiction is a manipulative enterprise 
that is more concerned with organizing than reflecting r ality. The 
following passage from Vani ty ~ makes Loofbourow's point olear. 
We might have treated this subjeot in the genteel, or 
in the romantic, or in the faoetious manner. Suppose we 
had laid the scene in Grosvenor Square, with the very same 
adventures--would not some people have listened? Suppose 
we had shown how Lord Joseph Sedley fell in love, and the 
Marquis of Osborne beoame attached to Lady Amelia, with 
the full consent of the Duke, her noble fathers or instead 
of the supremely genteel, suppose we had resorted to 
the entire~ low, and described what was going on in 
Mr Sedley's kitchen;--how black Sambo was in love with 
the cook (as indeed he was), and how he fought a battle 
wi th the coachman in her behalf; how the lmife boy was 
caught stealing a cold shoulder of mutton, and Miss 
Sedley's new femme ~ chambre refused to go to bed 
without a wax candle; such incidents might be made to 
provoke much delightful laughter and be supposed to 
represent scenes of 'life'. Or if, on the contrary, we 
had taken a fancy to the terrible, and made the lover 
of the new femme de chambre a professional burglar, who 
bursts into the house with his band, slaughters black 
Sambo at the feet of his master, and carries off Amelia 
in her night-dress, not to be let loose again till the 
third volume, we should easily have constructed a tale 
of thrilling interest, through the fiery chapters of 
which the reader should hurry, panting. 6 
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That fiction has any kind of form is in itself an unacoeptable idea to 
the realist. That, as Thackeray implies here, it in faot falls into a 
number of identifiable genres, eaoh with its speoifio requirements, is 
an altogether alarming thought. Indeed the English mind in partioular 
finds such a notion so inadmissible that there does not even exist a 
critical vocabulary in English for talking about fictional genres, and 
terms like Bil£unsroman, roman a. clef and roman fleuve have to be 
borrowed from other languages. Yet what Thaokeray is saying is very 
similar to what Bernard Bergonzi says in!h! Situation 2i !h! Novel. 
• • • the English, inoluding the most talented among 
them seem to have settled for the predictable pleasures 
of generic fiction. And so; for that matter, have ma.l:lY 
Americans. the categories of recent Amerioan fiction 
suggest a truly neo-olassioal striotness and diversity 
of genres: the Negro novel, the Jewish novel, the 
Depression novel, the Beat novel, the Campus nov 1.7 
Furthermore, unlike Bergonz1, Thaokeray does not even believe in a "novel 
proper"a that is free from suoh formal oonoerns. Vanity ~ itself is 
obviously not a generic novel. As Thackeray takes some pains to 
emphasize, however, it is nonetheless a very formal ork, with 
characters who are merely aotors on a stage and an action that is 
itself controlled by frequent stage-directions like "Suppose some 
twelve months since the above conversation took place to have passed 
in the life of our poor Amelia,,9 and " e must suppose little George 
Osborne has ridden from Knightsbridge towards Fulham, and will stop 
to make inquiries at that village regarding some friends whom we have 
left there."IO Clearly, for Thackeray, regardless of whether it is 
explicitly generic or not, fiotion is always formal . 
II 
There is a lot to be learnt from a work like Thaokeray and ~~ 
~ Fiotion, and some of Loofbourow's insights are developed even further 
in James H. Wheatley's Fa tterns .!!! Thackeray's Fiotion. Important as 
both Loofbourow and Wheatley are as Thaokeray critics, however, Thaokeray's 
art is seriously diminished if it is seen as being merely about art itself. 
Thackeray's basic concerns are moral rather than aesthetio , and he is 
ultimately against fiction because he is against dominating approaches to 
life. This is already evident in Thaokeray's first novel, Catherine. ! 
sto;y. On the face of it, Catherine is a Simple parody, an eighteenth-
oentur.y cause oelebre seleoted from ~ Newgate Calendar and treated in 
the Newgate manner in order to lay bare the full absurdity of orime 
fiction. Yet what ooncerns Thaokeray is not so muoh a:ny fictional treat-
ment of crime as crime itself. He attacks authors who take a glorified 
view of crime only because he sees them as obeying the same impulse as 
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the criminal himself, who also orders reality as he pleases. The 
same is also true of Thackeray's attacks on fiction elsewhere. He 
distrusts art because he distrusts and dislikes artifice as sucho 
In all this Thackeray is similar to no one so much as the writers 
of the 1930s. The poetry of W.B. Auden, by far the most important 
literary figure of this decade, always has a deliberately artificial 
quality, insists on being compared to popular verse and cabaret songs, 
and makes an attempt to renounce all claim to seriousness even when it 
is dealing with issues of utmost importance. Auden is a poet whose 
obvious technical Skill is perpetually at odds with hie essential lack 
of faith in what he is doing. Again, one of Auden's contemporaries, 
Graham Greene, is a master craftsman who deliberately imprisons himself 
within the conventions of melodrama. and the detective story. It is as 
if both Auden and Greene wish to be considered Skilled technioians who 
merely fulfil the re~uirements of certain literar,y forms rather than 
makjng any statement about the world as it is. Like Thaokeray, they 
wri te with a strong awareness of form, and, again like Thacker83, they 
distrust form because they distrust human designs on the world as such. 
Writing from the heart of a radically humanized world, they are anxious 
to find in all that is human traoes of that glibness that oharaoterizes 
popular songs and the spy thriller. For Greene, life is a nightmare 
manufactured by some divine "ministry of fear"a it oannot be oontrolled 
by human beings, and simply bas to be aocepted. His i8 a religious stano 
similar to T.S. Eliot's. 
Who then devised the torment? Love. 
Love is the unfamiliar Name 
Behind the bands that wove 
The intolerable shirt of flame 
Which human power cannot remove. 
We only Ii ve, only suspire 1 
Consumed by either fire or fire. l 
Auden, too, takes more or less the same view, and, with his characteristic 
mixture of humour and bitterness, is, in some ways, even closer to Thackeray. 
He sees all attempts to organize the world as symptoms of human hubris, and 
congratulates E.M. Forster for showing that reality after all resists mans 
Yes, we are Lucy, Turton, Philip, we 
Wish international evil, are delighted 
To join the jolly ranks of the benighted 
Where reason is denied and love ignored, 
l3ut, as we swear our lie, Miss Avery 12 
Comes out into the garden with the sword. 
And his famous plea to James--
o 0 0 because there is no end 
To the vanity of our calling, make intercession 
For the treason of all clerks.13 
--is of course a Thackerayan plea for an end to all human vanity.14 
James H. Wheatley calls Thackeray "the poet of the ego".15 "That," 
he writes, "was his true subject, and his achievement consists in our 
ability to recognize, in so formal an art, the life of the ego in action.,,16 
The life of the ego is indeed central to Thackeray's fiotion. He writes 
of a world in whioh everything is under the oontrol of the ego, a world 
where art has become a way of life. His greatest novel Vanity !!!! is the 
story of a group of middle-class people in whom that bourgeois passion for 
humanizing the world bas bred a neurotic denial of r ality. These people 
see in eaoh other only what they wish to see, oonstantly preferring the 
patterns they impose on life to life itself. They are all artists at 
heart, and the world they constitute is one in whioh the writer oan only 
see himself as a quack among quacks. 
Thus Thackeray is more aware of the relationship between fiction 
and the aggressiveness of bourgeois society than other Victorian 
novelists. Contrasting the formlessness of Thackeray's art with the 
technical triumphs of other nineteenth-centur,y authors, J.Y.T. Greig 
writes, 
The early Victorians believed in character. They 
also believed in characters. They took it for granted 
that a man (and especially a Igreat mane) should be 
this or that, and remain this or that ••• What is 
more, they were many of them able to achieve this 
stability. Henoe that self-assurance which we see in 
Charlotte Bronte no less than in Martin Tupper, in 
Dickens no less than in his Peoksniff and Gradgrind, 
Podsna.p and Pumblechook • • .11 
10. 
This is not an altogether correct assessment. In ~ Mutual Friend, for 
instance, Dickens goes out of his way to show that fiotion, too,is a 
version of Podsnappery, and thus something to be wary of. Similarly in 
~ Way !!!. ~!2! Trol1ope accuses Victorian sooiety of turning life 
into a game to be played aooording to manmade rules, only to suggest 
later in his AutobiograPEY that this kind of game-playing and rule-making 
is central to fiction as well. 
I was always going about with some castles in the 
air firmly built within ~ mind. Nor were these 
efforts at architeoture spasmodic or subject to oon-
stant change !':rom day to day. For weeks, for months, 
if I remember rightly, from year to year, I would 
carry on the same tale, binding ll\Yself down to oertain 
laws, to certain proportions. • • • There oan, I imagine, 
hardly be a more dan rous mental practioel but I have 
often doubted whether, had it not been my praotioe, I 
should ever have written a novel . I learned in this way 
to maintain an interest in a fictitious story, to dwell 
on a work created by ~ imagination, and to live in a 
world altogether outside the world of ~ own material 
life.18 
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Nonetheless, these novelists essentially accept the novel form, and 
therefore willy-nilly accept that humanizing approach to reality that 
is characteristic of their society. For Thackeray, on the other hand, 
the novel is to be rejected because all that is human is to be rejeoted. 
III 
The central theme of Thackeray's art then is, in many ways, vanit.y; 
vanity both in the sense of pride and futility. The world is non-human, 
and those who strive to impose their own human patterns on it are both 
presumptuous and foolish. Because a non-human world can be said to be 
God-given, the theme of vanity bas religious implications as well, and 
Thackeray's famous comment about hie oharacters being "people living 
wi thout God in the world,,19 is perfectly serious and sincere. Indeed 
some of the best passages in Thaokeray are those which, like that well-
mown passage in Vanity Fair about Miss Osborne's domestic life, depict 
a world in which man has become alienated from his environment by losing 
his religious response to it and coming to see all things as being merely 
there to be possessed and controlled, 
At half-past nine [her father]rose and went to the 
City, and she was almost free till dinner-time, to 
make visitations in the kitchen and to soold the 
servantss to drive abroad and descend upon the trades-
men, who were prodigiously respect.f'ul. to leave her 
cards and her papale at the great glum respectable 
houses of their City friends; or to sit alone in the 
large drawing-room expecting visitors; and working 
at a huge piece of worsted by the fire, on the sofa, 
hard by the great Iphigenia clock which ticked and 
tolled with a mournful loudness in the dreary room. 
The great glass over the mantelpiece, faced by the 
other great console-glass at the opposite end of the 
roam, increased and multiplied between them the brown 
holland bag in which the chandelier hung; until you 
saw these brown holland bags fading away in endless 
perspectives, and this apartment of Miss Osborne t s 
seemed the centre of a system of drawing-rooms. When 
she removed the cordovan leather fram the grand piano 
and ventured to playa few notes on it, it sounded 
with a mournfUl sadness, startling the dismal echoes 
of the house. 20 
As Auden would have said, 
Plunge your hands into the water, 
Plunge them in up to the wrist, 
Stare, stare into the basin 21 
And wonder what you have missed. 
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Humanized nature is only a void, a game which rapidly becomes more sense-
less because it is nothing more than a game. It is only qy surrendering 
to actual experience that man can give depth and solidity to his life, 
and that involves renouncing art altogether. 
Yet Thackeray somehow also feels that the world is bound to remain 
chaotic and frustrating unless it is deliberately organized and controlled. 
Somewhere he has a "sneaking kindness,,22 for those individuals who manage 
to bend everything to their will. Again, though presenting himself as an 
enemy of artifice, he can subtly encourage his readers to ignore the dis-
tinction between artifice and reality. After completing that amusing 
catalogue of fictional genres quoted above , for instance, he oomments: 
But my readers must hope for no such romance, only a 
homely story, and must be content with a chapter about 
Vauxhall, which is so short that it scarce deserves to 
be called a chapter at all. And yet it is a chapter and 
a very important one too. Are not there little chapters 
in everybody's life that seem to be nothing, and yet 
affect the rest of the history?23 
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All of a sudden we are asked to forget that chapters are artificial 
divisions in a book, and see them as existing in life itself, which, 
in its turn, beoomes a "history". And of oourse in Pendennis and The 
Newoomes Thackeray suddenly becomes more complacent, and starts taking 
a more positive view of human designs on the world. Against all this, 
however, there exists Thackeray's obvious distaste for human schemes 
of all sorts that infOl.'mS all of his early works and reaches its cul-
mination in Vanity ~. 
Because Thackeray's critique of fiction is a critique of humanism 
as such, his art begins with a series of parodies that attack a society 
that relies on language to shape its environment as it ohooses. Thackeray's 
first two novels, Catherine and Barry LYndon, and his 122.!£ of Snobs continue 
this attack, focusing on other dominating approaches to the world like 
crime and snobbery, and all these concerns are united into dazzling whole 
in Vani ty ~ where Thackeray's comic vision darkens and bourgeois society 
is revealed as a prisoner of its own vanity, constantly contemplating its 
own face in all the mirrors it is supposed to hold up to nature . Vanity 
~, however, also insists that an uncontrolled life oan only lead to 
failure and frustration, and thus with Pendennis Thaokeray's art takes a 
more humanistic turn and starts developing towards a new pole represented 
by Henry Esmond which, though not the last of Thaokeray's novels, is 
clearly the logical end of the second phase of his oareero 
74. 
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Chapter Four 
IN THE PRISON-HOUSE OF LANGUAGE, SOME EABLY PARODIES 
I 
In recent years Thackeray's early work has started to attract 
more and more attention. Most critics now seem to feel that his 
output between roughly 1836 and 1841 contributed significantly to his 
development as a writer. One recent oritic, John Carey, has even 
gone so far as to claim that these works constitute, alOIl8 with 
Vanit1lm which be8&D appearing in 1847, the quintessential 
1 Thackeray. Similar claims are advanoed by Jchn Loofbourow and 
James H. Wheatley in, respeotively, Thackeray ~ ~!2=!! 52.! Fiction 
and Patterns 1e Thackeray's Ficticn. Both thes critics fe 1 that 
Thackeray's early career, consisting as it does ohiefly of parody and 
2 
"developments from parody''', prepared the way for hie subsequent 
interest in the nature of the relationship between human subjectivity 
and reality. Loofbourow thinks that Thackeray's lifelong fascination 
with literary conventions is to be explained by the fact that his art 
be8&D with parody, and Wheatley sees a concern with the ways in which 
the human mind imposes itself on reality as already oentral to 
Thackeray's early fiction. 
As Wheatley points out, Thackeray's early writings display a 
strong interest in language. Language is of oourse one of the most 
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basic ways of humanizing reality. It replaces alien, anonymous, 
immediately present objeots by human words, and Thaokeray is interested 
not only in la.nguaee as suoh but also t01'm in a very broad sense. 
People use words because they wish to impose form on reality, and the 
more frenzied their attempt to control reality gets, the more shrill, 
hollow and absurd the words they use beoome. Loofbourow explains how 
in Thackeray's fiotion the emphasis is not on objeotive events but the 
ways in whioh these events are experienoed by the partioipating 
characters, and claims that Thackeray relies on the sheer suggestive 
power of words to oonvey subjeotive experience. He writes: 
Thackeray's prose is an innovation in English 
fiotion--a major element in the transition from the 
novels of Fielding or even the Brontls to the novels 
of Henry James and E.M. Forster. Thackeray was the 
first English novelist to oreate a narrative medium 
in which form and oontent are derived from the 
expressive patterns of the l~ itself. For 
example, he can produoe an emotional olimax by means 
of allusive verbal effeots where there is literally 
no nplot" olima:.t in the narrative action. Earli r 
English novelists set forth a preoonoeived inoident 
in language designed primarily for oommunioation. In 
Thackeray, intense, 8Ug88stive imagee give to literal 
e?eDt & further dimeneion, or even disoredit 
appearanoe and oreate a divereent imaginative reality 
of their own. • • • the words are th mselva the 
dramatio event.3 
This is a ve1'Y' interesting observation, and, among oth r things, it 
enables Loofbourow to make a highly original and BUgSestive int rpreta-
tion ot Van! ty!!!;:. He hits on one of the primary meanings of the 
title of Thackeray' s novel when he suggests that in Van1ty~ the 
objeotive world is empty of e:tJ::f real. oontent and beoomes signifioant 
only to the extent that it gets permeated by the subjeotive hopes, tears 
18. 
and obsessions of the prinoipal oharacters. The drama that the reader 
experiences is perpetually only the internal drama of some nervous, 
acutely sensitive consoiousness investing objeotive events with a 
signifioance that they in fact do not posseSSI 
The result is that Vanity E!!£'s objeotive plot-
sequence does not oorrespond to the novel's effeotive 
dramatio fom. Sinoe the actors respond not to 
external facts but to inner images repres nted by 
allusive motifs and expressive textures, the literal 
incidents of the novel's "plot" are not oorrelated 
with its imaginative events. • • • A8&in, in th 
dramatio and oentral Waterloo episode, literal event 
is peripherall malioe, jealousy, panio are its 
subjeotive phenomena; its only objeotive inoident 
is dismissed in the last sentenoe, and is never 
emotionally or dramatioally represented in the 
narrative oontext-" .Amelia was p~ for George, 
who was lying on his face, dead. "4 
Loofbourow mi8ht have added that not only is the only objeotive 
event of any real signifioanoe in this ohapter dismi s d in the last 
sentence but it is also relesated to a mere relatiTe olaus. Thaok ray 
does not even say, "Amelia was praying and George was lying on his 
face, dead", bringing subjeotive experienoe and objeotive reality to the 
same leftl of signifioanoe, he says, ".Amelia was praying for George, 
.w. was lying on his face, dead." The emphasis, in short, is on 
Amelia'. subjeotive experienoe, and not the objeotiTe fact of George's 
death. Yet one feels that Loofbourow exaggerat s oertain features of 
Thaokeray's art in order to make his point. Thackeray i. not atter all 
Virginia Woolf, and he does not wish to dispenle with plot and mat 
the rendering of subjeotive experienoe the ohief oonoern of fiotion. 
Admi ttedll he joins in the game as muoh as any of his oharaot rs. When, 
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for instance, he describes Amelia's parting from George before Waterloo, 
he manages to convey a profound sense of doom that the aotual event 
itself lacksl 
She was wrapped in a white morning dress, her hair 
falling on her shoulders, and her large eyes fixed and 
without light. By way of helping on the preparations 
for the departure, and showing that she too oould be 
usef'uJ. at a moment so oritioal, this poor soul had 
taken up a sash of George's from the drawers whereon 
it lay, and followed him to and fro with the sash in 
her hand, looking on mutely a8 his paoking prooeeded. 
She came out and stood, leaning at the wall, holding 
this sash agalnat her bosom, trom whioh the heayy net 
of orimson dropped like a large stain of blood.5 
AlthoU8h somewhat qualified by the narrator's ambiguous "this poor oul", 
this is of oourse pure melodrama. The woman in white with the dishevelled 
hair and the staring eyes is a figure from the st88'8, and Thaokeray is 
obviously adding "a further dimension" to reality with great relish. 
But it should not be forgotten that Thackeray is also ori tioal of suoh 
subjeotivity. A passage like this may b meant to be tu n at faoe 
value, but it is not at all unlike some pass88'8s in Thaokeray's parodies, 
where melodrama is relentlessly attacked. As an Amerioan cri tio with 
an innate belief that it is more important for literature to b 
internally oonsistent than to represent aoourat 11' anything outsid 
itself, Loofbourow is on the whole muoh too ready to praise Thackeray 
for traits towards whioh Thaokeray himself has an ambiguous attitude, 
and which would strike most British oritios as symptomatio of artistio 
and moral failure. 
In fact what Loofbourow says of Thaoker y by way of praise is 
strongly reminiscent of F .R. Leavis' famous ori tioism of Conrad. Speaking 
of ~ Heart 2! Darkness, Leavis saySl 
BY" means of this art of vivid, essential. reoo:rd, 
in terms or things seen and inoidents experienoed by 
a main ~nt in the narrative, and partioular oontacts 
and exohanges with other human B88nts, the overwhelming 
sinister and fantastio "atmosphere" is eJl8endered. 
C>m1nar;y gned, stupidity and moral squalor are made to 
look like behaviour in a lunatio asylum against the 
vast and oppressive mystery of the BUr1'O~')(Unga, 
rendered potently in terms of sensation. 
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Here, behind Leavis' apparent approval. of Conrad's teohnique s there is 
already an implied oritioism. Conrad has dramatized events, making 
ordinary' greed and stupidity appear more mysterious and powerful than 
they actually are. The voioe we hear is in fact the voioe of Thackeray 
in Catherine protesting against the glorifioation of violenoe and orime. 
Later, Leavis explains that Conrad achieves his effeots by means of a 
speoial use of language. Marlowe's D rvous oonsoiousness, oeaselessly 
qualifying everything that it oomes into oontact with, oreates a 
~stery ~ nihilo. Coleridge onoe drew attention to the soarcity of 
adjeotives in the Iliad and olaimed that this indioated that at thi 
point the GNeks had not yet attained subjeotivity_ 7 Marlow, by 
e 
contrast, suffers, as Leavis indioates, from "adjeotival insistenoe". 
Everything he witnesses is "insorutable", "inoonoeivable", "unspeakable", 
".immense" , "brooding" eto. 
Conrad must here stand oonvioted of borrowing the 
arts of the magazine-writer (who haa borrowed his, 
shall we say, from Kipling and Poe) in order to impose 
on his readers and on himself, for thrilled response, 
a "signifioanoe" that is m8Nly an emotional insi tenoe 
on the presenoe of what he oan' t produoe _ The 
insistenoe betrays the absenoe, the willed "intensity" 
the nullity. • •• If he oannot through the oonorete 
presentment of inoident, setting and image invest the 
words with the terrifio something that, by themselves, 
they fail to oonvey, then no amount of adjeotival and 
ejaculatory emphasis will do it.9 
Indeed the less the reader has to hold on to objeotively the more 
bombastio Conrad's art beoomes, f1na1.ly degenerating into suoh 
sentenoes as: 
It was the stillness of an implaoablT force 
broodin8 over an insorutable intention. 0 
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That the words should themselves be the dramatio event, then, does not 
strike Leavis as an artistio triumph but as a radioal. weakness. There 
is a lot in this that Thaokeray would have agreed with, and of oourse 
Leavis makes another Thacke~ point when he suggests that Conrad's 
style at its worst beoomes reminisoent of pulp fiotion. 
Indeed, rather than oelebrating th expressive power of language, 
Thackeray in faot strongly distrusts language and the subjeotivity it 
oonveys. Lan8uage is of oourse an important el ment of bourgeois 
ideology. A sooiety wishing to impose ita viII on it' environment will 
always begin by putting that environment into words. In.T!L!!!!!..2! 
.lS! Novel Ian Watt disoredi ts his own olaim that bourgeois sooi ty is 
oommitted to realism when he explains that th rise of the novel is 
oonneoted with the rise of a reading publio. Bourgeois sooiety is in 
fact not realistio but literate; it is given to reading rather than 
experienoing, and it is interested not in reality as suoh but only in 
the words into whioh reality oan be put. Att mpts have of oour e been 
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made in our time by Wi ttgenstein and II idegger and others to point out 
the essential subjectivity of language, and most recently print itself, 
where words are no longer experienced simultaneously with the objects 
that they are supposed to denote, as they might be in speech, and 
therefore become oomp1ete1y independent of reality, has been attacked 
by Marshall MoLuhan. These critiques, however, merely indicate that 
language is so widely respected that it has beoome neoessary to draw 
attention to some of its defeots. 
Signifioant1y, such critiques also come from North Amerioa and 
the Ge~-speaking world, places where there is a deep-seated belief 
in man I s right to humanize his environment. If no English ori tique of 
language exists that would bear oomparison with them, thi is partly 
because none in fact is needed. British English, given to exagseration 
and under-statement, whioh is of oourse a fom of eDBseration, in and 
of itself emphasizes the fact that 1aneuaee frequently adds a further 
dimension to things. 
Any native speaker of English who habitually uses expressions 1ik 
"8DI&sh1Dg", "lovely", "rather", Ita touoh" eto. in oontexts where theY' 
are olearly quite out of place knows that 1anguase distorts reality. 
What strikes the foreigner as pomposity of affectation is frequently 
only a strange fom of humility, a plea on the speak rls part not to be 
taken too seriously, which, when noticed, of oours , this time leads to 
the familiar accusation of hypocrisy. By oontrast, the German languaee, 
oonstant1Y' aiming at preoision, carefully differenti ting between 
nuances and possessing an inexhaustible oapacity for ooining new words, 
oreates an entire secondary 1inguistio world in which words actually 
seem to represent reality. As a result Germans are apt to believe that 
faith can be separated from good works, that speech is as good as 
action, and that the best way to protect sooiety is to extract 
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loyalty oaths from its members, while the English oonstantly doubt the 
effioacy of the word and neither worship nor fear it as muoh as their 
oousins. 
For obvious reasons this English tendenoy to look through, behind 
and beyond language finds a particularly int ns expression in 
Thackeray. Thackeray distrusts oultural artifacts and has little faith 
in the possibility of "significant fom". His entirely misspelt 
Yellowplush Papers antioipates McLuhan in drawing the reader's attention 
to the fact that what he is reading is after all print and should not 
be oonfused with reality as such. Furthemore, Thackeray sees lazl8U8088 
as an attempt to re-organize reality. In languagw begins that life 
of the mind that knows no boundaries, and he makes it his busine s to 
compare fom with reality and to priok all bubbles of illusion. 
II 
Both Loofbourow and Wheatley see one of Thackeray' s early pieo s 
oalled "The Professor" as one of his first attempts to deal with aome 
of the problems with whioh he ia oonoer.n d, although th y are not 
equally oonvinoed of the attempt' a suooess. For Loofbourow "Th 
11 Professor" is "a c1'Wle burlesque in the eighteenth-oentury manner", 
while Wheatley writesl 
In this early pieoe of short fiotion, Thaokeray 
already shows an extraordinary sophistioation. Written 
for Fraser's and published in 1837, it is a oomplex 
little piece in two chapters, made up of several 
different kinds of jokes. It is surprising how well 
they all fit togethers there is more than an apprentice 
ability in the style, whioh by its manasement of 
mOdulation, and intermdxtuxes makes the story still 
enjoyable . 2 
The truth, as usual, would seem to fall somewhere between these two 
extremes. In some ways "The Professor" is rather simple. The story of 
one Adeliza Grampus, a novel-reading daughter of a fishmonger, who 
constantly tries to live, aot and think like a heroine from sentimental 
fiction, it is of oourse the old Don ~ixote joke brought up to d tee 
Only, as such, it reminds one of Jorge I1u1s :Borges' story of th man 9 
who re-wrote Don Quixote. As in Borges' story, a new historical 
oontext renders this second ~ Quixote "rioher than the orig1nal.", 13 
making the reader realize that far from becoming irrelevant with the 
passage of time, Cervantes' insiehts have actually gained an additional 
foroe. 
In Cervantes' ~ Quixote there is a balanoe of forces. While 
Don Qu1xada, an impoverished nobleman withdrawn from the world, tries 
to live out a fantasy, his servant and oompanion Sanoho Panza with a 
timeless peasant wisdom remains open to experienoe and sees reality in 
all its irredeemable mundaneness. Thaoke~, on th other hand, writes 
from the heart of a culture in whioh aurrender to experieno is no 
longer neoessary and man is oapable of imposing his will on nature. 
His characters perpetually rebuild reality in their own 1.maee with the 
aid of one of the simplest and most effeotive human tools, language. 
Indeed the world of "The Professor" is one that is entirely 
shaped by human beings. Adeliza is a fishmonger's daU8hter. The 
fishmoD88r, however, is moving up in the world. he has beoome an 
alde:rma.n. This good fortune has enabled him to send his daushter to a 
genteel finiBhin8-sohool for young ladies that rather resembles the 
sohool attended by Amelia and l:3eoky in Van! ty~, and one asB'UDles 
that Adeliza's mother, who has named her after a romanoe heroine, has 
also derived a few benefits from the ohange in the family's fortunes, 
like spare time for light reading. It is sisnifioant that Thackeray 
already draws a conneotion between snobber,y and fashionable fiotion, 
finish~sohools and romanoe. The tendenoy in both oases is not to 
leave nature alone but to impose an artifioial fom on it. This does 
not of course mean that Thackeray believes that ever,yone should know 
their station and aspire no higher. Rather, he wishes to contrast 
genuine moral progress and eduoation through experienoe with the kind 
of false veneer with whioh rank and titl and fashionable sohools for 
young ladies oan provide one. There 1s little to be gain d by tuming 
a fishmonger into an aldemanl one oan beoome a better p rson only by 
becoming kinder, less selfish, and mol."9 ens1tive and generous, and 
that involves being perpetually aware of the real needs of the 
individuals around one rather than esoaping into absurd dreams of 
grandeur. 
The esoape, however, has already taken plao and its ff ots oan 
be witnessed everywhere. From the beginning Adeliza's gent el fir t 
name is uneasily wedded to the absul.'d sumame Grampus that serves to 
attract attention to the family's real social origina. Reality, though, 
1s of course unlikely to bother Adel1za very muoh. Sh indulges in 
transformations of it as absurd as the ones attempted by her parents. 
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At the sohool she attends she falls in love with a danoing master, a 
Cookney imposter who oalls himself Dandolo and professes--the title of 
the story is a pun--to be a mysterious foreigner, and immediately 
starts imagining that he is Roderiok Ferdinand, the 38th Count of 
Dandolo. The situation is already tunny, but Thackeray compounds the 
joke by making Adeliza first realize the absurdity of her fantasies 
and then find a way of retuming to theml 
"Oh J31nxI" would Adeliza oontinue, fondly pressing the 
am of that young lady, "is it not passing strange that 
one of that mighty duoal race should have lived to this 
day, and lived to love me? But I, too," Adeliza would 
add, archly, "am, as youknow, a daughter of the sea".14 
This sort of absurdity is sustained by a speoial use of language. The 
words the oharacters use oonstantly give reality a partioular form. A 
glass of water is referred to as "the desired beverage", 15 Mr Grampus' 
shop beoomes "the retail establiShment",16 and letters are "devoured,,17 
rather than read. Furthermore, it is neoessary to ignore facts and 
concrete detail in order to be able to play this game. Thus when 
Dandolo, indulging Adeliza's delusions, olaims that h has been exiled 
from hiB Venetian home beoause of the Prussian oooupation, it makes no 
difference that Prussia never went to war ~st Veniae. Venioe and 
Prussia sound historioal enough and in the absenoe of anything objeotive 
to hold on to mere words themselves have to do the triok. Thackeray 
himself is of course notoriously inoapable of maintaJning an illusion 
of verisimilitude. More interested in imposing patterns on experienoe 
than in reflecting it, he will oall his characters by different names 
in different plaoes, 0ban8e his opinion about their ages, and ignore 
ohronology. Here, however, like any true realist, he demands metioulous 
attention to detail. 
Nor does Thackeray spare the narrator of this tale. The narrator, 
who is a romanoer himself, is as muoh an enemy of reality as any of his 
oharacters. He is perpetually moralizing in an attempt to oonvinoe the 
reader of the edifying nature of his story" 
The reader will gather from this, that Dandolo's 
after-oonduct at Miss Pidge's was not satisfactory',--
nor was it; and may every' mistress of such an 
establishment remember that oonfidence can be some-
times misplaced, that friendship is frequently but 
another name for villainy. 18 
Suoh a passage, however, is, as Wheatley writes, "sonio melodrama 
because it depends so heavily on the oontrast between the orotund sound 
of the narrator's refleotive digression and its banal oontent.,,19 
MOreover, the narrator shows himself as capable of wilfully ignoring 
reality as Adeliza herself. He will not se the truth about Dandolol 
Although the Signor's name was deoidedly foreign, 
so English was his appearanoe, and so entirely did he 
disguise bis aooent, that it was imp08sible to tell 
of what place he was a native, if not of London, and 
of the very heart of it; for he had 0 ;usbt oompletely 
the peouliarities whioh distinguish th so-oall d 
cookney part of the City, and obliterated hi. h's and 
doubled his v's, as if he had. been for all his lif in 
the neighbourhood of Bow bells. 20 
Reality, however, keeps intruding. Adeliza begins her oareer in romanoe 
22 by falling in love with "the yoUDg man who opened natives in the shop" 
am. attempting to "slay" herself quite prosaioally with an oyster-knife, 
and finally the truth about the narrator himself is exposed. He is 
still moralizing at the end of the story: 
Gentles, my tale is told. If it may have deterred 
one soul from vioe, my end is fully answered: if 1 t 
may have taught to sohoolmistresses oarefulness, to 
pupils oiroumsp8otion, to youth the folly of siokly 
sentiment, the pain of bitter deoeption, to manhood 
the orime, the meanness of gluttony, the vioe whioh 
it oooasions, and the wioked passions it fosters, it 
these, or any of these, have been taugh~1by the above 
tale, the writer seeks no other reward. 
The printer, however, has made a mistake, and a postsoript to the 
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manusoript apparently unintentionally inoluded in the printed version 
reads: 
NOTE--Please send the prooeeds as requested per 
letter: the bearer bei~ direoted not to give up 
the manusoript without. 2 
If there is a moral to this tale, it does not oome direot1y from 
the narrator but rather lies in what Thaokeray makes him reveal 
inadvertently. When Adeliza robs her father's till in ord r to send 
money to Dandolo, an innooent sbop-as istant is blamed: 
The next day the till of the hop was empty, and a 
weeping apprentioe dragged betore th Lord Mayor. It 
is true that no signs of money were found on him, it 
is true that he protested his innoo noe, but h w s 
dismissed the alderman's servioe, and p s ed month 
at Bridewell beoause Adeliza Grampus had a D ed)" 10ver.23 
Adeliza oasually and oallously dismisses all this in letter to 
Dandolo: 
A sudden thought! Our apprentioe is dismissed. 
My father dines abroad; I shall be in the retail 
establishment all the night, alone. 24 
Suoh people, Thackeray ia saying, are too abaorbed in their own dreams 
to beoome oonsoious of the rights and needs of others, and will in 
fact not hesitate to sacrifioe them aelfishly. 
"The Professor" of oourse has its limitations. ThoU8h not just a 
"orude burlesque", it is a rather simple piece involving oharacters 
who are little more than oarioatw:es. As usual, however, the method 
that 'l'haokeray empioya has its advantages. Limitations, after all, not 
only keep oertain things out but also keep oertain things in, and by 
simplifying his oharacters Thackeray manages to deneot attention from 
them to the sooio-eoonomio foroes th y are driven by. The reader looks 
straight through Adeliza at her sooial origins and reoognizes her s a 
typioal member of a olus that oonstantly has to impose it elf on the 
world, and the nature of this imposition is onoe again made olear for 
him by another short experiment in parody entitled Novels Ez Eminent 
Hands that Thackeray published ten years later. 
III 
SurpriSingly, Loofbourow does not even mention Novels ~ Eminent 
Hands. Wheatley, however, sees it as one of th mo t important ot 
Thackeray's early works and discusses it at some length. Indeed, 
detached and didactio like "The Proteaaor", this work is extre ly 
helpful in identifying some of Thackeray's ooncerns. Originally 
serialized in Punch as "Punoh's Prize Novelists", it oonsists ot a 
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series of parodies of some of the most famous authors of Thackeray's 
day, the most important of whioh is a parody of Bulwer Lytton entitled 
"George de Barnwell". 
M<!,. .. ,,-I..c.. ... t 
Based on Li. L l 0 • s popular tragedy The London Ap'preBiiee, "George 
de Baxnwell" is, among other things, one ot Thackeray's earliest works 
in whioh the sooial boundaries of his fiotion are defined. Its world 
is essentially the middle-class world of the City whose youneer members 
frequent the West End. and try to imitate the "high life" they witness 
there. Thus, although the aristooracy, the intelligentsia and "the 
lower orders" are peripherally introduo d, Thackeray's interest here, 
as in his major works like Vanity~ and!e! Newoomes, is in the 
urban bourgeoisie. This is no doubt an old-fashioned oommercial 
bourgeoisie, in some ways very different from the predom:i nantly 
industrial bourgeoisie of the mid-ninet enth oentury that in any 0 se 
oame to power in the Midlands rather than in London. Notwi thstanding 
these differenoes, however, it subsoribes to an ideology that is 
oharacteristic of bourgeois sooiety in any form, and it i above all as 
a spokesman for this ideology that Thaokeray attaoks Bulwer Lytton. 
As can be gathered from "George de Barnwell", som thing called 
"the Ideal" is one of the oomerstones of Lytton's "philosophy". 
Lytton's novels, so popular in Thackeray's time, are hardly readable 
today. As a theoretician of fiotion, though, he is still ot some 
interest owing to his attempts to popularize the ide s of the German 
romantics in England in the early 18~Os, 25 and it is probable th t 
"the Ideal" was derived from the German philosophers that Lytton was in 
the habit of reading and quoting. In philosophy the term "ideal" 
refers to anything that is a product of the human mind. Thus, for 
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instance, words are ideal while the objects they denote are real. All 
idealist philosophies olaim that reality i s i n its essence ideal. 
Objects are the words man uses for objeots, experience is the patterns 
the human mind deteots in experience and so on . What has not assumed 
a form "for us" cannot be experienoed and t herefore it is nonsensi cal 
to talk of its existence. This insistence on replacing reality by 
form is fully in keeping with the main t rends of a cul tul.'e capable of 
imposing its will on nature and, of course, only a step away from the 
neurotic's desperate adherenoe to the version of reality in his mind. 
What imposes form on reality in "George de Barnwell" is onoe again 
l~ and it is against la.ngu.&88 that Thackeray's attacks are 
directed. 
1angu.aee, Thackeray keeps reminding his readers, does not need 
to represent anything at all even when it seems meticulously desoriptive: 
In the midst of the shop and ita gorgeous oontents 
sat one who, to judge from his appearance (though 
'twas a diffioult task, as, in sooth, his back was 
turned), had just reached that happy pe~~od of life 
when the Boy is expanding into the Man. 
"To judge from his appearance" i. a perfeotly ordinary phrase but it is 
not always possible to say what it means. What i8 one to make of 
someone who judges from their appearanoe people seen from behind? 
1angu.aee, in short, is more interested on imposing patterns on reality 
than in representing it as it is, and the more fantastio those p tterns 
beoome the more absurd beoomes the language in whioh they are expressed. 
Thackeray'. narrator who constantly speaks of "the True", "the 
Beautiful", "the Eternal" and "the Ideal" strongly resembles Conrad's 
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Marlowe obsessed with "the implacable", "the insorutable" and "the 
unspeakable". Like Leavis, Thackeray protests against the meaningless-
ness of these expressions: 
Yes, my pretty one, what is the Unintelligible 
but the Ideal? what is the Ideal but the Beautiful? 
what the Beautiful. but the Eternal? And the Spirit 
of' Man that would oommune with these is like Him who 
wanders by the thina poluphloisboio thalasses~ and 
shrinks awestruok bef'ore that Azure M1stery.2 
A mystery indeed, this is of' oourse a oompletely unwarranted dramati-
zation of reality and oan only be sustained by wilfully ignoring 
oonorete facts. Like Adeliza Grampus, Sir E.L.B.L. Bart., the narrator 
of "George de Barnwell" is happily ignorant of history. When the young 
hero George de Barnwell visits Button's Coffeehouse in the Mall he is 
seen talking to Joseph Addieon and Samuel Johnson. The f'aot that 
Dr Johnson was only ten years old when Addison died does not Beem to 
bother the narrator. Thackeray oomments, 
Some trifling inacouracies may be remarked in the 
ensuing brilliant little ohapter; but it must be 
remembered that the author wished to present an see 
at a glanoe; and the dialogue is quite as fin and 
oorreot as that in the "Last of' the Barons" or in 
"Eugene Aram", or other works of our author, in whioh 
Sentiment and History, or the True and :Beautiful, are 
united. 28 
More importantly, however, this sort of subjeotivity that oonstantly 
violates reality oan express itself in actual violenoe. Needing money 
to oontinue playing the role of' a gentleman, George Barnwell robs and 
kills his unole, a merohant in the City, and then refuses to acknowledge 
the reality of his orime: 
Were it Crime, I should feel Remorse. Where there 
is no Remorse, Orime oannot exist. I am not sorr,ys 
therefore, I am innooent. 29 
Unlike one of Lytton's heroes, Resel, then, Thackeray does not 
believe that the real is ideal, or a Hegel would oall it, rational. 
It is merely rationalized and sometimes it can be rationalized in 
absurd and d.aDBerous ~s. Sir E.L.B.L. :Bart. who sees himself as a 
wise man among fools and despises his fellow oreatures for stioking 
to mundane reality and being unable to see "the TrIle" and "the 
Beautiful" is a pretentious oreature who reminds one of H sal' s demand 
that ordinary oonsoiousness should learn "to stand on it head" in 
order to see the grand sohemes in whioh ordinary' things partioipate, 
and, like Aristopha.nes, Thackeray tries to bring this ttphilosopher" 
down from the olouds he inhabits, van thoU8h of oour.e the baronet· 
desoription of himself--
And the Philosopher, as he regarded the hot strite 
and struggle of these Oandidat s in the race for Gold, 
thought with a siBb of the Truthtul and the BeautifUl, 
and walked on, melanoholy and serene.:50 
-bears a striking resemblanoe to one of Thaok ray's own postures, that 
of a lonely, unwilling partioipant in Vanity F ir alienated from the 
meaningless world around him. 
Finally, TbaOkeray's attacks are direoted against art itself. 
Reality defies all human sohemes and art is guilty ot perpetually 
detecting a false order in it: 
What a marvellous gift is this, and Royal privilege 
of Art! To make the Ideal more credible than the 
Actual: to enchain our hearts, to oommand our hopes, 
our regrets, our tears for a mere brain-born Emanation: 
to invest with life the Incorporeal, and to glamour the 
cloudy into substance • • • these I say, sir, are the 
privileges of the Poet--the Poietes--the Maker--he moves 
the world, and asks no lever; if he cannot ch~ death 
into life, as Orpheus feigned to do, he can create 
Beauty oul of Nought, and defy death by rendering Thought 
l!.'te mal. :3 
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Thus George de Barnwell. But of course making the ideal more credible 
than the actual, creating beauty out of nought and rendering thought 
eternal are precisely the oharges that Thackeray wishes to bring 
against art. Art, he insists, merely makes us prisoners of language 
and encourages us to organize the world in a particular way instead of 
seeing it in its full, immediate reality. 
The other parodies in this series are not as important as "George 
de Barnwell". Aimed against writers like Disraeli, Charles Lever and 
James Fenimore Cooper, they are mostly extended ethnio jokes based on 
the idea that Jews, Irishmen and Americans will tend to see the world 
in ways most flattering to Jews, Irishmen and Americans. "George de 
Barnwell", too, is of course somewhat simple; but, along with 
"The Professor", it presents a disturbing vision of a world gone wild, 
in whioh the attempt to possess and oontrol reality has replao d 
ordinar,y human virtues like sympathy for others, caution, delioaoy and 
sensitivity. 
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Chapter Five 
THACKERAY'S APPRENTICESHIP: 
CATHERINE, BARRY LYNDON AND THE BOOK OF SNOBS 
I 
In "The Professor" and tlGeorge de Barnwell" the main characters 
ignore realit,y and weave their own patterns, behaving like novelists 
and finding in everything and everyone they enoounter echoes of a 
central theme that they are occupied with. This sort of "conoeptual 
imprisonment", as Wheatley oalls it, 1 is of course a perfect target 
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for parody and Thackeray uses it to satirize some of the most funda-
mental obsessions behind the fiction of his day. Only, he sees at the 
same time that the kind of subjectivity he is interested in is the 
propert,y of a particular social class that is convinced that reality 
can be shaped at will. His characters not only have certain views of 
the world but also make sure that the world lives up to these views, 
not heSitating to have recourse to crime to protect their dreams, and 
this turns them from harmless ecoentrics and deluded fools into virtually 
possessed figures ready to do anything in order to ensure the ultimate 
triumph of their vision of things. 
Thus Thaokeray's conoerns are, in a way, reminiscent of Shakespeare's 
who also associates the kind of control the artist exercises over life 
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wi th the way in which an Iago or a Prospero bends everything to his 
will, and the important thing to notice is that for Thackeray, as for 
Shakespeare, what stands behind this obsession with power is the rise 
of a new society valuing the ability of man to oontrol his own life; 
Tudor England in Shakespeare's case, and Victorian England in Thackeray's. 
It is not, in short, the case that, as Wheatley olaims, Thackeray does 
not examine the causes of "oonceptual imprisonment" or ends up blaming 
2 human nature. His interest in the form of fiction, detected by American 
critics like Loofbourow and Wheatley, is directly related to the social 
and moral concerns of his novels examined by a British critic like 
Barbara Hardy, and everything that he wrote in the ten years between the 
publication of "The Professor" and Novels ~ Eminent Hands demonstrates 
his deepening understanding of the SOCial causes behind the attempts of 
his characters to control reality. 
What Thackeray produced during this period makes up a substantial 
portion of his total output, and it is hardly possible to turn to even 
the most minor of these early pieces without coming across some of his 
fundamental concerns . Nonetheless, three major works, in whioh the ideas 
expressed schematically in the story of Adeliza Grampus and the parody of 
Bulwer ~tton are developed and refined, can be usefully seleoted for 
discussion. These are Thackeray's first two novels, Catherines A StoEl 
and 1h! Memoirs of BarEl Iyrndon, Esq., and his prototype for Vanity l!!!:, 
~~ of Snobs. All three display various traits that critics have 
always regarded as characteristic of Thaokeray. Among these are 
reappearing characters and a devotion to certain cities and localities, 
two elements that Geoffrey Tillottson sees as contributing to the 
"Thackerayan Oneness".' Thus, for instanoe, the Galgensteins, one 
of whose descendants seduces Catherine in the novel of that name, 
reappear in Barry Igndon. Again, Barx:y Lyndon takes the reader on 
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that obligatory tour of the Continent that includes the low countries, 
Paris, and various parts of Ge~, while ~ ~ of Snobs introduces 
a wide variety of characters, like Major Ponto, Sir Huddlestone 
Fuddlestone, and the Marquis of Farintosh, all of whom are to reappear 
in Thackeray's later works. On another level a different sort of unity 
is provided by Thackeray's continuing interest in parody. The emphasis 
that the realist tradition places on originality ultimately demands 
that ideally no novelist should know that things oalled novels exist 
before he writes one himself. Thackeray gets around this difficulty by 
showing how little established genres, whose existence he oannot possib~ 
ignore, reflect reality. Catherine is a parody of orime fiction, and 
Barry lQrndon a parody of the "Irish" novel, and even ~ Book E.! Snobs 
makes several attempts to disoredit fashionable literature. Yet these 
works owe their ultimate unity neither to the "Thaokerayan Oneness" 
defined by Tillottson nor to their author's interest in parody but to 
the fact that they all deal with the same oold, aggressive, ruthless 
society. 
Catherine, the first of Thaokeray's novels, is perpetually under-
rated precisely because it is read simply as a par~. First serialized 
in Fraser's in 1838-39, this sordid tale of a young woman who, with the 
aid of her illegitimate son and another aocomplioe, murders her husband 
in order to marry her lover was generally regarded as unpleasant reading 
by Victorian critics. Thackeray himself ohose to exclude it from his 
Miscellanies, published in 1856, and until George Saintsbury deoided to 
include it in ~ Oxford Thackeray of 1908 in its original form it 
was reprinted only in truncated versions that left out some of the 
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more gruesome scenes it depicts. Modern oriticism, however, has hardly 
improved matters by dismissing the moralistic conoerns of the Victorians 
while continuing, like them, to view Catherine as nothing but a paro~. 
Thackeray no doubt intended his novel to be an attack on the covert 
idealization of crime he deteoted in the so-called "Newgate fiction" of 
his day. lie wished to expose the truth about oriminals by showing how 
greedy, brutal, stupid and mean they really are, and hoped that he could 
wri te "the crime novel to end crime novels". Yet, however important 
this task may have seemed to him, it is of oourse hardly suffioient to 
turn Catherine into a great novel. Hundreds of TV viewers, after all, 
protest against the glorification of violenoe every day, and a distinguished 
author who appears to reiterate the banal moral they preach oan only lead 
his critics to one of the two dead ends of literary studies, unneoessary 
scholarship or formalist critiCism. As a result oontemporary oommentators on 
Ca therine either dig up those long-forgotten novels by . H. Ainsworth and 
Bulwer ~ton, that are the objeots of Thaokeray ' s attack, or foous on the 
function of his narrator ItIkey Solomons , Jr. Esq." in ord r to enliven 
their disoussion of what they regard as a somewhat slight text. 4 This 
adherenoe to Thackeray's deolared intentions and the oritioal tradition 
based on them is, to say the least, unfortunate beoause Catherine is 
perhaps the most interesting of his novels. It 1s tempting to speculate 
on what it might have become had Thaokeray not used it to pursue too many 
ends at once. But even as it stands it oontains the most devastating 
critique of bourgeOis society that he ever undertook. If, as the title 
of Barbara Hardy' s ~ Exposure £f. Luxuryl Radical Themes Bl Thaokera"y 
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implies, there is a radioal Thackeray, he is to be found above all in 
this first novel which he began writing as a young man of twenty-seven. 
Parody is only one of the several aims of Catherine simply beoause 
Thackeray is interested in oriticizing not so much "Newgate fiction" as 
the society in which it thrived. Occasionally Ikey Solomons Jr., who 
comes from a family of thieves and is named after a famous London oriminal, 
is brought forward to cast doubts on the values of practitioners of crime 
fiction, and also, quite incongruously, to act as a spokesman for his 
author. In his own person he applauds crime, but then he melts into 
Thackeray and claims to be sickened by the grim tale he is relating. 
Apparently Thackeray, certain that his point will be understood, does not 
bother about the incompatible positions he is foroing his narrator to 
adopt in making it. At other times, however, Solomons all but disappears 
and the story takes its own course. Among modern critios John Loofbourow 
comes closest to understanding what happens in these seotions when he 
remarks that ":Bulwer Iqtton's novels had acoustomed the public to a satis-
faction it would not own by name.,,5 Unfortunately Loofbourow does not 
explain why ~tton's fiction should have been so satisfying. One feels 
that Thackeray's own answer to this question would have been similar to 
what Ian Watt says of Defoe's ~ Flanders in ~ ~ of the Novel. 
The pre-eminence of ~ Flanders among Defoe's novels 
is in no way the result of its being fundamentally different 
in subject and attitude from Robinson Crusoe. The heroine, 
it is true, is a criminal; but the high incidence of orime 
in our civilization is itself mainly due to a wide diffusion 
of an individualist ideology in a society where suooess is 
not easily or equally available to all its members. Moll 
Flanders, like Rastignac and Julien Sorel, is a charaoteris-
tic produot of modern individualism in assuming that she 
owes it to herself to achieve the highest eoonomio and 
social rewards, and in using every available method to carry 
out her resolve. 
It is because her crimes, like the travels of 
Robinson Crusoe, are rooted in the dynamics of economic 
individualism that Moll Flanders is entirely different 
from the protagonists of the picaresque novel. The 
picaro happens to have a real historical basis--the 
breakdown of the feudal social order--but this is not 
the point of his adventures; he is not so much a 
complete individual personality whose aotual life 
experiences are significant in themselves as a literary 
oonvention for the presentation of a variety of satirio 
observations and comic episodes. Defoe, on the other 
hand, presents his whores, pirates, highwaymen, shop-
lifters, and adventurers as ordinary people who are 
normal products of their environment, victims of cir-
cumstances which anyone might have experienced and 
which provoke exactly the same moral conflicts between 
means and ends as those faced by other members of 
SOCiety. Some of Moll Flanders's actions may be very 
similar to those of the picaro, but the feeling evoked 
by them is of a much more complete sympathy and identi-
fication: author and reader alike cannot but take her 
and her problems much more seriously.6 
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Thackeray mentions Moll Flanders in a footnote in Catherine and may have 
meant his novel to cast some light on Defoe 's.7 In any oase he appears 
to have detected the essential similarity between Bulwer Lytton 's 
celebration of language and art and his celebration of crime. What is 
admired in both instances is the ability of man to order reality as he 
chooses, and of course such a humanistic outlook is fully in keeping with 
the main tendencies of bourgeois society whioh the oriminal merely follows 
by imposing his will on others. Crime is something that we have to live 
wi th simply because deep down we all admire the man ho "pulled the big oneil, 
who refused to leave the conditions he lived under as h found them and 
triumphed over circumstances by means of his cleverness and courage. Not 
surprisingly, at the time of writing the Great Train Robbers are onoe again 
heroes in Britain. Again one of the most disturbing phenomena of our time 
is the changing nature of crime that George Orwell drew attention to in 
two brilliant and related essays entitled "Decline of the English Murder" 
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and "Raffles and Miss Blandish". Whereas in the past crimes tended 
to be crimes of passion, indicating an awareness of others, contemporary 
crimea are on the whole crimes of self-interest that indica te nothing 
but the determination of an individual or group of individuals to better 
themselves at the expense of their fellow human beings. The spirit of 
indi vidualism reigns supreme. 
The relationship between crime and this sort of individualism 
emerges most clearly in nineteenth-century fiction. Crime frequently 
enters Victorian novels in the form of murder, blackmail, embezzlement, 
swindling, or at least shady dealings with wills and property, and it is 
almost alw~s seen as a special instanoe of the selfishness that pervades 
an entire society. Indeed when crime is defined as breaking the law a 
certain similarity is established between the criminal and the law-abiding 
ci tizen. As Hegel argued, the law pa..ra.doxically "legalizes" orime by 
pointing out that respect for the rights of others cannot be taken for 
granted and has to be made the subject of special deorees. The rise of 
the law in place of the multitudinous unformulated obligations of medieval 
life is itself, of course, a bourgeois phenomenon, and once again Britain 
follows older and more humane traditions by treating both the law and its 
enforcement unceremoniously and having neither an explicit oonstitution 
nor an armed police force. Even Britain, however, is in the end a bourgeoiS 
country and what concerns ThaCkeray in Catherine is the rise of a sooiety 
whose spirit finds its ultimate expression in orim and the law. 
Clearly Thackeray has no illusions about th nature of this society. 
He refers to Catherine's husband John Hayes, who is a usurer, as a "little 
capitalist,,8 and a "well-to-do bourgeOis".9 These words of oourse did not 
have in Thackeray's day the derogatory connotations they have subsequently 
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acquired, but they denoted the same section of society then as now, 
and Thackeray's description of Hayes in these terms is interesting, 
if only because he is seldom so explicit about the social and economio 
status of his characters. Also, of course, such epithets perfectly 
fit the world of Catherine which is populated by orphanage girls , 
rootless adventurers, small craftsmen, and petty orooks, all of whom 
are anxious to get away from the limited and limiting economy of the 
countr.y and to avail themselves of the greater opportunities for 
advancement offered b.Y the major cities, and espeCially, of course, 
by London. Crime is sometimes necessary to secure such advancement , 
but as Ikey Solamons' comments on Hayes's activities as a usurer indicate, 
legitimate business itself is scarcely better. 
What a pretty rascal histor.y might be read in 
yonder greas,y day-book, which never left the miserl 
--he never read in any other. Of what a treasure 
were yonder keys and purse the keepersl not a 
shilling they guarded but was picked from the pocket 
of necessity, plundered from needy wantonness, or 
pitilessly squeezed from starvation. IO 
The truth is that reality simply bae to be coeroed into obeying man's 
will. Echoing Carlyle, Thackeray suggests that man is dressing every-
thing in the clothes he bas chosen. At one point Catherine's illegitimate 
son is even apprenticed to a German tailor nam d Beinkleider who is 
"skilful in his trade after the manner of his nation, whioh in breeches 
and metaphysics--in inexpressibles and incompreheneibles--may instruct 
all of Europe."ll Clearly clothes function as a metaphor for business or 
crime or philosophy or any of the other ways in whioh man foroes reality 
to partiCipate in his schemes. "Clothes" of this sort, it seems, are 
now more important than reality itself. A man's value is determined not 
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by what he intrinsically is but only by his rank or title, or the use 
to which he can be put; and apparently even objects have to t ake the 
shape assigned to them by man. One of Catherinets acquaintances, an 
Irish adventurer named ~~cshane , bas already perfected that art of 
"living on nothing a year" to which Thackeray was to devote two chapters 
in Vanity Fair, and which appears here as "starvation": 
starvation is very little when you are used to it. 
Some people I know even, who live on it quite comfor-
tably, and make their daily bread by it. It had been 
our friend A~cshane ts sole profession for many years; 
and he did not fail to draw from it BUch a livelihood 
as was suffiCient, and perhaps too good , for himo 12 
"Living on nothing" or "starvation", in many ways the economic equivalent 
of the kind of subjective evaluation of experience analyzed in the last 
chapter, is of course the natural outcome of a money econ~ that by 
placing a monetary value on objects that has nothing to do with their 
intrinsic worth creates a secondary financial world at a remove from 
actual production and consumption, and generates the kind of credit that 
enables even those who do not work or have small inoomes to live well. 
Finally, of course, those who subsoribe to a different worldview and 
believe that life cannot be controlled in this way, namely the hereditary 
aristocracy, are mere dazed spectators at this mad show who , cut off 
from the economy they were sustained by and faoed with a new way of life 
they fail to comprehend, can only look forward to becoming increasingly 
more alienated, eccentric and world-weary. The single sentenoe that 
ThaCkeray uses to describe the ageing Count Galgenstein oontains all the 
frustration experienoed by the members of any olass that suddenly has 
been overthrown and left to diel 
He was in that effete state to which IDBJlY noblemen 
of his time had arrived; who were rea~ to believe 
in ghost-raising or in gold-making, or to retire into 
monasteries and wear hair-shirts, or to dabble in 
conspiracies, or to die in love with little cook-maids 
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of fifteen, or to go mad at the refusal of a chamberlain's 
key. 13 
A world in which life is ceaselessly organized, controlled and 
made to conform to certain patterns, however, cannot sooner or later 
fail to create a need for its own antithesis, the sort of love that 
gives itself up to the full reality of its objects without wishing to 
dominate them in any way, and that, according to John Bayley, forms 
the basis of realistic literature. l4 Recently A.O.J. Cockshut has 
even claimed that the depiction of this kind of love is one of the 
chief ooncerns of the novel form. 15 Indeed, as Cockshut points out, 
it would be hard to imagine a great novel that do s not invol va a love 
affair of one sort or another , and one feels that novelists are so 
fascinated by love preCisely because both they themselves and the world 
they come from are so far removed from the spontaneous acoeptance of 
life that it implies. It has often been olaimed that in bourgeois 
society love arises as an aberration, a revolt of sexuality against the 
ethic of work and profit, or of a feminine prinoiple of affection against 
a masculine one of power, and novels frequently preserve this element of 
rebellion that love entails by depioting adulterous or quasi-adulterous 
relationships. }~ a heroine trapped in a loveless, stifling marriage 
with a dull and dominating husband ends up getting attaohed to a man 
whose own heal thy vi tali ty is oondi tioned by love, and in this way an 
affirmation of what F.R. Leavis would call "Life" takes plaoe . The 
greatest novel in this tradition is obviously Tolstoy's ~ Karen1na, 
but Anna's marriage with Karenin and her affair with Vronsky have their 
parallels in English literature in Dorothea's marriage with Casaubon 
and her subsequent attachment to ill Ladislaw. .A.gain, Charlotte 
Bronte's Jane Eyre, who commits a form of adultery by rejecting the 
pedantic St John Rivers, who wishes to marry her, because of her love 
for the virile Mr Rochester, whom she cannot marry, merely defends her 
own femininity against a predominantly masculine world, and as Margaret 
Drabble's first novel, ! Summer Birdcage, indicates, this pattern is 
still attractive to novelists. l6 
In Catherine, too, love ultimately strikes. The longer Catherine 
lives with her mean-spirited and jealous husband the dearer the memory 
of Count Galgenstein, her early seducer, beoomes to her, and when the 
Count reappears in En8land she renews her old intimaoy with him. This 
looks like the familiar adultery pattern but, alas, there is one important 
difference. Catherine's is not the sort of love that respeots the reality 
and integrity of its object, not a triumph of spontaneous s xuality over 
neurosis but a genuine obsessive neurotic attachment . In her imagination 
she transforms the burnt-out and virtually 8 nile old Count into a 
genuinely attractive figure, imposing on him an image in keeping with 
her desires. Here Thackeray demonstrates a new understanding of the 
position of love in the kind of world he depicts. While a novelist like 
Dickens may believe that the sort of selfless devotion to oth rs a Florence 
Dombey is capable of oan survive in an aggressive and manipulative society, 
Thackeray seems to regard this as a fond illusion. Even when they are in 
love, his charaoters m.erely regard each other as raw material to be shaped 
as they choose. His oomment on.!2!a J ones--
Why Tom Jones in my holding is as big a rogue as 
Blifil. Before God he is--I mean the man is selfish 
according to his nature as B1ifi1 according to his. 17 
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--obvious~ applies also to Catherine and her husband, the love experienced 
by one of whom is every bit as selfish as the greed displayed by the other. 
Furthermore, Thackeray rejects the cult of femininity as well. Whatever 
women may be in themselves, in the world of Catherine they are as wilful 
and perverse as men, and just as inoapab1e of real loves 
The 1adies--Heaven bless theml--are, as a general 
rule, coquettes from babyhood upwards. Little she'S 
of three years old play little airs and graces upon 
small heroes of five; simpering misses of nine make 
a ttaoks upon young gentlemen of twelve; and at six-
teen, a well-grown girl , under encouraging circumstances, 
--say, she is pretty in a fami~ of ugly elder sisters, 
or an only ohild and heiress, or a humble wench at a 
oountry inn, like our fair Catherine--is at the very 
pink and prime of her ooquetry. they will jilt you at 
that age with an ease and arch infantine eimp1ici ty 
that never can be surpassed in maturer years . 18 
This refusal to believe in the ul timB. te triumph of love gives Thaokeray 
something of a unique place in English literature. For novelists as dis-
parate as Dickens, E.M. Forster, Virginia Woolf and D.B. Lawrence personal 
relationships provide an escape from a meaningless and destruotive sooiety. 
Of course in Dlckens's Great EXpeotations doubts are cast on the possi-
bility of such an escape when Mr Wemmick has to turn his house literally 
into a oastle in order to protect his relationship to "the aged P." against 
the influence of a corrupting world, but Thackeray goes one step further 
and informs his readers that the outer walls have fallen and the enemy is 
now wi thin the gates. Barbara Hardy points out that in Thackeray ' B major 
novels the kind of rigid duality that Dickens explores in Wemmiok is 
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transferred to living characters like Amelia, Pen, and Ethel who, 
spoiled by society, yet carry within themselves a oapacity for love.19 
In Catherine, however, the major characters prove themselves as ruthless 
and exploitative in love as in all their other activities, and only 
characters mentioned in Ikey Solomons's asides seem to possess an inner 
core unpenetrated by the values of societys 
• • • Love, like Death, plays havoc among the 
pauperUm tabernas, and sports with rich and poor, 
wicked and virtuous alike. I have often fanCied, 
for instance, on seeing the haggard pale young 
old-clothesman, who wakes the echoes of our street 
with his nasal cry of 'Clo'l'--1 have often, I said, 
fancied that, besides the load of exuvial coats and 
breeches under whioh he staggers, there is another 
weight on him--an atrior cura at his tail--and while 
his unshorn lips and nose together are performing 
that mocking, boisterous, Jack-indifferent cry of 
'Clo', clo'I' who knows what woeful utteranoes are 
crying from the heart wi thin ?20 
Thus, it appears, the ordinary man, though he is a dealer in clothes, 
still remains capable of a oertain amount of tenderness; but this tender-
ness is of course peripheral to the normal funotioning of soci~ty and 
does not get dramatioally represented in the action of the novel. 
Separated in this way from the English tradition by the strong 
emphasis he places on the corruptibility of love, Thaokoray is oloser in 
his beliefs to Flaubert than to any other novelist. The adulterous 
relationship at the centre of Catherine that turns out to be so radically 
different from the relationships in ~ Karenina and ltlddlemaroh and 
~~, which it superficially resembles, brings to mind Madame Bovar;y 
where Emma. Bovary's sordid affairs are seen to be tainted by the same 
insenSitivity, egoism, and lack of imagination that characterize her 
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husband Charles. Flaubert is the key figure in a tradition that 
runs counter to the one represented by Tolstoy. For this tradition 
personal relationships cannot remain intact in an unhealtby SOCiety, 
and if Tolstoy has an heir in Margaret Drabble, Flaubert' s current 
heir is the dissident Czech writer Milan Kundera whose latest collection 
of short stories, Laughable Loves, deals with the selfishness, vanity 
and self-delusion that inevitably creep into the private lives of 
individuals living under a soulless regime for whioh everything is there 
simply to be oontrolled. 
If incapable of love, however, Thackeray's characters are still 
provided with a spontaneous approach to life by memory. Now and then, 
thinking of the past, they become aware of the passa of time and 
realize that everything is perpetually in flux, that life is extra-
ordinarily rich, and tha. t any pattern imposed on it can only impoverish it I 
As she looked, 101 Oxford street disappeared, and 
she saw a green common, and a village, and a little 
inn. There was a soldier leading a pair of horses 
about on the green common, and in the inn sat a 
cavalier, so young, so merry, eo beautiful 1 Oh, 
wha t slim white hands he had; and winning words, 
and tender, gentle blue eyes1 • • • As she walked 
towards the lane that morning, ho well sh rem mbered 
each spot as she passed it, and the look it wore for 
the last time 1 How the smoke was rising from th 
pastures, ho the fish were jumping and plashing in 
the mill stream 1 There was a church with all its 
windows lighted up with gold, and yonder ere the 
reapers sweeping down the brown oorn. 21 
To suoh moments of gratuitous recollection, when a Rum an dissolution 
of the manipulating ego into a genuine stream of passive oonsciousness 
takes place and the outside world suddenly beoomes overwhelmingly vivid 
and colourful, !key Solomons occasionally adds an idea of fate similar 
to the one Conrad was later to introduoe into Chano as a sort of memento 
~ to a societ.y worshipping the power of the will. 
And again: 
It is an awful thing to get a glimpse as one some-
times does, when the time is past, of some little 
little wheel whioh works the whole might.y maohinery 
of FATE, and see how our destinies turn on a minute's 
del~ or advance, or on the turning of a street, or 
on somebo~ else's turning of a street, or on some-
bo~ else's doing of something else in Downing Street 
or in Timbuotoo, now or a thousand years ago. 22 
Some call the dootrine of destiny a dark oreed, but, 
for me, I would fain try and think ita oonsola tory one. 
It is better, with all one's sins upon one's head, to 
deem one's self in the hands of Fate, than to think--
with our fieroe passions and weak repentances; with 
our resolves so loud, so vain, so ludiorous~, despi-
cably weak and frail; wi th our dim, wavering, wretohed 
conceits about virtue, and our irresistibl,t. propensity 
to wrong--that we are the workers of our own future 
sorrow and ha.ppiness.2~ 
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The world of Catherine, however, is ruled by neither time nor fate but 
only by man's desire for oontrol over his life, and nothing oan prevent 
the burst of violenoe with whioh the novel oonoludes. 
Thus Catherine is, in many w~s, the story of a sooiety in whioh 
man is capable of imposing his will on reality. As a result every 
individual in this sooiety is only what he oan be turned into, the rank 
or title that can be bestowed on him, the image he oan be r duoed to, or 
the use to which he oan be put, and this allows Thaokeray not only to 
satirize, by implication, the artistio habits of naming, oharaoterization, 
and plotting but also to endow his heroine with trai te like snobbery, 
idolatry and manipulativeness, that he was to explore in greater detail 
in his later works. If, then, this first novel is still a failure, this 
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is not because it has no important mes8a to oommunioate, or beoause 
its narrator displays an unfortunate tendenoy to contradict himself. 
What spoils it is Thaokeray 's relianoe on parody to make his point. 
There is no mistaking the faot that the individuals he depiots share 
the values of popular fiotion, and Thaokeray only weakens his oase by 
oonstantly pointing out hat is obvious. As vehicles of social ori ticiem 
Catherine and the other charaoters are at their most effective when they 
are seen as typioal members of a perverse sooiety. When the gruesomeness 
of their deeds, the absurdity of their pretensions, and the artificiality 
of their manner of speech are all heightened and emphasized in the 
interests of parody, however, this impression of typicality is lost, and 
it begins to look as if the attitudes and beliefs that Thaokeray wishes 
to criticize are, in any case, likely to be taken seriously only by 
lunatics. Thackeray's second novel, Barry ~don, can therefore be seen 
as, in some ways, an attempt to remedy this defeot qy avoiding explioit 
parody and making Barry as ordinary a member of his SOCiety as possible. 
III 
!h!. Memoirs of Barry Lyndon Esq., or 1h! ~ of tty Lyndon, as 
it was initially called when serialized in Fras rls in 1844, has proved, 
in m.a.ny ways, a more enduring and popular work than Cath rin. In his 
admirable "Barry ~don and the Irish Hero" Rob rt A. Colby states that 
this novel "repelled more readers than it attraoted in its time, and has 
remained something of a speoial taste ver Sinoe.,,24 This, however, is 
not quite true. "Artistically consid r d," not James Fitzjam 8 Stephen, 
"we should almost be inolined to plaoe ::Barry l§ndon t the h ad of th 
list of Mr Thackeray's books", 25 and Trollope remarked. "In imagination, 
language, construction and general literary oapaoity, Thaokeray never 
did anything more remarks. ble than Barry ~don. ,,26 Both cri tics, of 
oourse, had in mind the Barry ly'ndon the. t Thaokeray had revised for his 
Misoellanies in 1856. This revised version omits many of :Barry 's comments, 
asides and digressions to be found in .'!'..h! ~ .2! :Barry ly'ndon, and 
virtually eliminates the role of "Fi tz-Boodle", who appears in Fraser 's 
as the editor of Barry's memoirs. 27 Even in its original form , however , 
Barry ly'ndon has an econo~ and tightness not to be enoountered in any of 
Thackeray 's major novels with the exoeption of !h! History .2! Henry 
Esmond, Esq., and it is no doubt partly these qualities that, in our own 
day, have led to its being filmed and thus beooming the best-known of 
Thaokeray's works after Vanity ~.28 
Actually Thackeray experienoed more trouble with the composition of 
Barry Iyrndon than was common with him. He wrote moat of it during his 
Eastern trip of 1844, finding the weather, the disoomforts of travel, and 
constant sight-seeing distraoting, and feeling that the story simply 
refused to flow. The notes he mad on his proens in his diary--"Made 
a little attempt on Barry lqndon & wrote a couple of pages in the oabin 
at night but was interrupted by the horrible bug-bit stl ,29 "Tn d to 
wri te Barry Lyndon.,,30 "Wrote :Barry--but slowly & with gr at diffioul ty" ; 31 
"Wrote Barry with no more suooess than yesterclay.,, 32_-r d like a saga. of 
despair. Happily, however, the finished novel bears no sign of the labour 
pains it occasioned. As Robert A. Colby explains , the provenienoe of 
Barry Iundon is complex. Thackeray draws on Fielding's J ona than ...ill and 
also, to a lesser extent, Smollett's Ferdinand Count Fathom and Peregrine 
Pickle. The account of Barry' a marriage to lady lqndon is based on the 
career of Andrew Robertson Stoney-Bowes, an adventurer who wheedled the 
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wealthy Countess of Strathmore into marriage , and whose grandson John 
Bowes Bowes was a sohool friend of Thaokeray ' s . Again, Barry ' s travels 
obviously owe a lot to Thaokeray 's own travels on the Continent during 
the l830s and 40s, while his Irishness is an outoome of his creator's 
longstanding acquaintance with both Ireland and the "Irish" novels of 
Charles Lever, illiam Carleton and Gerald Griffin. Finally, another 
source for Barry ~don, whioh Colby does not mention, is of course 
Thackeray's own life. Barry's response to the death of his son does 
not, as Colby claims, convict him of "histrionic emotionalism". 33 
Thackeray himself was grief-strioken by the death of his daughter Jane 
in 1838, and probably meant Barry's feelings to be taken at faoe value. 
Similarly, in Lady LYndon's jealousies and suspicions it is possible to 
detect traces of Isabella Thackeray's ineani ty. All these different 
strands, however, are skilfully brought together in a narrative whioh, up 
to the penultimate chapter of the novel, never diverges from ita main 
purpose of ohronicling its rogue-hero Barry ~donts steady ris in the 
world. 
The character of Barry himself is one of the novels's gr at st 
triumphs. An unoonsciously self-inoriminating narrator, h is an 
exercise in point of view wort~ of Browning or James. Unlike Ik y 
Solomons, he neither questions those very values of whioh b is suoh an 
ardent supporter nor makes any statement which oould be regarded aa being 
out of oharaoter. The reader is warned against him only by thoa r marks 
by others about his oruel ty, unsorupulousness, ignoranoe and pretentious-
ness, which he quotes with oomplete oandour, obviously not doubting for 
a seoond that his sword will be suffioient to silenoe anyon who dares 
to insult him. Moreover, Tbaokeray ingeniously manages to use Barry as 
his mouthpiece and condemn him at the same time. The reader, for 
instance , agrees with Barry 's denunciations of sentimentality, war, 
and the Irish, and simultaneously regards these sentiments as 
indications of Barry's own heartlessness, co,~dioe and lack of 
patriotism, getting, in George Eliot ' s words, "[a] double impression 
correspond[ingJ to the double impulse of the speaker. ,,34 
Just as Barry is brilliantly drawn as a character, the narrative 
in which he figures too is a ork of genius . Thackeray was often 
bothered by the formlessness of the "Irish" novel and apparently sought 
to remedy this defect in BarEl MYndon. Every single episode of the 
novel is there for the sake of advanCing Barry ' s career one step further, 
and in the end the entire action satisfactorily culminates in his marriage 
to Lady ~don. A t one point in the narra ti ve 13a.rry remarks I 
I find I have already filled up many scores of pages, 
and yet a vast deal of the most interesting portion of 
my history remains to be told, viz., that whioh describes 
my sojourn in the kingdoms of England and Ireland, and 
the great part I played there, moving among the most 
illustrious of the land, myself not the least distinguished 
of the brilliant circle. In order to give due justioe to 
this portion of my memoirs, then--which is more important 
than my foreign adventures can be (though I could fill 
volumes with interesting desoriptions of the latter),--I 
shall out short my account of my tra.vels in Europe and my 
success at Continental Courts, in order to speak of what 
befell me at home.35 
This, the reader realizes, is no rambling, purposeless novel . It is 
mOving towards a definite end, and everything in it has no other function 
than to point to that end. 
Yet this virtually flawles8 work of art is ruled by a deep distrust 
of art. When Barry starts redeoorating Lady ~don t s anoestral home, 
Backton Hall, the reader gets the impression that art is artifioial and 
absurd. 
For many of these ornaments I was not so muoh 
answerable as Corniohon, whom lauragua.is lent me, 
and who was the intendant of my buildings during 
my absence abroad. I bad given the man carte blanohe, 
and when he fell dom and broke his leg, as he was 
deoorating a theatre in the room whioh bad been the 
old ohapel of the oastle, the people of the county 
thought that it was a judgement of Heaven upon him. 
In his rage for improvement the fellow dared anything. 
Without my orders he out down an old rookery whioh was 
sacred in the oountry and had a propheoy regarding it, 
stating, 'When the rook-wood shall fall, down goes 
Hackton Hall'. The rooks went over and colonised 
Tiptoff Woods , which lay near us (and be hanged to 
them!), and Cornichon built a temple to Venus and two 
lovely fountains on their site. Venuses and Cupids were 
the rasoal's adoration. he wanted to take down the 
Gothio soreen and plaoe Cupids in our pew there; but 
old Doctor Huff the reotor came out with a large oak 
stick, and addressed the unlucky arohi teot in latin, 
of which he did not comprehend a word, yet made him 
understand that he would break his boges if he laid a 
single finger on the sacred edifioe.; 
Art, it seems, is at war with nature and religion. It does not see 
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reality as being natural or God-given but strives to replace it by the 
works of IDallo Indeed, as the oare that Barry takes with the story whioh 
he is relating indicates, it is he and not Thackeray who has embraoed 
the oause of art. Barry is the author not only of hie memoirs but also, 
in a very real sense, of his own dest~. He is the one who uses every 
opportunity and every ohance encounter to further his own oareer, and 
there is surely more to the world than he is oapable of seeing. It 
exists in its own right and not just to figure in the soenario Barry 
has prepared, and if the narrative were to remain faithful to this 
greater truth, it might just as well linger over the beauties of Europe 
or the various oharaoteristios of the people that Barry m eta. That this 
does not happen, and instead everything is made subservient to Barry's 
schemes, is not Thaokeray's fault but Barry's. 
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In denying the existence of reality outside his schemes, however, 
Barry merely follows the main trends of his society, in whioh only what 
man has imposed on reality is signifioant. For this sooiety objeots 
are the price of objeots and a man is the title he bears. Prioe and 
rank are , of course, human estimations of reality, or in a sense "words" 
coined by man to designate certain objects. Thus, just as the world of 
Catherine is ruled by Hayes ' s "greasy day-book", the world of Barry 
~don, too, is symbolically ruled by another book, the Gwin and 
Rolwi tzer that Barry and his unole spend most of their time reading. 
Again , in the same way that "The Professor" is a story of names, Barry 
AYndon, too, is in many ways a story of names. Just as the name Adeliza 
stands for the human estimation of the reality denoted by the name 
Grampus , the name ~don stands for the human estimation of the reality 
denoted by the name Barry. that 
the ~don fortune is rightfully his, goes through the rest of the book 
trying to live up to his name, and in the end aOhieves his greatest 
triumph by earning the right to bear the name ~donl 
:Before quitting London, I prooured His Majesty's 
graoious permission to add the name of my lovely lady 
to my own; and henoeforward assum d the style and 
title of BARRY LYNDON as I have written it in this 
autobiography. 37 
Thus, since its entire action is efr otively oontrolled by the name 
~don, the novel is, in faot, entirely oircular and timeless. Nothing 
ever happens in it that the name Iqrndon oa.nnot justify, and :Ba.rry him-
self undergoes no signifioant ohange. 
In all this there ie a ourious innocence. There are some men in 
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the "orld of Barry I.,yndon, like lady lQndon' s first husband Sir Charles, 
who are embittered, sinister, dangerous creatures weary of the world's 
game. For a man like Sir Charles life is no longer worth living because 
he has realized that in a world where all are objeots to be manipulated 
he himself is a mere object. i th his painful and sardonio laughter and 
his warnings to Barry concerning his wife he is reminisoent of Lord 
Steyne who says to Beckys 
All women are alike. • • • You ill go to Gaunt House. 
You give an old fellow no rest until you get there. It's 
not half so nice as here. You'll be bored there. I am. 
My wife is as gay as lady Macbeth,and II\Y' daughters as 
cheerful as Regan and Goneril •••• HoI hoI You'll be 
asked to dinner next week.38 
It is not clear to what extent Thackeray identifies with these figures 
who watoh the antics of young rakes with amused oynicism, oonvinced that 
all puppeteers will beoome, in their turn, puppets. What is olear, how-
ever, is that his young characters themselves are not aware of the true 
nature of the game they are playing. Thus, without realizing it, Barry 
turns into a victim of his own myth. In the end, like ev ryone else, he, 
too, is put to the service of the name ~don and ends up spending not 
only his wife's fortune but also his own winnings from gambling in the 
attempt to live in a style in keeping ith his rank. 
With this development the entire novel suddenly shifts and changes 
like a Gestalt. Barry, who had so far impressed the reader with his 
ability to look through, and play upon, the vanities and weaknesses of 
other people, is all at once seen to be a deluded fool himself. This 
revelation is a masterly stroke on Thaokeray's part, and it allows both 
him and the reader to pay more attention to the other individuals who 
now surround Barry. These are mostly the genuine aristocraoy who treat 
Barry's pretensions with undisguised oontempt, and whose derision 
forces him to become more and more defensive, abusive and sensitive 
to criticism, preparing him, no doubt, for those final days of his 
life when, bankrupt and in prison, he is to turn into "a baby almost, 
and ••• cry if deprived of his necessary glass of brandy ... 39 Through-
out all this Thackeray views his hero with a strange mixture of contempt 
and pity. Clearly, like deliza, Barry too, is, to a oertain extent, a 
mentally deranged individual who obstinately holds on to a version of 
reality which no one else takes seriously, but then the people who are 
against him are members of the oonservative Establishment, who look on 
their own position as their birthright and grudge any advancement to 
the rest of humanity. There is a plea here for Thaokeray's own olass, 
but of course he makes an even stronger plea for reality. As the last 
two chapters of the novel indioate, despite all that man oan do r ality 
will preserve its own shape. Barry'e final downfall is quit inexplicable. 
Of course there are the machinations of those who are against him, and 
then he wastes his own money, but also his son dies and his legendary 
"luck ll turns against him. Thackeray ' s point seems to be that lif is 
oomplex and unruly like the. t and will not be governed by man ' s Bchemes. 
Thus , unable to oontrol events any longer, Barry, like lago, ultimately 
lapses into silence, and this unoontrollable, unplann d, "unutt rable" 
part of the narrative is compl ted from without by the ditor Fitz-Boodl • 
All in all BarEl yYndon is masterly work of art. No explicit 
parody interrupts the narrativ , and Thaok ray ' point m rges olearly. 
The son of an attorney, Barry himself belongs to that olass which he 
contemptuously designates as "your apotheoaries, wine-merchants , attorneys 
and such scum as are allowed to attend our publio assemblies" , 40 and this 
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is what determines his attitudes and values. Because he is not a 
criminal in any ordinary sense of that term, and because his ideals 
are shared by many of those around him such as his uncle Chevalier de 
J3a.libari and his cousins, Thackeray can use him to comment on an entire 
society under the sway of a new belief in man's right to impose his 
will on his environment. In spite of this, however, as an Irishman and 
an eighteenth-century soldier of fortune Barry also remains, in some 
ways, an alien figure, and it is necessary to turn to The Book of Snobs 
to see that what Thackeray wished to communicate through his hero was 
in fact the frame of mind of the "respectable classes ll of Victorian 
England 0 
IV 
Both Catherine and Bar;y Mrndon are books written against other 
books . Ca therine attacks Hayes ' s "greasy day-book"; and Barry Iyrndon 
mocks Barry ' s Grin and Holwitzer. ~ ~ E!. _Sn_o;;.;;;b-.s, whioh was originally 
serialized in Punch as "The Snobs of England" in 1846-47, is a product of 
the same idea and deals with "that foolish and lying book", 41 the Peerage. 
Its aim is to oppose the reduction of every human being to a mere word: 
the title he bears . As Thaokeray' s IIPreparatory Remarksll indioate, what 
lies behind this phenomenon is a general attempt to impose humanly 
recognizabl e patterns on reality. While opening his book with a plea 
for a study of snobbery , that echoes the plea that Carlyle had made more 
than a decade earlier for a study of clothes , Thaokeray also mocks a 
certain conception of hist ory. This Germanio conception of history, that 
was popularized in England by suoh writers as Bulwer Iutton and Carlyle , 
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culminates in Hegells notion of "the cunning of Reason" (die f!.!!:E 
~ Vernunft), according to which great men are not so much individuals 
in their own right as mere agents of history selected to carry out an 
important task. Against this idea Thackeray Vlri tes s 
Thus at the French Revolution (which the reader will 
be pleased to have introduced so early), when it was 
requisite to administer a corrective dose to the nation, 
Robespierre was found, a most foul and nauseous dose 
indeed, and swallowed eagerly by the patient, greatly 
to the latter I s ul time te advantage: thus, when it 
became necessary to kick John Bull out of America, Mr 
Washington stepped forward, and performed that job to 
satisfactions thus when the Earl of Aldborough was 
unwell, Professor Holloway appeared with his pills and 
cured his Lordship, as per advertisement, &c., &0. 
Numberless instanoes might be adduced to show, that 
when a nation is in great want the relief is at hand, 
just as in the Pantomime (that microcosm) where when 
Clown wants anything--a warming-pan, a pump-handle, a 
goose, or a la~ls tippet--a fellow oomes sauntering 
out from behind the side-scenes with the very article 
in question.42 
In other words, the concept of "the cunning of Reason" , and similar 
notions, reduce history to a mere pantomime in which every actor can 
only perform the role aSSigned to him. 
Such deflating touches, that bring out the glibness at the heart 
of an idea, are of oourse characteristic of Thaokeray. Only, in this 
instance he is worried about his own stance. If snobs are people who 
attempt to reduce themselves and others to mere ords, then those who 
see them merely as snobs are themselves guilty of snobbery. What is at 
work in each case is an attempt to fit individuals into rigid oategories 
without bothering to deal with them in their full partioularity. This 
is why later on in the book the image of the play recurs and Thackeray 
appears in a role which he was soon to assume again as the narrator of 
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Vanity Fair. He is the manager of the performance making sure that 
nothing happens that does not tally with the script in his hand. After 
explaining why he has not included the landed gentry in his book, he 
writes: 
• • • those dignified personages do not enter into 
the scheme of the present work, and are but minor 
characters of our Snob drama; just as, in the play, 
kings and emperors are not half so important, as many 
humble persons. The Doge of Venice, for instance, 
gives way to Othello, who is but a nigger, and the 
King of France to Fa1conbridge, who is a gentleman of 
positively no birth at all. So with the exalted 
characters above mentioned.4; 
And the said exalted characters are left out simply because they are not 
snobs: 
But ~~? In these perfectly stupid and honourable 
families there is not that Snobbishness whioh it is our 
purpose to expose. An ox is an ox ••• The Snob, my 
dear madam, is the frog that tries to swell itself to ox 
size. Let us pelt the silly brute out of his folly. 44 
This is very much like Thackeray 's decision not to inolude Miss Jemima. in 
Vanity~. there are olear1y aspects of life that do not fit in with 
the themes of snobbery and vanity and thus have to be ignored. The artist, 
like the snob, is more interested in the forms that can be imposed on 
reality than reality itself in all its wealth of detail, and it is ulti-
mately this similarity, rather than any aotua1 preference for "the great 
world" on his own part, that leads Tbaokeray to insist that he, too, is 
a snob. 
Throughout ~ ~ of .-Sn-..o...,b ... s Thackeray intermittently pursues his 
comparison between the artist and the snob . The book's narrator, who 
ultimately decides that "Mr Snob" is a better name for him than the 
"Smi th, or Jones" 45 he initially considers, writes: 
You must not judge hastily or vulgarly of Snobs: to 
do so shows that you yourself are a Snob . I myself have 
been taken for one.46 
Again, he describes the British Snob abroad in the following terms: 
Art, nature pass, and there is no dot of admiration 
in his stupid eyes; nothing moves him, except when a 
very great man comes his way, and then the rigid, proud, 
self-confident, inflexible British Snob can be as humble 
as a flunkey, and as supple as a harlequin.47 
The next paragraph but one, however, begins with the statement "I (who, 
like other great men, have but one idea) thought to myself that as the 
stars are, so are the Snobs,,48 which indioates that, just as others are 
obsessed with greatness , 1~ Snob is obsessed with snobbery, and can let 
his belief that an individual is a snob blind him to everything else about 
that individual. Despite these attempts to discredit Mr Snob, however, 
~ ~ .2£ Snobs is likely to be remembered not for any ~instaking 
attempt to create meticulously individualized characters but, paradoxioally, 
for its contribution of a new word to the English language. The word 
"snob", that was originally Cambridge slang for a townsman,49 comes to 
mean in Thaokeray's hands a person interested not in actual individuals 
but only in their titles or the wealth they possess. Because this Bort 
of a ttention to outward forms makes direct contact with others impossible, 
Thackeray can write s "Wi th love and simplicity and natural kindness 
Snobbishness is perpetually at war",50 and the modern definition of a 
snob in ~ Oxford English Dictionary as one who "meanly or vulgarly 
admires and seeks to imitate, or associate with, those of superior rank 
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or wealth" seems to be indebted to Th.a.ckeray's own definitions "He 
who meanly admires mean things is a Snob" 0 51 
Mr Snob clearly indicates th.a.t snobbery in this sense is a middle-
class phenomenon. ~ ~ .2!. Snobs presents the usual Th.a.okerayan 
view of the aristooraoy as slightly stupid but perfectly honourable 
people. Its real quarrel is with "the respeotable classes".52 
It is our fault, not that of the great, that they 
should fancy themselves so far above us. If you will 
fling yourself under the wheels, Juggernaut will go-
over you, depend upon its and if you and I, my dear 
friend, had Kotoo performed before us every day,--
found people whenever we appeared grovelling in slavish 
adoration, we should drop into the airs of superiority 
quite naturally and acoept the greatness with which the 
world insisted upon endowing us.53 
As ueua.l, Thackeray feigns surprise at the We::! in whioh supposedly "free" 
Britons worship rank and birth more than the inhabitants of less fortunate 
countries. In realit.y, however, there is an obvious relationship between 
this sort of "freedom" and snobbery. In a SOCiety, in which an individual 
is not free to leave the class he was born into, rank cannot be oovetedo 
Only a bourgeoiS societ.y th.a.t offers social mobility can create individuals 
whose chief goal in life is to achieve status or at least to consort with 
people of status. In a world where class barriers have dissolved and the 
value of money is widely accepted, the aristooraoy oan be easily recruited 
to consecrate a new order by their presence. Obviously wh.a.t the snob oares 
about is not that other people are lords but that ~ is seen with lords. 
For him the nobility are there simply to lend dignity to hie own existenoe. 
They have a definite funotion to perform, and he reduces their entire 
reality to this funotion. Similarly, the socially mobile snob can determine 
wha t his own identi t.y is gOing to be s 
Old Pump sweeps a shop, runs of messages, becomes a 
confidential clerk and partner. Pump the Second becomes 
the chief of the house, spins more and more money, marries 
his son to an Earl's daughter. Pump Tertius goes on with 
the bank; but his ohief business in life is to beoome the 
father of Pump uartus, who comes out a full-blown aristo-
crat, and takes his seat as :Baron Pumpington, and his race 
rules hereditarily over this nation of Snobso 54 
In this way reality is replaoed by one of man's forms, and Pump, the real 
man , turns into Pump, the baron. For Thackeray this worshipping of what 
man has imposed on reality is what snobbery ultimately consists ofo 
Another name for this phenomenon is, of course, "vanity", and when, towards 
the end of ~ ~ .2! Snobs, Thackeray mentions a oertain Mr Goldmore who 
"thought that Shakespeare was a great dramatic poet, and ought to be 
patronized" , 55 we experience a disturbing sense of reoognition. That 
pompous Viotorian businessman is, in his comic way, a precursor of our own 
hollow, artifioial world in which, because man is the measure of all things, 
it is not even art any longer that counts but criticism. 
Finally, precisely because it is against this sort of snobber,y and 
vanity, ~ Book of Snobs is an essentially a-political work. Generations 
of critics have read it as a radical tract and then, depending on their 
own political position, congratulated or attacked Thaokeray for sub-
sequently becoming more oonservative. The truth of the matter, however, is 
that Thackeray ' s "radicalism" is hardly politioal in nature. Muoh as he 
may criticise the existing social system he has no alternative "system" to 
offer, and indeed regards those who wish to impose this or that system on 
the world as "Political Snobs" . 56 He is interested not in organizing 
reality in any particular way but only in experiencing it as it is. As 
a result , when he makes radioal proposals he is oareful to mock himself. 
At one point, for instance , after mentioning an excursion to Oxford for 
fi ve shillings, he writes: 
Why is the poor College servitor to wear that name 
and badge still? Because the Universities are the last 
places to which Reform penetrates. But now that she 
can go to College and back for five shillings , let her 
travel down thither. 57 
This is of course as glib and self-congratulatory as saying that 
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Shakespeare was a great poet, and can hardly be taken at face valueo 
Thackeray is not interested in the sort of reform tba t can be purchased 
for five shillings any more than he is interested in titles that can be 
bought for fift.y thousand pounds. He is committed, in the best realist 
tradition, not to wholesale solutions but to personal onesl 
To laugh at [snobs] is M£ Punch's business . May he 
laugh honestly, hit no foul blow, and tell the truth 
when at his broadest grin--never forgetting that if 
Fun is good, Truth is still better, and Love the best 
of all.58 
It is this emphasis on love and the truth, rather than any insistence on 
political reform, that stands at the heart of ~~ of Snobs and gives 
it its significance. 
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Chapter Six 
THE NOVEL WITHOUT A HERO 
I 
"The Snobs of England" was still running in Punoh when the first 
number of Vanity ~ appeared in January 1847 . A year later 
Thackeray was claiming that he was "all but at the top of the tree: 
indeed there if the truth were known and having a great fight up there 
1 
with Diokens . " In retrospeot it is olear that that self-oonfidenoe 
was well-founded. As the author of Vanity.!!!!:, Thackeray ' s place in 
English literature is a secure one. The reviewers of 1847 who thought 
that Thackeray was destined for immortality have been proved right. 
Even those who dismiss Thackeray ' s other works are obliged to admit, 
however grudgingly, that Vanity ~ is a olassio. 
That Van! ty ~ should have proved so enduring is hardly 
surprising. It is after all more subtle , elaborate and sophistioated 
than a.n;ything else in the Thaokeray canon. As Charlotte Bront8 noted, 
2 it is "quiet-as quiet as refleotion, as quiet as memory". Thackeray 
scrupulously avoids the heavy-handed and the obvious. Amelia i! guilty 
of idolatry, but the object of her affections is neither a quack like 
Dandolo nor a oretin like Count Galgenstein. Beoky is a Delilah who 
outs off her husband ' s hair, and not, like Catherine, his bead; and 
the brawls and duels of Bar;r Lyndon have been replaced by the intrioate 
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rivalries of the 'Change and the drawing-room. Yet the sooiety that 
Thackeray depiots in Van! ty !!:!!: is obviously the same one he had 
already shown imposing its will on reality throUBh lanauage, orime and 
snobbery in his earlier works. The fact that its members are now no 
longer insane or violent only makes it all the more credible, and henoe, 
all the more frightening. 
Avoiding sensationalism, Thaokeray refuses to emphasize any 
partioular aspeot of this sooiety at the expense of all the others. As 
a result Van! ty Fair has the kind. of "totali tyll that F .R. Leavis 
asoribes to 1!!!:!! Times. Leavis writess 
Ordinarily Diokens's oritioisms of the world he lives 
in are oasual and inoidental-a matter of inoluding among 
the ingredients of a book some indignant treatment of a 
partioular abuse. But in l!!:£s! Times he is for onoe 
possessed by a oomprehensive vision, one in whioh the 
inhumanities of' Viotorian oivilization are seen as 
fostered and sanotioned by a hard philosophy, the 
~ssive formulation of an inhumane spirit.3 
Thackeray, too, is possessed by a oomprehensive vision. By-passing the 
partioular abuses treated in his other works, he goes straight to the 
source they all oome from, and the inhumane spirit he thus unoovers is 
best desoribed as "the spirit of vanity". 
Again and aeain Thackeray shows human beings insisting that reality 
should obey them and beoome only what they deoide it has to b oome. The 
world he is desoribing is obviously a bourgeois one. Geoffrey and 
Kathleen Tillotson writes 
His five main personages start in the great m rohant 
rank-for by the time the action opens 13eoley, whose origins 
were dingy, has been adopted into it firmly enough for her 
to hold on.4 
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And what is true of Beoky is true, at the other end of the sooial 
soale, of Lord Steyne. He, too, is, in many wayB, a parvenu, a 
"newoome" who is from a dubious branoh of the Gaunts and has allegedly 
won his marqu1sate at the gambling table. Though his olaims to 
nobility may not be as fanoiful as Mr Osborne's belief that he is 
related to the Leeds Osbornes, he, too, has olearly re-a.rranged reality 
a little and fitted himself into a partioular role. He and Beoky are 
ultimately of the same out, and while they need each other, they also 
see through each other's pretensions with devastating olarity_ When 
Lord Steyne sneers at Rawdon's gambling, :Beoky replies, ''My 10m ••• 
you are a knight of the order"; 5 and when Beoky olaims that she was 
busy making a pie in the kitohen, Lord Steyne saya, "I know you were: 
6 I saw you throll8h the area-railings as I drove up." Whoever else 
these two may deoeive, they are at le st undeoeived by one another. 
If Lord Steyne fits in with the world of the Sedley, the Osbornes 
and the Dobbins, however, the genuinearistooraoy are left out. Rawdon 
ultimately disoovers that he oannot go along with the way of th world; 
Pitt Crawley's schemes fill him with guilt, an emotion whioh, with the 
exception of Dobbin, the other oharacters do not experienoe; and even 
the elder Sir Pitt lacks the deteDnination and business sense neoessary 
for the suooess of his various speoulations. Th se are oountry people 
ul timately inoapable of imposing their will on reality. A Beoky 
disoovers, theirs is an entirely different way of lifel 
She was 1mmens ly happy to be free of the place, and 
yet loth to go. Queen's Crawl y was abominably stupidJ 
and yet the air there was somehow purer than that whioh 
she had been acoustomed to breathe. Everybody had been 
dull, but had been kind in th ir way. 1 
Thackeray had earlier on oleared these oountry families of the oharge 
of snobbery. Here he finds that they oannot be acoused of attempting 
to tamper with reality in any way. It is only oi ty-dwellers who in 
their vanity try to oontrol everything around them. 
We first beoome aware of Van! ty Fair as a oi ty • Thackeray seems 
to regard the oity as both the loous and the ultimate expres ion of a 
way of life. Like E.M. Forater who speaks of the network of roads and 
8 
streets whioh "Great Bri tun had thrown over India", Thackeray speaks 
of "the streets, and the great squares of Van! ty Fair". 9 Builders, he 
tells us at one point, have a habit of oalling "Gardens" those "stuooo 
10 houses with asphalte terraces in front" whioh they have built over 
aotual gardens. This foroing of everything into moulds designed by man, 
whioh the city brings out, is what life in Vanity Fair consists of. 
Vanity Fair is quite literally the City of Man, and it extends from its 
symbolic centre in Russell Square to all oorners of the globe. Joe is 
the Collector of Bogley Wollah; Miss Swartz ha an est te in the West 
Indies; Dobbin suggest that George oould emigrate to C8.nada; Lady 
Elizabeth Sheepshanks leaves for Cape Town; missions are sent to 
Timbuotoo and the South S a Islands; and Rawdon is appointed governor 
to Coventry Island. Everywhere human beings have to as ert their own 
power, for direot, "imm diate tt nature is something the inhabitants of 
Vanity Fair oannot face. Beoky thinks that she oould b oome a oountry 
gentleman's wife, but th prospeot of pioking off dead leaves from 
geraniums and oounting the aprioots on the wall soon fills her with 
ennui. She is truly alive only when London surrounds hr. 
The City of Man is of oourse a religious image, and Vanity E!!£ 
is ultimately a religious book. Thaokeray's title itself oomes from 
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Bunyan, but :Bunyan oannot be said to be a real influenoe on Thackeray. 
The kind of protest against worldliness and sensuality that on finda 
in~ Pilgrim's Progress is a part of a Protestant ethio that 
oriticizes those who merely enjoy the world instead of direoting their 
attention to the serious business of working on it and foroing it to 
submit to their sohemes for the greater glory of God. There is of 
oourse enough of the Puritan in Thaokeray for him to take this worldview 
more or less seriously. He does after all frown on people guilty of 
suoh time-wasting and unprofitable pursuits like drinking, theatre-soing 
and reading Frenoh novels. With one side of his mind, however, he is 
oonstantly inverting the Puritan tradition. In the end his satire is 
direoted preoisely against those who, instead of enjoying the world in 
its full reality, strive to impose their sohemes on it. He is disturbed 
not by Major O'Dowd, who likes his wine, but by Mr Osborne, who oannot 
have his without reduoing it to the prioe he is p~ for each bottle. 
Similarly, Beoky's sensuality obviously repulses him at times, but the 
Beoky he is really against is not sensual but intelleotual. Sh is 
interested not in taking pleasure in her environment but in bending it 
to her will. Indeed Beoky is always most ohaming when she is most 
"abandoned", when her natural gaiety or her s :mal impulse lead her to 
take delight in aspeots of her viotims that do not fit in with her 
plans, and ahe laughs at the joke againet herself or is filled with 
admiration at the siebt of Rawdon's triumph over Lord Steyne. As all 
this implies, Thaoke~'s famous roast-beef paSlage is in faot not a 
oonoession to Vanity Fair as he sees that "melanoholy place". He 
writes: 
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It is all vanity to be sure: but who will not own 
to liking a little of it? I should like to know what 
well-constituted mind, merely b oause it is transitory, 
dislikes roast-beef? That is a vanity; but may every 
man who reads this, have a wholesome portion of it 
through life; aye though m::r readers were five hundred 
thousam. Sit down, gentlemen, and fall to with a good 
hearty appetite; the fat, the lean, the gravy, the 
horse-radish as you like it--don't spare it. Another 
glass of wine, Jones, my boy-a bit of the Sunday side. • • • 
Of course one would not have to be a Puritan to find this slightly 
11 
nauseating, but Thackeray's argument 1s a sound one. No well-oonstituted 
mind would indeed despise roast-beef. Mental derangement begins only 
when man starts turning roast-beef into the prioe of roast-beef. 
Vanity l!!!" then, oannot be read as a Puritan tract. Its religiosity 
is a religiosity of a more anoient and very different kind. Thackeray's 
oonoeption of vanity is derived from Ecclesiastes with its pioture of 
man trying to impose his will on a world that is essenti 11y indifferent 
to him. His characters are people who have not 1 arnt the Philosopher's 
lesson. They do not see the world as being too detail d am too 
unprediotable, ever to be controlled by th m J and beoau e they h w no 
understanding of the essential darkness of life, they live without 
Faith, Hope and Charity. Not suspeoting for a seoond that their 
sohemes may be undercutting the oomplexity of reality, they are all 
like Mr Osborne on whom Thackeray pa ses a terrible judsement I 
He firmly believed that everything he did was right, 
that he ought on all oooasions to have his own way-and 
like the sting of a wasp or serpent his hatred rush d out 
amed and poisonous against anything like oppo i tion. He 
was proud of his hatred as of everything Ise. AlW83"s to 
be right, always to trample forward, and n ver to doubt, 
are not these the great qualities with whioh dullness 
takes the lead in the world?12 
One feels that it must have been this smugness of the Viotorian 
bourgeoisie that led Cardinal Newman to denounce people "living without 
God" and convert to Catholicism; and George Eliot to write Daniel 
Deronda with its Judaic vision of life as a mystery beyond human 
oomprehension. 
II 
Clearly, Vanity l!k is a very Victorian novel indeed. The 
Victorians lived in a world of developed technology and great social 
liberties which enabled them to impose th ir will on reality. Of 
course on the whole they weloomed thi8 development, but also, with an 
ingrained sense of Original Sin, they retreated from some of its 
implications. J. Hillis Miller, who deserves more oredit for having 
illuminated this aspeot of the Victorian mind than anyone lse, has 
repeatedly pointed out how suoh great olassios as Our Mutual Friend 
and Middlemaroh oontinually insist that reality oan only be impoverished 
when human beings start tampering with it. Vanity ~ 1s in the sam 
trad! tion. Indeed 80 oentral is this theme to Thackeray' art on the 
whole, that, if oritioizing thos who treat the world s th ir own 
property and strive to bend it to their will is the most important 
qualifioation neoessary for memb rship in the Great Tradition, it is 
difficult to see how 'Blaokeray could be left out. 
In Vanity ~ man's domination of reality begins, as usual, with 
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l~, with the words and names chosen for objects, people and 
events. Thackeray's aggressive characters all have "a way with words", 
while his sympathetic ones are all beset by linguistic difficulties of 
one sort or another. Thus Miss Pinkerton, the friend of the great 
lexicographer, is a pompous bore, and her sister Miss Jemima cannot 
sven pronounce the word "bouquet"; Becky is bi-lingual, and Amelia is 
sweet and dumb; George is a braggart and Dobbin is frequently at a 
loss for words and has a lisp; Pitt Crawley is an orator, and Rawdon 
is inarticulate and oan hardly spell; Lady Elizabeth Sheepshanks is a 
poetess who also preaches the Word, and her sister Lady Jane is 
perpetually afraid to speak; and the Grand Duke of Pumpemick 1 
erects a palace named ''Monplaisir'' which his honest peasants insist on 
calling ''Monblaisir''. In addition to this, Thackeray credits Beoky 
with "a clear ringing voice II , 13 and George with a "rich and deep,,14on 
and of course life in Vanity Fair begins with yet another book, Johnson's 
Dictionary. 
In Charles Dickens, The World of His Novels Hillis Miller explains 
- --
that in ~Mutual Friend Diokens, too, draws attention to the faoility 
of his characters for putting reality into their own words, and indeed 
makes use of wild metaphors in order to express the violence with whioh 
this process takes place. After produoing som engaging examples of 
such figures of speech--
He is made of venomous insults and affronts, from the 
orown of his head to the sole of his foot. (iii, 11) 
In the meanwhile let it be tully understood that I 
shall not neglect bringing the grindstone to bear, nor 
yet bringing Dusty Boffin's nose to it. His nose onoe 
broueht to it, shall be held by thes hands, Mr Venu , 
till the sparks flies out in showers. (iii, 14) 
• • • he is here to submit to you that the time has 
arrived when, with our hearts in our glasses, with tears 
in our eyes, with blessings in our lips, and in general. 
with a profusion of gammon and spinach in our emotional 
larders, we should one and all drink to our dear friends 
the Lammles. • • • (ii, 16) 
--Miller oomments: 
There is no onto1ogioa1 substratum in these metaphors. 
They have only human meaning. There is no real grind-
stone, and no hearts in the glasses. Nothing exists 
exoept as the meaning whioh the human beings give it. 15 
.Again, in a brilliant essay entitled "Optio and Semiotio in Middlemaroh" 
Miller points out that George Eliot's oharaoters are more sensitive to 
16 the metaphors into whioh they translate reality than to reality itself. 
Thackeray, who onoe remarked I "I have no head above rrry eyes", 17 oould 
of oourse hardly fail to be aware of the dialeotios of optio and 
semiotio, and though there are no metaphors in Van! ty I!.Y: that oan be 
oompared with the ones in ~ Mutual Friend and Midd1emaroh, the S8me 
point is made in another way' 
George had an air at onoe swaggering and melanoholy, 
languid and fieroe. He looked like a man who had 
passions, seorets, and private harrowing griefs and 
adventures. • •• He would say it was a warm evening, 
or ask his partner to take an ioe, with ton a sad 
and oonfidential as if he were breaking her mother's 
death to her or preluding a deo1aration of love. 18 
This is of oourse an obvious way of using la.nguaee to foroe reality into 
a partioular mould, and the oonneotions between language and the forms 
that oan be imposed on reality i8 further indioated by a note-book kept 
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by Miss Horrocks, the daushter of Sir Pitt's butler, who has hopes of 
beooming the third Lady Crawley: 
And it is a fact, that some time after she left 
Queen's Crawley a oopybook belonging to this lady was 
discovered, which showed that she bad taken great 
pains in private to learn the art of writing in 
general, and. espeoially that of writing her own name 
as Lady CrawlTY' Lady :Betsy Horrocks, Lady Elizabeth 
Crawley, & o. ':J 
Clearly, like Adeliza and Barry, Horrooks, too, is fasoinated by names, 
and. by writing her name in a new way tries to prepare herself for a 
new role. Furthermore, Thackeray has his own metaphor for metaphor: 
mimiory. The same individuals who are endowed with linguistio gifts 
in Van! ty l!:U: also often have a talent for reduoing thems 1 ws and 
others to i.maBes whioh they actually aot out. :Beoky is a relentless 
carioaturist who gives imitations of M1 s Pinkerton and her sister, 
Pitt Crawley, Lady Southdown and. many others, and. herself act the part 
of a lady of fashion with great suooess; and George gives imitations 
of Dobbin to amuse Amelia, acts in sohool plays and regimental 
productions, and finally produoes a son who is an acoomplished mimio 
himself. 
All this of course functions as a oomment on Thackeray's own 
activity as a novelist. Novels, too, after all reduoe life to words, 
and in so far as a novel olaima to be 11k lif , it is a met phor for 
life. Aocording to Hillis Miller one of Diokens' s aims in.2!:!!: .-Mu-.tu=al;;:;. 
Friend is to point out the essential artifioial! ty of uoh metaphors. 
When he oalls the Veneerings' butler "the Analytioal Chemist", or 
refers to Mrs Podsnap as a "rooking horse", he is trying to underlin 
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the fact that, like his characters, he, too, is foroing reality to 
assume a particular form. Thackeray himself thought that Van! ty l!!!: 
had taught Dickens to write in a simpler style. While David Copperfield 
was appearing he wrote to Mrs Brookfield: 
Have you read Dickens?--o it is oharming. Bravo 
Diokens. It has some of his prettiest touches--those 
inimitable Dickens touches wh. make such a great man 
of him. .And the reading of the book has done another 
author a great deal of good. In the first place it 
pleases the other Author to see that Dickens who has 
long left off alluding to his the 0 A's works has 
been copying the 0 A, and greatly simplifying his 
style and foregoing the use of fine words. By this 
the publio will be the gainer and David Copperfield 20 
will be improved by taking a lesson from Vanity Fair. 
From what Miller says, however, it would appear that Dickens had in 
fact learnt a very different lesson from Thaokeray, for, like ~ Mutual 
Friend, Vanity E!:!!:, too, is a self-consciously artifioial novel. Most 
of Thackeray's comio effeots derive from the speoial use he makes of 
language. In Vanity l!!.;: language forces individuals to assume 
partioular roles. Thaokeray's oharacters are sometimes refeJ:'l.'ed to by 
their plroper names, but more often they are desoribed merely gan rioal1y. 
Thus Rawdon becomes lithe dragoon", "the offioer", or "the aide-de-oamp", 
JOB turns into "the Colleotor of Bogley Wollah", "the oivilian", "the 
Indian", or "the Bell8&1i", and Dobbin beoomes "the Captain". "the Major", 
or "the Colonel". It is the tension between these glib terms and the 
real individuals they are supposed to designate that the narr tor 
exploits and turns into oomedy. Similarly, oomedy results when the 
novel' B la.ngu.age starts refleoting the roles that the oharaotere it is 
depioting try to play. When poor Miss Briggs desoribes herself as a 
"[g]entlewoman of agreeable manners,,21 in an advertisement she puts in 
the Times for a new post, Thackeray begins referring to her as "she of 
the agreeable manners"; and when Horrocks tries to beautify herself 
with ribbons she becomes "Ribbons". These verbal games parallel the 
novel's celebrated mock-epio quality which is the direct result of 
glibly fitting ordinary incidents into epio patterns. 
III 
Language itself is, of course, only a metaphor in Vanity ~. 
It stands for the patterns man imposes on reality, and whether 
linguistically gifted or not, all of Thackeray's characters are 
capable of constructing suoh patterns. Indeed as the novel progresses 
Thackeray's simple oontrasts dissolve, and it beoomes cl ar that his 
"silent" characters, too, are, in their way, oapable o£ speech. Dobbin, 
who fails to learn Latin at sohool, later displays a good oommand of 
military German, and Amelia can obviously de£end herself when i t oomes 
to an argument: 
"Authority, nonel" broke out Amelia. "Rebeooa, you 
stay with me. I won't desert you beoause you have been 
perseouted, or Inaul t you, beoause-beoause Major Dobbin 
chooses to do so. Co~ away, dear." And the two women 
made towards the door. 2 
Despite Thackeray's obvious idealization of them, Amelia and Dobbin, 
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too, are inhabitants of Vanity Fair. They live in a world which can 
bestow titles on individuals, and prices on objects; and they follow 
this tendency of their society to dominate and control everything. 
Amelia imposes a particular :image on George, and Dobbin does the same 
thing to Amelia. Their behaviour is very much like that of Jos who 
first imagines that every woman he meets is interested in him, and 
then lets his own view of things lead him into shyness. Also, needless 
to say, their tampering with reality echoes one of the novel's major 
themes: plotting. Thackeray obviously had some sort of plan for 
Vanity ~ that covered the action up to Waterloo; and when he had 
exhausted that, he started, as usual, to improvise. The plotted half 
of the novel, however, in fact dissolves into a series of plots by the 
characters themselves: Beaky's plot to marry JOB, followed by Mrs Bute 
Crawley's plot to marry Becky to Rawdon, followed by Dobbin's plot to 
marry George and Amelia, with all three plots intersecting with the 
meta-plots concocted by the great masters of the world like t~ Duke of 
Wellington and Napoleon who move around not a few individuals but 
entire armies, and determine the destiny of millions. Everyone has his 
puppets, everyone is the JIlAU1Qger of some performanoe or another, 
everyone strives to impose a particular shape on reality. The 
conneotions between this and the novelist's art need no explaining. 
Nowhere, however, is reality foroed to obey man's will as much as 
in family relationships. Thackeray was obsessed with marital and 
parental oppression throU8hout his life. He saw that individuals could 
insist that their spouses and their offspring should conro~ to 
patterns set by them. othello, whose story-telling gifts somehow go 
together with his domination of Desdemona, was a figure he never got 
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tired of alluding to. It is a little stranee, therefore, that we 
should find no obvious referenoe in his works to ~ Tempest, the play 
in whioh Shakespeare adds to art, oities and imprisoned enemies yet 
another example of man's domination of reality: oaptive daughters. 
With or without Shakespearean allusions, though, Vanity~ is, like 
Bleak House, a novel largely about parents and ohildren. Indeed it is 
something of a oompanion volume to Thaokeray's earlier Men's Wives, 
with the domination of ohi1dren now replacing the domination of 
spouses. The images of sacrifice that dominate the book--Iphigenia at 
Tauris, Isaac on his knees before Abraham--i11ustrate Thaokeray's 
theme. Mr Osborne detennines what each of his three ohi1dren is going 
to be. George is to beoome Miss Swa.rtz' s husband, Maria is to turn 
into Frederiok Bul1ook's wife, and Jane is to make herself useful as 
Mr Osborne's house-keeper. That these roles may be too simple or 
restriotive for real individuals never seems to ooour to the old 
merchant. Mr Sedley ia, of oourse, the same. He first orders Amelia 
to marry George, and then just as firmly forbids her to do so. Amelia 
herself oannot let her son out of her sight, and is, in her turn, 
harassed by her mother who thinks that her obsessive devotion to her 
ohi1d has started interfering with her filial duties. 
When it oomes to desoribing all the emotional wear and tear of 
these relationships, and the wa.ys in whioh they force people to beoome 
sour and peevish, and :resort to threats and blackmail, Thaokeray has 
few equals. No reader of Vanity ~ is likely to forget the Beene 
where George and his father are left alone in the dining-room after the 
former has been so bold as to mention the now penniless Amelia in the 
latter's presence: 
• • • George, napping his napkin, and with a 
swaggering bow, opened the door for the ladies to 
leave the room; and filling himself a glass of 
wine, smacked it, and looked his father full in the 
face, as if to say, "Gentlemen of the Guard, fire 
first. " The old man also took a supply of ammun1 tion, 
but his decanter clinked against the glass as he tried 
to fill it. 
After giving a great heave, and with a purple 
choking face, he then began. "How dare you, sir, 
mention that person's name before Miss Swartz to-day, 
in my drawing-room? I ask YO'll, sir, how dare you do 
it?" 
"Stop, sir," says George, "don't say dare, sir. 
Dare isn't a wom. to be used to a Captain in the 
British Army." 
"I shall say what I like to rrry son, sir. I can out 
him off with a shilling if I like. I can make him a 
beggar if I like. I!!!!l say what I like," the elder 
said. 
"I am a gentleman though I .!!'!! your son, sir," Geor ge 
answered haU8htily. "Any communications which you have 
to make to me, or any orders which you may please to 
give, I beg may be couched in that kind of language 
which I am accustomed to hear.,,23 
--or Mrs Sedley's behaviour after the Daffy's Elixir episode: 
She warned the domestics not to touoh the ohild, as 
Mrs Osborne might be offended. She asked her daU8hter 
to see and satisty herself that there was no poison 
prepared in the little daily m2sses oonoooted for 
Georgy. When neighbours asked after the boy's health, 
she referred them pointedly to Mrs Osbome. §.b!. never 
ventured to ask whether the baby was well or not. .§!!!. 
would not touoh the ohild although he was her grandson, 
and own preoious darling, for she was not ~ to 
children, and might kill it. And whenever Mr Pestler 
oame upon his healing inquisition, she reoeived the 
dootor with suoh a sarcastio and soornful demeanour, 
as made the surgeon declare that not Lady Thistlewood 
herself, whom he had the honour of attending 
profeSSionally, could g1 ve herself greater ai~ than 
old Mrs Sedley from whom he never took a fee. 4 
These are of oourse, to a oertain extent, oomio soenes, but there is 
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also a real tension in them. When George responds to his father as 
he would to someone who had challenged him to a duel, or Thackeray 
refers to the claret that Mr Osborne swallows before addressing his 
son as "ammunition", the mock-epic conventions for onoe touoh on 
something serious. The child who is to preserve his autonomy has a 
real battle to fight against his parents. Yet, Thackeray does not 
wish us to judge his characters lightly. They are not simple tyrants. 
Indeed they merely love their children, and are as ready to spoil as 
to bully them. The rewards they give, however, are, like the 
punishments they hand out, designed to ensure that those around them 
do not stray from the paths they are supposed to follow. Their love 
takes the form of a stubborn, unquestioned belief that they know what 
is best for their offspring, and bears as much resemblance to true, 
disinterested love as Mr Osborne's Victorian habit of using his family 
Bible as a convenient place for noting down his decisions concerning 
his children, does to the proper function of that book. So quickly 
does parental love turn into domination in Vanity~, that when at 
the end of the novel we see Dobbin with his daughter Janey, "of whom 
he is fonder than anything in the world-fonder than his History of ~ 
Punjaub",25 we feel slightly apprehensive. The assooia.tion of the 
child with the book is ominous. "Is little Janey, then," we find 
ourselves asking, "to be moulded and shaped like her father's History 
itself?" 
This speotacle of the bourgeois family neurotioally clinging to 
its members has to be contrasted with the way in whioh Rawdon gives up 
his son: 
Bawdon Crawley, though the only book whioh he 
studied was the Racing Calendar, and thoU8h his 
chief reoollections of polite learning were oonneoted 
with the floggings whioh he received at Eton in his 
early youth, had that decent and honest reverenoe for 
classical learning which all English gentlemen feel, 
and was glad to think that his son was to have a 
provision for life, perhaps, and a oertain opportunity 
of becoming a scholar. Alld althoush the boy was his 
chief solace and oompanion, and endeared to him by a 
thousand small ties, about which he did not oare to 
speak to his wife, who all along had shown the utmost 
indifference to their son, yet Rawdon agreed at onoe 
to part with him, and to give up his own greatest 
oomfort and benefit for the sake of the welfare of the 
little lad. 26 
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Bawdon lets his child develop freely, while to the rest the narrator 
oan only say: 
If people would but leave children to themselves; 
if teachers would oease to bully them; if parents 
would not insist upon direoting their thoughts, and 
dominating their feelings--those feelings and thoughts 
whioh are a mystery to all (for how muoh do you or I 
know of each other, of our ohildren, of our fathers, 
of our neighbour, and how far more beautiful and sacred 
are the thoughts of the poor lad or girl whom you 
govern are likely to be, than those of the dull and 
world-oorrupted person who rules him?)--if, I say, 
parents and masters would leave their children alone 
a little more,--small harm would aocrue, although a 
less quantity of .!! in praesenti might be acquired. 27 
Suoh a statement makes Thackeray similar to D.H. Lawrenoe who exolaimed: 
"The • • • tragedy of England • • • is the tragedy of ugliness. 
[Natural England] is 80 lovely: the man-made England is so vile.,,28 
Children are beautiful in themesl ves, but parents and teachers force 
them to play ugly roles. 
Thackeray's theme of parents and ohildren enables him to establish 
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firmly how reality is treated in Vanity Fair. If the ohildren he 
portrays are oppressed, this is only because they live in a world in 
which everything and everybody must assume whatever form is chosen to 
be imposed on them. They merely remind us once again that Van! ty !!!!: 
is "a novel without a hero". Tha.ckerayts sub-title is commonly taken 
to imply that none of his characters possesses heroic attributes. 
While this is true, however, the word "hero", when used in oonnection 
with a novel, also of course simply denotes a protagonist, any 
individual who partioipates in a story. Such ''heroes'' may be brave or 
cowardly, admirable or weak, tragic or comic, but the important thing i s 
that they should remain real individuals. Vanity!!!! is, on the other 
hand, a novel without a hero because the real individuals in it have 
been replaced by images and roles, and turned into mere puppets. When 
Dobbin leaves Amelia after their quarrel in Pumpernickel, the narrator 
writes: "As for EhImy, had she not done her duty? She had her picture 
of George for oonsolation". 29 That is indeed all that is left: a 
picture of George and pictures of everybody else, pictures of what they 
are thought to be or wanted to be, visions both experienced and striven 
after. This is reminiscent o£ a passage in Hegel's Phenomenology: 
This type o£ spiritual life is the absolute and 
universal inversion of reality and thought, their 
entire est~ment the one from the other; it is 
pure culture. ,0 
If what one understands by culture is human activity in the broadest 
possible sense of that term-am. this is certainly what Hegel means-
then Vanity Fair is the ultimate cul tul.'ed society. Everything in it 
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has a definite shape assigned to it by human beings. Because nothing 
is in and of itself what it is claimed to be, however, culture is in 
fact a vain pretence, or as Hegel puts it, Ita universal deception,,)1 
Everybody in Van! ty l!:!£ is in the same oondi tion as Becky, of whom 
Thackeray writes: 
• • • there were times when she believed herself t o 
be a fine lady, and forgot that there was no money in 
the chest at home--duns round the gate, tradesmen to 
coax and wheedle-no ground to walk upon in a word. 32 
Nobody has any real ground to walk upon; everybody lives on nothing. 
Mr Sedley, for instance, does not own anything, not even money. He 
merely speculates in shares, in expeotations conoerning a property, 
and when events prove his speoulations to be just that; idle 
speoulations, he is ruined overnight. Thus living in a make-believe 
world, this society is in fact a huge joke whioh its more self-
oonscious members like Becky oan at times see as a joke. Itself 
offering crude caricatures of everything, it needs, as Hegel implies, 
no satirist: 
Its existence oonsists in universal talk. • • • This 
judging and talking is, therefore, the real truth, whioh 
Oamlot be got over, while it overpowers everything-it 
is that whioh in this • • • world is alone truly of 
importance. Each part of this world oomes to find there 
its spirit expressed, or gets to be spoken of with 
esprit and finds said of it what it is.33 
One consequenoe of all this is that everyone is oondemned to an 
inoredible and terrifying loneliness in Vanity Fair. In 1895 W.S. Lilly 
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claimed, in a lecture delivered to the Royal Institution, that 
Thackeray's worldview was essentially a Kantian one, even though he 
admitted that such terms would not have meant much to Thackeray.34 
What we find in Van! ty l!!!: is indeed a Kantian duality which separates 
knowledge from existence. Because all that is mown of anyone are the 
schemes in which he or she is desired to participate, everyone is 
unknown and alone as they are in themselves. This loneliness is a part 
of that thoroughly modern feeling of being trapped in history which 
Thackeray conjures up so well: 
When the eagles of Napoleon Bonaparte, the Corsioan 
upstart, were flying from Provence, where they had. 
perched after a brief sojourn in Elba, and from steeple 
to steeple until they reached the towers of Notre Dame, 
r wonder whether the Imperial birds had an eye for a 
little corner of the parish of Bloomsbury, London, 
which you might have thought so quiet, that even the 
whirring and napping of those mighty wings would pass 
unobserved there? 
• • • ~~, I say, is it not hard that the 
fateful rush of the great Imperial struggle can't take 
place without affecting a poor harmless girl of 
eighteen, who is occupied in billing and cooing, or 
working muslin collars in Russell Square? You, too, 
kindly, homely nower!-is the great roaring war 
tempest coming to sweep you down here, although 
cowering under the shelter of Holborn? Yes; Napoleon 
is ninging his last stake, and poor little Emmy 
Sedley's happiness forms, somehow, part of it.35 
Napoleon does not know Amelia; he merely determines her fate. Suoh 
knowledge would indeed prove a hindrance to any modern statesman whose 
task is not to see the world in its full reality but to organize it in 
a particular way_ Prince Hal always has to rejeot Falstaff. 
Amelia, however, is not the only lonely person in Vanity ~. 
Merely used, and not really known, everyone is alone. Jos is as lonely 
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in London "as in his jungle at Bogley Wollah", 36 8!ld after being 
lonely at Brussels, Southampton and Pumpernickel, is sent to a lonely 
death at Aix-la-Chapelle, wringing his hands and begging Dobbin not to 
leave him alone. Dobbin, himself destined for loneliness, is left 
alone at Vauxhall with a couple ot shawls for companions, and feels 
unbearably lonely once more after Amelia's wedding. Rawdon sits by 
, 
himself in a corner at his wife's soirees, and Jane Osborne spends her 
days in an empty drawing-room. As usual with Thackeray, Auden comes 
to mind: 
Straneera were hailed as brothers by his clooks, 
With roof and spire he built a human sky, 
Stored random facts in a museum box, 
To watoh his treasure set a paper spy. 
All grew so fast his life was overgrown, 
Till he forgot what all had once been made for: 
He gathered into orowds but was alone. 31 
That, it seems, is the destiny ot urban mane to be left in eternal 
solitude like the pasteboard hermit in the midst of the literal fair 
at Vauxhall. 
IV 
The sort of loneliness that Vanity ~ examines is the direct 
result of the inadequacy of culture in the sense of that term defined 
above. In a world in which everyone has their own conoeption of 
reali ty Thackeray makes it his business to show how reality refuses to 
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be oonoeptualized and pinned down. The world, he oonstantly reminds 
us, resists man in the fom of space and time. That space and time 
do not exist exoept as the loous of oonoeptions is an idea fundamental 
to virtually all aspeots of modern thought. Kant, for instanoe, tells 
us that while everything oan only be oonoeived as existing in space 
and time, the latter oan never be oonoeived in themselves. Another way 
of saying this would be that both space and time are "relative", that 
both always, as it were, "hold" something, and therefore, have a 
definite fol.'m, and this is of oourse exactly the view taken by 
Einstein who argues that both space and time are somehow "ourved". 
Thackeray, though, is an Englishman and a Newtonian. Had he been born 
some eighty years later, he no doubt would have regarded the Theory of 
Relativity as something of a pantomime, and in his own day he would 
have been more impressed by Kant·s notion of "the thing in itself" than 
by his abolition of space and time, for VanitYl!!£ insists that space 
and time have a being of their own and will not oome under the oontrol 
of man' s fol.'ms. 
Space is present in VanitYl!!£ as sheer physioal bulk, as Jos's 
huge body and Dobbin's large hands and feet that oan never be made to 
perfol.'m any neat little danoe. On the subjeot of time Thaoke~ is 
even more eloquent. In his 1.b! English Novela Defoe !2. !h!. Viotorians, 
David Skilton oonoludes his otherwise sensitive and illuminating 
treatment of Thaoke~ by taking him to task for not having developed 
a philosophy of time like Proust's: 
In Proust, such ideas as Thackeray touches on from time 
to time are united into a large scheme in whioh memory is 
the guarantee of identity through time, and literature a 
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kind of magical custodian of memory. • •• Thackeray, 
who wrote too often without a sufficient plan and 
improvised his story from month to month, could not have 
developed an adequate form to exploit B!! vision to the 
full, and consequently his elucidation of his protagonists' 
consciousness is a trifle commonplace beside Proust's.38 
This is well said, but all it proves is that Thackeray is not Proust. 
The point is that for Thackeray there cannot be any philosophy of 
time. The pass8B9 from the end of ! l! Recherche ~ Temps Perdu, 
which Skilton quotes to support his thesis, gives an indication of 
what Proust's "large scheme" amounts to: 
When [the bell] rang I already existed, and since then, 
in order that I should continue to hear this ringing, 
there could necessarily have been no discontinuity, and I 
could not for a moment have ceased to exist, to think, to 
be conscious of ~self, beoause that former moment olung 
to me, and I could still return to it, merely by plunging 
more deeply into myself ••• I felt dizzy at seeing so 
many years beneath me, or rather within me, as if I were 
leagues high. •• At least if [the strensth of my 
memory] were left to me for long eno\l8h to accomplish my 
work, I should not fail to describe men (tho\l8h it should 
make them resemble monstrous beings) as oocupying a most 
considerable place in time, beside the so restrioted one 
which is reserved for them in space, a place on the 
oontrar,y, immeasureably prolonged--since like giants 
immersed in the years, they touch simultaneously on 
widely separated periods, between which so many days have 
come and ranged themselves--in Time.39 
This of course sums Proust up. One haa to remember that Proust can be 
compared with Thackeray in more than one respect. He wa interested 
not only in time but also in snobbery, and was in fact a snob himself. 
He spent half of his life drilling himself for a particular role and 
seeking admission into the Vanity Fair that was the Third Republio, and 
when he had finally realized that those circles that weloomed his wealth 
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would forever frown on his Jewishness and homosexuality, he brought 
the same ardour to bis oonquest of time. With him fom is everything. 
Men tower above time beoause he has arrived at a distinct oonoeption 
of each of them whioh does not ohange from period to period. Indeed, 
as he admits, they exist not in their own right but only "within me", 
only as the novelist's idea of them. Thackeray's oharacters, too, 
assign suoh simple roles to real individuals, not allowing them to 
develop and oha.n8e in time; but this is clearly something that 
Thackeray himself does not endorse. 
The tendenoy of Thaokeray's oharaoters to oontrol the unfolding 
of time by imposing definite patterns on it is indioated by their 
fondness for olocks and watohes. There are probably more timepieoes 
in Vanity ~ than in any other English novel. Every house is alive 
with their ticking. A massive ornamented olook with ohimes presides 
over Mr Osborne's drawing-room, and when Dobbin oomes back from India 
he finds a similar instrument in Mr Sedley's humble quarters at 
Fulhaml 
The landlord and landlady of the house led the worthy 
Major into the Sedleya' room (whereof he remembered every 
single artiole of furniture, from the old brass ornamented 
piano • • • to the soreens and alabaster miniature-tombstone, 
in the midst of which ticked Mr Sedley's gold watoh) ••• 40 
Timepieoes, or "tiokers", as Rawdon characteristioally calls them, 
however, are invariably pompous or dainty applianoes like Mr Osborne' s 
Saorifice of Iphigenia olook or the pretty little watohes which General 
Tufto and George send to :Becky: 
• • • the ver,y next morning there came to her a 
little bijou marked Leroy, with a chain and cover 
charmingly set with turquoises, and another signed 
Brequet, which was covered with pefils, and yet 
scarcely bigger than a half-crown. 4 
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Bejewelled, made of precious metals, and obviously artificial, time-
pieces are indeed so much a part of Vanity Fair that little Georgy's 
induction into the genteel world begins when his aunt meets him and 
puts an expensive French watoh around his neck. 
Clocks and watches, it then seems, clearly will not do. Individuals 
display a wide variety of traits in time, and will not fit into simple 
patterns. Thus, although Thackeray constantly tries to see his 
characters as they see each other, he always remains conscious of the 
inadequacy of such schemes. Like Becky, he insists that Rawdon is a 
ha.xmlesB fool; like Lord Steyne, he regards Becky as a ruthless 
adventurer; and like Dobbin, he idealizes Amelia; but he also sees 
that real individuals are much more complioated than these simple 
notions would suggest. After quoting a passage on the difficulty of 
judging Becky at all, James H. Wheatley remarks: 
Yet in a passage like the one we have examined, the 
style is not simply antirational, anti-intelleotual; 
it might be called antimonistio, some link, som belief 
in the mind's ability to make sense of the world, has 
been cut, or at least greatly attenuated. Superfioially, 
Thackeray seems to resemble the Fielding whom he admired 
so muoh; but Fielding would have been inoapable of 
writing the passage we have examined, for somewhere in 
such a passage, however complex, the sly and genial 
position of Good Sense would have triumphantly emerged.42 
Barbara Hardy, too, alights on such a passage desoribing Pitt Crawley, 
There is a dignified and sympathetic account of 
Pitt, his respeot for his mother-in-law, his kindness, 
and then • • • a devastating account of his mediocrity, 
industry and lack of self-knowledge. 43 
What we find in these ambiguous descriptions is in fact a sense of 
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individuals changing in time, and henoe, resisting appropriation. Here 
is Thaokeray's farewell to Miss Crawley: 
Peace to thee, kind. and selfish, vain and generous 
old heathenl-We shall see thee no more. Let us hope 
that Lady Jane supported her kindly, and led her with 
a gentle hand out of the busy struggle of Vanity Fair. 44 
Being now kind, now selfish, now vain, now generous, Miss Crawley is 
obviously not to be easily oategorized. 
Two important matters have to be mentioned in conneotion with 
Thackeray's view of his oharaoters. The first of theae is the function 
of the narrator' of Vanity!!:y'. This narrator, like other Thackerayan 
narrators, has attracted attacks from critics who believe that the 
artist • s duty is to make us see. Thackeray, it is said, has opted for 
telling rather than showing, for the panoramio narrative rather than 
dramatization. This is of course manifestly untrue sinoe all that 
Thackeray actually tells us is that nothing oan be told. As Juliet 
McMaster explains in her ThackeraYI ~ Major Novels, Thackeray's 
narrator has two different roles, being not only a puppeteer but also 
someone who passively witnesses the development of his charaoters and 
offers to shake hands with them if they are good, and to abuse them if 
they are wickedl 
The characters are no longer puppets, to be 
galvanized by the twitch of a string or eliminated 
at the whim of the puppeteer; they are human beings, 
of the same size and species as the Manager and the 
audience, and qualified to shake hands with the one 
or the other.45 
This duality identified by MCMaster is in fact oharacteristio of 
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Thackerayan narrators on the whole, and COr1'esponds to tha.t Kantian 
duality mentioned above that separates "things for us" from "things 
in themselves". As early as "The Professor" Thackeray employs a 
narrator who not only shares the views of his oharacters but also 
onoe in a while turns round and oritioizes them: 
The next day the till of the shop was empty, and a 
weeping apprentice dragged before the Lom Mayor. It 
is true that no signs of money were found on him; it 
is true that he protested his innocenoe; but he was 
dismissed the alderman's service, and passed a month 
at Bridewell beoause Adeliza Grampus had a needy lover. 46 
Similarly, as adverse oritios were quiok to point out, the narrator of 
Catherine has two different voices; and though :Barry Lyndon bas a 
single autobiographical narrator, his pronouncements are qualified by 
the edt tor Fi tz-Boodle. By using suoh, as it were, "bi-lingual" 
narrators, Thackeray both tries to impose form on things and shows how 
they insist on remaining formless, and the oonfliot thus set up is very 
different from that interplay of oentripetal and centrifugal forces 
which W.J. Harvey sees as the key to :Bleak House. With Dickens time 
is ultimately regained; with Thackeray the parts prove too complicated 
for the whole, for any whole. 
Secondly, there is the matter of serial publication. Again, 
McMaster is very illuminating on this point: 
It seems as though Thackeray had a concept of the 
serially published novel as almost a genre in itself: 
certainly Esmond, written for publication as a whole, 
is a work different in kind from his other novels; 
with its limited point of view and sustained emotional 
intensity, it is more like the kind of novel ortega 
describes. • •• The publioation over many months 
has some effect on the mood and action of the novel, 
as well as its structure. As the time of writing and 
of reading is extended, so the time of the action is 
protracted. These novels are not oonoerned with any 
single oonflict of wills, any deoisive break-through 
of experience, as, say Jane Austen's or George Eliot's 
are. His oharacters get older, they act themselves 
out; they gain in wisdom in one direotion, perhaps, 
while their receptivity in another fades. Meanwhile, 
the narrator gets older, and reminds us that we are 
getting older too. That oontinuous fabrio of 
existenoe goes on, over months or years, with its 
dramas and disappointments but without resolution, 
for the novel's ohaxacters as for its readers.41 
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As McMaster implies, Thackeray uses the serial form to oreate the 
illusion that he is merely reporting life as it ooours. His oharacters 
develop and ohange in time, and this fragmentation onoe more beoomes a 
oounterpoint to Thackeray's so-called "redoub11ngs,,48 whioh attempt to 
antioipate an as yet undisolosed future. 
What is true of ind1 v1dua1s 1s also of course true of life 1n 
general in Vanity!!!:!.£. Reality refuses to b governed by human sohemes. 
A little bowl of punoh suffioes to upset Beoky's oarefully prepared 
plans, and this tragi-comio oomplexity of things is exactly wh t 
Thackeray oelebrates. Thackeray's methods of oomposition, the looseness 
of his plots and his relianoe on improvisation, have been examined at 
length by J .A. Sutherland in Thackeray ~ ~. Indeed in Van! ty !!!!: 
life is not forced to unfold acoording to a definite plot or made to 
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answer to a particular theme. We see Mr Sedley embarrassing his son 
with his jokes at the dinner table, and then we see him sitting on a 
park: bench, old and broken; Dobbin bursts out lallBb1ng among the 
flower stalls at Brussels, and he retums years later, grizzled and 
disillusioned, to oonfront Amelia; Jos meets a number of misfortunes 
in the first half of the novel, and then he quite happily performs a 
Polonaise at the oourt of Viotor Aurelius XVII. This sense of the 
richness of life, of its capacity for offering both happiness and 
sadness and for ohanging from low oomedy into high t~dy and vioe 
versa, is the very quality for whioh we still read and value Viotorian 
fiotion, and VaW. ty E!!£ is in fact the very first place where it has 
been oaptured. Signifioantly, it was preoisely when he deoided to 
follow "the tragic muse" and reflect a partioular vision of life, that 
Henry James oame to see Tolstoy and Thackeray as oreators of "large, 
loose, baggy monsters" . Diokens, too, lost his sense of life by 
self-oonsciously trying to create "atmosphere" in his later works like 
Li ttle Doni t and Bleak House which we now admire so muoh; and 
needless to say, our present prisoners of tone and style are more 
interested in their own sohemes than in life itself. Not even a 
contemporary novel aa brilliant, inventive and deliberately "Viotorian" 
as Angus Wilson' s !2 ~ Matter has quite the kind of life that 
Vanity ~ has . How a novelist as self-conscious about his art as 
Thackeray oan at the same time provide his readers with suoh an 
unfathomable sense of reality is nothing short of amazing. 
Finally, to space and time Thackeray adds another variable: death. 
With some twenty deaths mentioned or desoribed in the oourse of sixty-
eight ohapters , Vanity!!!£ has a mortality rate that is nearly as high 
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as that of Wuthering Heigbts, surely the most death-ridden novel in 
the English language. Death, Thackeray insists, can always break 
man's grip on things. This is not quite that "death of man" which 
the Structuralists are now popularizing, or that death-wish at the 
end of Lawrence' s Women l!! 12!!. which takes the form of a hope that 
man may die, leaving the world to unfold freely once again: 
"God cannot do without man." It was the saying of 
some great French religious teacher. But surely this 
is false. God can do without man. God could do 
without the ichthyosauri and the mastodon. These 
monsters failed creatively to develop, so God, the 
creati va mystery, dispensed with them. In the same 
way the mystery oould dispense with man, should he too 
fail oreatively to ohange and develop. The eternal 
creative mystery oould dispose of man, and replace him 
with a finer created being. Just as the horse has 
taken the place of the mastodon. 
It was very consoling to Birkin to think: this. If 
humanity ran into a oul-de-sac, and expended itself, 
the timeless creative mystery would bring forth some 
other being, finer, more wonderful, some new, more 
lovely race, to oarry on the embodiment of oreation. 
The game was never up. The mystery of oreation was 
fathomless, infallible, inexhaustible, for ever. Races 
oame and went, speoies passed away, but ever new speoies 
arose, more lovely, or equally lovely, always surpassing 
wonder. • •• To have one' s pulse beating direot from 
the mystery, this was perfection, unutterable satlsfaotion. 49 
Thackeray does not go to such extremes. But he does remind. us in his 
way that man is mortal and would do better to take himself l e ss 
seriously. All man' s enterprises are tainted by death. The houses he 
builds have an arch in them for resting coffins upon, and entire 
civilizations Beem to have a built-in factor of mortality: 
A soore of years henoe that, too, that milliner's 
wonder, will have passed into the domain of the absuxd, 
along with all previous vanities. 50 
and: 
Ah, ladies!-ask the Reverend Mr Thurifer if 
Belgravia is not a sounding brass, and Tyburnia a 
tinkling oymbal. These are vanities. Even these 
will pass away. And some day or other • • • Hyde 
Park Gardens will be no better known than the 
celebrated horticultural outskirts of Babylon; 
and Belgrave Square will be as desolate as Baker 
Street, or Tadmor in the wilderness.51 
These anti-humanist pronouncements are reminiscent not only of 
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Shakespeare • s belief that all oloud-capp' d towers and gorgeous palaces 
are doomed to pass away but also of Thackeray's own refusal to be 
impressed by such decaying monuments like the Acropolis and the 
Pyramids in his travel book based on his Eastern trip of 1844, 
! Journey ~ Cornhill !£ Grand Cairo. Thackeray's obsession with 
death is, in many ways, his final affirmation of life, his last 
attempt to remind a society insisting on imposing its own patterns on 
reality that all such patterns are weak and ephemeral. When he tells 
us that the soldiers of Waterloo, "just resoued out of death, fell to 
gambling, and gaiety, and love-making", 52 it becomes olear that Vanity 
Fair is a plaoe where man tries to establish his own kingdom in the 
face of time, change and death. 
v 
In a world where reality remains ultimately intraotable, where 
space and time defy man and death is only the end of a life-long 
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prooess of deoay, some fail; and these are the sympathetio ones. In 
his autobiography, A Sort 52! flli, Graham Greene writes: "I have 
preferred to finish this essay with the years of failure whioh 
followed the acoeptanoe of my first novel. Failure too is a kind of 
death",53 and like him, Thackeray, too, seems to rega:rd failure as a 
death of sorts, a death in life, a Christian dying to the world. The 
best, it appears, are those who lack all oonviotion. Those who fail 
lack the ability to impose their will on the world, and therefore, like 
those who oannot speak, they deserve our admiration and respeot. With 
all his flowered waistooats, Jos oannot hide his stout body, so he is 
sympathetio. Mr Sedley is obnoxious when he is a suooessfUl businessman, 
but when he goes bankrupt he begins to beoome likeable. Rawdon starts 
beooming sympathetio not when we see him with his son but really as 
soon as it beoomes olear that he is not going to inherit Miss Crawley's 
money, and even Thackeray's sympathy for Pitt, whioh takes the fo:t'Dl of 
a oonstant emphasis on his kindness, is oonneoted with hie having 
"failed somehow, in spite of a medioority that should have insured any 
man a suooess.,,54 Pitt, we feel, oannot have been really medioore 
after all, for otherwise he surely would have taken the lead in the 
world along with other dull people. Similarly, beoause they are 
failures, all minorities and foreigners are sympathetio. Mrs O'Dowd, 
whose pretensions are those of the poverty-strioken Irish, is a 
friendly soul who oan hide neither her fat body nor her rioh brogue; 
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Lady Grizzel Macbeth, who is Scottish, is out of her depth in 
fashionable society; and the inhabitants of Pumperniokel, who are 
often related to half the royal houses in Germany without having ten 
pounds in the world, are naive and charming. Indeed, as in George 
Eliot's Daniel Deronda, everyone is attractive exoept for the Engiish 
with their wealth and power. Finally, all this makes us realize that 
this "mild tune", this poor-spirited novel whose sentimental hesitations 
will prove unbearable to Jones at the olub, is also better than a 
brilliant and polished work like Bar;r Lyndon whose narrator oonfidently 
fits life into his sohemes. 
Yet, for Thackeray, failuxe is also ultimately frightening, 
something to be assooiated not only with virtues like generosity, 
kindness, friendliness and hospitality but also with sleazy ooffee-
houses and Continental pensions of dubious reputation. Greene, of 
oourse, would have been at home in suoh places, but Thackeray is 
ultimately too timid, too middle-olass, too Victorian for that. Mr 
Osborne's belief in "merit and industry, and judioious speoulations, 
and. that,,55 is clearl y repulsive to him, but the alternative is not 
altogether acceptable either. Without any doubt Vanity!!!£ is one of 
the greatest novels of the nineteenth oentury. Critioizing oities, 
art, language, titles, money, scheming, the oppression of ohildren, 
clooks and the ethic of success, or in short, all of man's ways of 
impOSing his will on reality, it belongs to a genuine "Great Tradition" 
that extends unbroken from Shakespeare to Lawrence. In the end, 
however, it is also frightened by its own profound and moving visi on 
of life. An unoontrolled life, it seems, is not only rich but also 
frustrating. When Thackeray calls his oharaoters "puppets", he is 
merely eohoing Shakespeare who tells us that his actors were all 
"spirits", but, unlike Shakespeare, he finds in the abjuring of "this 
ro1l8h magio" not an ultimate :reconciliation with life but a movement 
towards doubt and unhappiness. The narrator shaxes that dissatisfaction 
which Thackeray saw as the lot of his characters, 56 and it is no doubt 
to a large extent this disappointment with life itself that lies 
behind Thackeray I s more favourable treatment of "cul ture" in his 
later works. 
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Chapter Seven 
A CHANGE OF HEART 
Chapter Seven 
A CJWiGB OP HEART 
I 
Chapter IX ot Margaret Porster'. reoent "antobiography" of 
Thackeray oonolude8 with the womB 
The1"8-I have told you all you ne.d to know about 
fI'I3' BWat suoc.... Wasn 't it quiokly over, even thoush 
you thoUBht I would never get to it? There I am, on 
the pinnaole, and not knowing it. Not knowing it? 
Well, ot oourse I did not know it-I thought Vanity 
l!!£ vas the beginning, I thoqht I eould get better 
and better, I thousbt a sold.n .. had opened up 
betore 1Dt. It would haft been iDeupportabl. it I had 
known the t1'Uth. 1 
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1hiB i8 ot cour e the .tandard view ot Thaolceray'. achi.vement, whether 
or not Thackeray hiIl .. lt held it. Most critio. agre. that the out-
.tanding suooe •• ot VanitYl!!£ i. tollowed by a. rie. ot relative 
tailures, and there exist numerous explanation. .. to "what wnt wrong" 
atter the great "Boftl Without a Hero". Win.low Rogers tor one vri t Sl 
Behind Tbaokeray's decline i. an impatience with 
self-consoious storytelling, oombined with an inability 
to avoid it and work out tor him •• lt some other oon-
ception ot hi. art. The late noftls are spoiled Dot by 
.elt-coDsciousne •• but by hi. refusal to be a. 
thoroUBhly selt-consciou. .. he had been earlier. In 
hiB late years h lo.t pati.nce with human diver.ity 
and oomplexity and grew unable to oontinue doing ju8tioe 
to its endless ramifioationl. B more and more tended 
to fall back on a particular aentim ntal voioe as the 
lut word. At hi8 best he oreated fiotional workl of 
great power beoause of the self-consoious awareness that 
no person, not enn the omnisoient author, deserves that 
final word. 2 
An interesting implioation of thil view is that that well-known 
lentimental and didactio Thackeray who insists that his oharacters 
should behave in a oertain way i8 in fact a :relatively late developll8nt. 
Ro88rs see a thia development as both voluntary Nld involuntary. He 
speaks simultaneously of Thackeray's refusal to remain self-consoious 
am his inability to do so. Gomon N. Ray'. view of thil matter is on 
the whole more straightforward. In his famous eSlay "Vanity ~I One 
Version of the Novelilt'. a.sponaibilitr" Ray' e%plains how at lome 
point during the oomposition of that novel T.hacke~ arrived at a new 
conception of his art, deciding that henceforth he would not merely 
reneot life but al80 point out how it OU8ht to b. lived) Somewhere 
Bay seelll to believe that this deoision made Thackeray a better 
novelist, although he ultimately BUbsoribes to the oonventional view 
that the atill self-consoious and evasive Vanitl 7air is the great.st 
of Thaokeray's works. That ~ ahould be attracted t all to Thackeray's 
later novels, however, is signifioant. A no.,.list who, so to speak, 
puts himself forth and explainl what he think_ is of oours euier to 
deal with than one who refuses to make up bis mind. But one is left 
with the iDrpression that ¥bat is at work in Bay' 8 cale is a 
specifically Amerioan preferenoe for art over life. In this respeot 
Ray is similar to ori tios like Lootbourow and Wheatley who are more 
outspoken in their admiration for Thackeray's later works, although, 
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paradoxically, they also usert that it ia Thackeray, the parodist, 
rather than Thackeray, the straight-toward novelist, who i. in the end 
the truly signitioant artist. 
Whatever Amerioan or! tio. may think, though, it is olear that to 
any critio ot an essentially EngliBh out ot mind the illusion that one 
knows what good and evil oonsiat ot aDd how lite o118ht to be lived is 
likely to amaok ot Original Sin. This is why John Carey haa no 
ditticulty olaiming that 'l'haokeray never wrote anything ot any real 
importanoe atter 1848. What W8nt wrong atter Vanity!!!£, says Carey, 
was that Thackaray deoided to adopt that Victorian ethio whioh h had 
previously so despised and argue tor oontrol over lite. 
This tatal re.olve, whioh d •• troyed him u a writer, 
was partly a bid tor popularity. Be wanted th great 
public to take him to its heart, s it had taken DiokenB. 
But it V&8 also a re8Ul. t ot a ohanp in his oircumstanoe •• 
Suddenly he tound himselt a oelebrity, tit d by the greats 
"I reel t1"Oll dinner party to dinner party-I wallow in 
turtle and 8Wim in olaret and Shampang", he ohatted 
jubilantly. Gratitioation sottenad hi. b art and hi head, 
and he began to grow "ashamed" ot hi8 "to r mi8anthropioal 
turn".4 
Thi. is very strongly put, but in a w:r strong words are neoe •• ary. 
Or! tio. who treat Thackeray, as it vere, thematio&lly, oonoentrating on 
some p8nnnial concerns ot hi. art rather than on his ohronologioal 
develollMnt, tend to ignore the tact that he ohanged his outlook 
hal~ through hi. oareer. Geottrey Tillot.on's notion ot tb 
"Thackerayan One!» •• " i., in ~ ¥q., a direot reaul t ot his the tio 
approach, and even Barbara ~, who is aware that Thackeray o~d 
&II a IUD, wish I to 8&y' that thi. did not arteot hi art. nThe evidenoe 
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of the biography aDd the evidenoe ot th fiotion," she writes, "are 
two startlingly ditferent thinga."5 In other words, the tiotion, once 
separated from the ohronology that belongs to the biography, is unified 
and oan be treated oolleotively under the title ~ EXposure £! Luxury. 
This is an essentially misleading position. No doubt it is possible 
to isolate bits aDd pieo s of Pendenn1s or ~ Newoomes and olaim that 
in these works Thackeray is still sneering at human van! ty, but the 
general thrust ot these novels is very different trom that ot Van! ty 
Fair, and Carey is rigbt to e~ize thi • 
What led Thackeray to oharlge his mind, however, is a different 
matter. He may have deoided to oater to th prejudioes ot his readers 
in order to achieve greater popularity. Asain, th ohange in his 
oircumstances ~ have made him more sympathetio towards the sooiety ot 
whioh he had finally beoome a recognized member. But OD feels th t 
the explanation ultimately lies, as usual, in Thack ray's personality. 
That he made a oonsoious deoision to ohange is olear. Vanity lair 
itselt, how'Nr, bears tew signs of that didaotioilllll whioh Hay olaims 
Thackeray had deoided to strive tor. In fact it i a novel very muoh 
86&inet dominating approaches to life. As Wheatley argues, Thackeray 
6 is "antirational, anti-intelleotual • • • antimonistio". Everything 
is distrusted exoept th now ot life i tHll • Yet that now ot life 
is also ultimately seen to be the souroe of trased7, frustration and 
despa.!rl 
Ah! Van! tu Van! tatum I Whioh of us is happy in this 
world? Whioh ot us hu his desire? or, haring it, i 
satistied?7 
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Thackeray rejects control over life, but he also finally discovers that 
he cannot accept an uncontrolled life. This is why the novel ends with 
a top-hatted, frock-coated Dobbin striving to ensure the respectability 
of his wife and children. Mr Osborne comes back under a different 
guise because, it seems, only his Victorianism oan oope with the world. 
As a result, Vanity!!:!.£ is not only the culmination of the early phase 
of Thackeray's art but also a transition. Carrying Thackeray's 
rejection of human ways of organizing the world to an extreme, it yet 
ends up opting for organization and thus ushers in a new phase in 
Thackeray's development. 
Winslow Rogers is thus right in relating Thackeray's cha.nee of 
heart to a "dissatisfaction" with his previous attitudes. This 
dissatisfaction is expressed most strongly in Thackeray leotures on 
The English Humourists of the Eishteenth Centur:y whioh were fir t 
delivered in London between May and July 1851 shortly a.!'ter the 
completion of Pendenn1s. Here it is possible to see Thackeray ohanging 
from an Augustan anti-humanist into a Viotorian moralist. The various 
likes and dislikes he expresses are all signifioant, but p rhaps most 
telling 1s his oomment on Swift: 
And dreadful it is to think that Swift knew th 
tendenoy of his oreed-the fatal rooks towards whioh 
his 10gio desperately drifted. That lut part or 
"Gulli vern is only a oonsequence of wh t h s gone 
before, and the worthlessness of all mankind, the 
pettiness, oruelty, pride, imbeoi1ity, the general 
vanity, the foolish pretension, the mook greatn ss, 
the pompous dullness, the an aims, th baae suooesses-
all these were present to him; it was with the din of 
these ourses of the world, blasphemies against Heavan, 
shrieking in his ears that he began to write this 
dreadful allegory-of whioh the meaning is that man is 
utterly wicked, desperate and imbeoile, and his 
passions are so monstrous, and hi. boasted power. so 
mean, that he i. and deserves to be th .1ave ot brute., 
and ignorance i. better than hi. vaunted reason. 8 
.All that is said here ot Gulliver i. ot oourse applioable to Vanity 
~ as well. But Thackeray has realiz d that to rejeot humanism i. 
to be lett taoe to faoe with the ambiguity and complexity of life 
itself, and in the end he want. to "play it sate" and return to the 
attitude. and value. hi. earlier wo%ks had satirized. 
II 
Tbaoke~'s post-1848 novels oonstitute an unab shed detence of 
the organized lite. True enougb, Thaokeray oooasionally tries to denT 
thi.. In his .ost care1U1ly controlled noftl, Henry Eaond, for 
1netanoe, there oocurs the astonilh1ng remark "I oan't but acoept the 
world as I find it, includ1ng a rope' s end". 9 Similarly, in a l.tter 
vr1 tten shortly atter the publioation ot lb!. Bewoo • in book tom he 
OODlD8ntsl 
I think pl .... God my boou are vri tten by a God-
loving man, and the morality-the vanity of .uooess & 
c. ot all but Loft and Goodne.s-is not that the t.aching 
of Domini Bostri?10 
And as late as .a2!!. Virginians Thaok ray is still presenting hims lf 
someone who is, a. it were, oonsti tutionally unable to refrain trom 
satirizing worldly suocess, 
I for one, and for the futuJ:e, am determined never 
to speak or write my mind out regarding anything or 
anybody. I intend to say of every woman that abe i. 
ohaste and handsome, of every man that he is baz1dso , 
olever, and rich; of ever,y book that it is de1ishtf'ul1y 
interesting; ot Snobmore's mazmers that they are 
gentlemanlike; of Sorewby's dinners that they are 
luxurious, ot Javk1ns'a oonversation that it i. lively 
and amusing; of Xantippe, that she had a sweet temper; 
ot Jezebel, that her oolour is natural; of Bluebeard, 
that he really was most indulgent to his wives, and that 
very likely they died ot bronohitis. What? word 
against the spotless Messalina? What an unfavourable 
view of human nature? What? King Ch ops vas not a 
perfeot monarch? Ob, you railer at royalty and 
slanderer ot all that ia noble and good! When this 
book is oonoluded I shall oh&D88 the jaundioed livery 
whioh my books have wom sinoe I began to lisp in 
numbers, have rose-ooloured ooats for tb m with cherubs 
on the oover, and all the oharacters within ahall be 
perteot angels. 
Meanwhile • • • 11 
There is, however, reason to suspect that Thaokeray bad in tact 
abandoned satire long before this point. 
Thaolcerq himself aotually adm1 ts this. In The Adventures ot 
- -
Philip he makes Arthur Pendennis Say'l 
Bow I_ready' to 8&7 that Nero was a monarch with 
~ elegant acoompliahments, aM oonsiderable natural 
amiability ot disposition. I praise and adaire BUooes 
wherever I .et it. I make allowanoe for faults and 
shortoomings, espeoially in my superiors; and feel 
that, did we know all, we should jud8e them very 
difterently. People don't belie.,. me, pemapa, quit 
as much as tomerly. But I don't offeJld I I trust I 
don't offend. 12 
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This is ot course ironio, but it is alao defensive. Thackeray knows 
that he has ohanged, and he is hoping that his more intelligent read rs 
will not be of tended. One symptom of this ohan8e is that he nov takes 
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a favourable view of parents. The parents in his n w novels are 
sympathetic figures like Helen PendeDDis and Colonel Newco • Needless 
to say, a few doubts remain. Helen BUffers from "semal. jealousy" 1 ~ 
and the Colonel is absolutely inoapable ot understanding his son's 
artistio leanings. But neither is held up as a s It-satistied tyrant, 
the way Mr Osbome had been. Likewise, 'l'haokeray'a attitude towards 
sohools and education has ohanged. As Saint8bur,y re~a in his 
Introduotion to Pendennia, "The old balf-revensetul and more than 
half-grudg1ng eatlmate ot sohool-lif has mellowed and sweetened 
itself."14 Even the Classics Master who torment Pen is really a 
kindly man-
"There is nothing serious, I hope," aaid th dootor. 
"It is a pity to take the boy otherwia. B is a eood 
boy, rather idle and unenergetic, but an honest, 
gentlemanlike little fellow! though I oan't set him to 
oonstrue as I wish •••• "1, 
-and the respeottul treatment Grey Friars reoeives in ~ Hevoo and 
Philip makes it & very difterent place fro the sohoola in Thackeray's 
earlier tiction whioh had been &aaooiated mainly with brutal flogginga. 
Thackeray now supporta people and inatitutiona 0 pable of controlling 
others. 
Not surprisingly, he baa begun to approve ot art aa 11. In 
~ Newcomes, a work muoh ooncerned vith art and artists, h writea, 
"Art ia truthl and truth ia religion; and its atudy and practioe ia 
16 a daily work ot pious dutY"1 and the aame novel urges ua to respeot 
artists in general and novelists in partioular. 
As Professor Owen or Protessor Agassiz takes a 
frae;ment of a bone, and builds an enODloua forgotten 
monster out of it, wallowing in pr1.maeval quagmires, 
tearing down leaves aDd branohea of plants that 
nourished thousands of years ago, and pemaps may 
be coal by this time-so the no'ftlist puts this and 
that together, from the footprint finds the foot, 
from the foot, the brute who trod on it, from the 
brute, the plant he browsed on, the marsh in whioh he 
rrwam-and thus in his humble W&y' a physiologist too, 
depiota the habita, size, appearance ot the beinp 
whereof he hall to treat;-traoes this al1m;r reptile 
throUBh the mud, desoribes his habits til thy and 
rapacious; prods down his butterny with a pin, 
aDd depiots his beautitul ooat aDd embroidered 
waistooat J points out the singular struoture of 
yonder more important 8l'):fmaJ, the megatherium of his 
history. 17 
It appears that the artist oan no longer be aeen as a "quaoktt and 
cOmp&1'8d to the orjm1na] and the snob. Instead, he is now a 
. 
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phy8iologist of sorta who is oapable of pointing out the struoture of 
everything he eDJllfnes. This paas888 may have influenoed DioDJl8, for 
the very same analogy ooours in .2!£ Mutual :Friend where the en1smatio 
Mr Venus, who, acoording to Silu Wegg, "haa the patienoe to put 
18 together on wires the whole framework of sooiety", i. olearly intend d 
to remiDd the reader of the nature of the novelist's task. Only, of 
oourse, Dickens views this kind of skeleton-building with a oonsiderable 
amount of suspioion. Not only is Mr Venus him.elf a h&lf- in1ster 
figure but it is also possible to oompare art to Jenny Wren's sartorial 
activities. As a "dolls' drea8JD8ker" Jenny brings Carlyle's metaphor 
ot olothes tosether with Thaoke~'11 metaphor of puppetry, and makes it 
olear that, for Dioken., art is perverse and violent, 
When 1 Bee a great lady very suitable for my bUBinesS, 
1 say, "You'll do my dearJ" and take partioular notioe 
o! her, and. run home and out her and bast her. Then 
another day, 1 oome Boudding back again to try on, and 
then 1 take partioular notioe of her again. Sometimes 
she plainly seems to say, "How that little oreature is 
staring!" and sometimes likes it and sometimes don't, 
but muoh more often yes than no. All the time 1 am only 
saying to myself, "1 must hollow out a bit he:r.f I DlWIt 
slope away there"; and I am maldng a perfeot slave of 
her, with making her try on my doll's d:ress. 19 
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Thackeray, thoU8h, no 10ll88r sees the artist as a neurotio and. virtually 
sadiBtio ohild trying to enslave an unruly world. To be 8U1'8, in 
The Newoomes fiotion is still depioted as an artifioial tTable-land", 
but Thackeray does not really wish to oritioize an activity whioh he 
somewhat self-defensive1y olaims to be worthy of Professor Owen or 
Professor Agassiz. Indeed the whole ~able-land" passage is separated 
from the main body ot 1b!. NewoomeB by a line drawn at the end of the 
last ohapter, just as the oontrast between art and nature that Thackeray 
malees in Pendennis ooours in the Preface to that noval. There is not 
muoh aotually wi thin either work that oould suggest fiotion is mere 
game-playing, and Thackeray's fiotional editors and narrators sa now 
allowed to go to work either ano~ously or und r th oover of 
respeotable name like Arthur Pendenn.is, inst ad of having th ir glibn s 
advertised by comic names like Dcey Solomons, Jr. and Major Goliah 
O'Grady Gahagan. The emphasis is, as muoh as po sible, on the 
truthfulness aDd reliability of the artist. 
Along wi tb thi. new respeot for art there soe. & tightening of 
Thaokeray'. own art. Althoueh J.A. Sutherland olaims that the novels 
20 Thackeray wrote after Vanity.l!:!!: are not ttpattem dtt , it is possible 
to argue that they in fact constitute a move towards plot. Thus suoh 
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elements as the bigamous marriage between Colonel Altamont and Lady 
Clavering in Pendennis and the will in Ome's India in ~ Newoomes 
eventually oombine to produoe the main stor,y-line of Philip, while 
there is little in the unfinished Denis Duval apart from plot. The 
real tishtening, though, ooours in Thaokeray' s handling of bis 
oharacters. One of the speoial features of Vanity l!:!!: is that it is 
in fact a novel without puppets. Does Thacke~ idealize Amelia, or 
is he in fact sneering at her? Does he admire or oondemn Beoky? 
Critios have endlessly debated these issues, and even today there are 
21 
those who try to settle suoh questions. The point, however, is that 
Thackeray's oharacters are not supposed to mean but be. Thaokeray does 
not tr,y to fit them into any particular mould, and as a result, th y 
have all the untidiness and ambiBUity of real people. After Vanity 
l!:!£, thoU8h, this is no longer true. Laura. is lJOod and Blanche ia 
bads it is as simple and straishtforward as that. Major Pendennis, 
whom Orwell admired, and whom Carey sees practioally the only 
living oharacter in Thackeray's later fiotion, is 1nd d & remarkable 
exoeption, a multi-dimensional figure who would not have b en out of 
place in Vanity!!:!=.. For the rest, Thaokeray's new h roea and heroines 
are either unified after the fashion of Blanche and Laura, or in 
anothe:.; less obvious, but ultimately qually rigid, fashion. As 
Wheatley notes, 
After Ethel's oonversion, for instanoe, ahe throws 
herself into the High Church lin with almost as muoh 
imperiouane8s and. rigidity aa ahe had shown in her 
days of empty triumph. • •• This rather fieroe 
Diana, as Clive had onoe oalled her, now haa new same 
to hunt. 22 
In other words, Ethel seems to cha.n8e, but in fact she does not. Like 
George Eliot ' s Dorothea, whose development was examined in Chapter One 
above, she leads an existence that is governed by a definite pattern. 
This is not an accident but a deliberate strategy backed up by a 
conception of character which Thackeray outlines in Pendenniss 
We alter very little. When we speak of this man or 
tha. t woman no longer being the same person whom we 
remember in youth, and remark ••• changes in our 
friends, we don·t, perhaps, calculate that circumstance 
only bringe out the latent defect or quality, and does 
not create it.23 
Thackeray's own characters are no longer allowed to display a wide 
variety of traits in time, and that, Thackeray is saying, is exactly 
as it should be. 
For the later Thackeray, then, form is more important than life. 
This preference is sometimes indicated in a humorous or apologetic w~, 
but it is there. Thackeray's new allegiance to middle-class attitudes 
and values is occasionally uneasy. "The Newcomee", that wonderful 
name which James tried to imitate in 1h! Ambassadors, for instance, is 
a satirica.l touch inf1nite~ more effective than Diokens ' s oonstant 
insistence that the Veneerings are "bran-new peopl It. Yet, in the end, 
Thackeray is obviously more sympathetio towards the Newoomee than 
Dickens is towards the Veneerings, and, in any case, his certainties 
are more significant than hie doubts. He makes the narrator of Pendenn1s 
explain that it is better to die than to submit to the kind of "easy 
sensuality" that lets the world take ita own course without any outside 
interferenoe,24 and this insistence on power over the world is what 
stands behind the novels he wrote after Vanity ~. 
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III 
In discussing the second phase or Thaoke~'s art it i & beat to 
concentrate on the three major novels he produced between 1848 and 
1855, Pendennis, Henry Esmond and ~ Newcomea. Uter the last of 
these repetition sets in. What Thackeray triea to do in l2!! Adventurea 
.2l Philip Blld, in some ways, the unfinished Denis Duval is done better 
in Penderm1s and ~ Newoomes, and the same is true of ~ Virginians 
which returns to the themes of Esmond without any of the aubtlety and 
assuranoe of the earlier novel. Furthemore, in these works Thackeray's 
artistio integrity is frequently threatened by meroenary conoerna. 
:£.b!. Virginians ia olearly written with Amerioan sales in mind. Philip 
providea aomething for the reader intereated in action in the fom of 
a melodramatio scene in which the Little Sister ohloroforms the 
blaokmailing Tutton Hunt; and Denia Duval ia a swashbuckling adventure 
yarn designed for light reading. 
The novels between Vanity l!!!: and ~ virginians, ho ver, alao 
pose problems. In aome ~ Tbaok8ray'a new poaition is stated 80 
olearly in Hell17 Esmond that no further developnent i8 poalible, and 
even h _e"comes ia, as Thackeray admitted, "a repetition of past 
perto~C8S".25 But with its rebellion aea1nst the unrulineas of lite 
and its pointed allusiona to ~ Qn1xote, this novel is very helpful 
in identifYing ma.ny of Thaoke~' 8 main oonoerna in thia period and 
oan Berve as an illuminating oompanion volume to Pendennis. In both 
ot these worka a young man i8 dominated and llhaped by tho.e around him, 
and Tbaokeray's essential approval ot this process is indicated by th 
fact that both Arthur and Clive are "heroea". Beoause Thaokerq no 
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longer questions the patterns that can be imposed on reality, he has 
given up insisting that his oharaoters are mere puppets, and this 
acoeptance of man's right to humanize his environment prepares the 
way for Henry Esmond, whioh i8 easily the most humanistio of Thackeray'a 
novels. 
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Chapter Eight 
THE NOVELS WITH HEROES I PENDENNIS AND THE NEWCOMm 
I 
The similarities between Pendennis and ~ Newoomes are more 
important than the differenoes. "In his seoond full length novel, \I 
writes J eA. Sutherland, 
Thaokeray hit what Trollope would call his ' groove' • 
Pendennis establishes not just the shape of one work 
but the mould for all the subsequent long fiction that 
Thaokeray was to write--the oareer of a young hero 
(oorrespondent with his younger self) regarded by a 
friendly 'biographer' (oorrespondent with his old r 
self) as he tries and errs his way thrOU8h the world, 
gaining a moral eduoation and a wife on the w~.l 
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While all of Thaokeray's later novels more or less answer to this patt rn, 
however, Henry Esmond and !h! Virginians are historioal novels, and Denis 
Duval is an adventure story. It is thus in Pendenn1s and 1b!. ~N_ew;.;.;o_o_m_e_s 
that Thaokeray is most direot~ oonoerned with the fortunes of a young 
hero, and the pe. ttern he establishes in these 'Works is later repes. ted in 
Philip. 
Another similarity between the two novels is tha. t ma.ny readers find 
them equally "formless". Yet, although these works are not organized in 
~ oonventional ~, they are both oonoerned with the achievement of form 
in life. Thaokeray found both of them diffioult to write. He began 
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Pendennis with the intention of oonoentrating on the Itamont-Amory 
affair, but soon he deoided to turn this "very precise plan" into a 
sub-plot and open his novel with an aooount of Helen's relationship 
with Laura's father. Eventually, however, he became dissatisfied with 
this soheme as well and was able to oontinue working only after a story 
out of real life, whioh he had heard from Horaoe Sm1 th t s daughters in 
Brighton in Ootober 1848, had given him the idea for the Fotheringay 
episode. Even then, though, his diffioulties did not oease. He fell 
seriously ill after completing the first eleven numbers, and upon 
recovering he found it difficult to stick to the original tone and 
mood of the book. 
!B! Newoanes was hardly more fortunate. Having signed a contract 
with Bradbury and Evans for a new novel, Thaokeray started working 
without &.n3' clear idea of what he wanted to do. Then, acoording to his 
own testimony, the story was revealed to him in a little wood near !erne; 
but, as usual, wanderlust and oontinued illness interrupted his plans, 
and most of the book was a oo-produotion, with Thaokeray supplying the 
text, Dicky Doyle prOviding the illustrations, and Percival Leigh and 
the printer somehow cutting down or blowing up the available cop,y to 
2 the required length for each number. 
All this, of course, tells, and at times both Pendennie and !!!! 
Newoomee seem to fall apart. Yet Thackeray olearly has something to s y, 
and, in a way, it would be possible to olaim that his remarks ooncernill8 
his in! tial plan for Pendenni8 hold the key to his message. 
Perhaps the lovers of 'exei tement' may oare to know 
that this book began with a very precise plan, which 
was entirely put aside. Ladies and gentlemen, you were 
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to have been treated, and the writer's and the publishers' 
pocket benefited, by the recital of the most active 
horrors. What more exciting than a ruffian ••• in st 
Giles's, visited constantly by a YOUl'l8 la~ from :Belgravia? 
What more stirring than the contrasts of sooiety? the 
mixture of slang and fashionable language?; 
A oareful analysis of Pendennis and !h! Newcomes would show that Thaokeray 
in fact did not deviate from this plan. liThe contrasts of societylt are 
very much what he is conoerned with. Indeed the three different openings 
he considered for Pendenn1s are all variations on this theme. In eaoh 
oase a contrast is made between "highlt and "low" life, between people 
who have the right morals and manners and people who drop their h'e, eat 
peas with a knife, have no definite ocoupation, tend to be sexually loose, 
or otherwise offend against bourgeois notions of proper behaviour. 
Thackeray's a tti tude towards this second group could be summed up in the 
words t'13ut for the grace of '1113 moth r and Charterhouse there go lit. He 
needs to deal with such people of oourse, because ultimately one olass, 
one way of life, can only be defined with respect to another. But th 
dissolute lower orders primarily exempli£.1 to Thaokeray what his own 
characters would beoome if they were not striotly oontrolled by their 
anxious parents and friend • 
Thaokeray, then, no longer holds spontaneity and naturalness to be 
great virtues. Instead he is oonoerned that his oharaoters should be 
prim and respectable. He is not, however, after respeotability in ~ 
superfioial way. It is no doubt highly desirable for a gentleman to be 
prosperous and refined. Yet those who have th se gifts without having 
the morality that ought to go along with them ar olearly not respeotable. 
Their sole difference from the poor is that they have more money, 
whereas what Thackeray is interested in is not ba:vill8 more money but, 
as it were, a different attitude towards money. His gentlemen are 
supposed to achieve a comfortable existence b,y being indifferent to 
comfort, by not valuing the goods of this world in their own right and 
living with prudence and econ~. This is why in the twenty-ninth 
chapter of Pendennis he writes. 
Colleges, schools, and inns of court, still have some 
respect for antiquity, and maintain a great number of 
the oust oms and insti tutione of our anoestors with which 
t hose persons who do not particularly resard their fore-
fa thers, or perhaps are not very well aoquainted with 
them, have long since done away. A well-ordained work-
house or prison is much better provided with the applianoes 
of health, comfort, and cleanliness, than a respeotable 
Foundation School, a venerable College, or a learned Inn. 
In the latter plaoe of residence men are contented to 
sleep in dingy closets, and to pay for the sitting-room 
and cupboard, which is their dormitory, the price of a 
good villa and garden in the suburbs, or of a roo~ house 
in the neglected squares of the town. The poorest meohanio 
in Spi tal fie Ids has a oistern and an unbounded supply of 
water at his c()JD!D8.Jld, but the gentlemen of the inns of 
court, and of the universities, have their supply of this 
cosmetic fetched in jugs by launderesses and bedmakers, 
and live in abodes whioh were ereoted long before th 
custom of cleanliness and deoency obtained among us.4 
There oan hardly be a better example than this of what Max eber oalled 
"this-worldly asceticism". John Carey finds this passage both fal and 
repulsive, and he goes into a long and angry digression on th history of 
London's water supply in the first half of the nineteenth century. 
The Royal CommiSSion Report of 1850 reoords that in the 
area supplied by the East London Company, whioh included 
Spitalf1elds, over 500 households had to fstch their water 
from oommon tanks, while a further 3,297 were depend nt on 
common outdoor standoooks which were kept running for two 
hours or less each day. The company drew ita supplies from 
the River Lea, into whioh the effluents of ~e-works, 
distilleries, ohemioal works and sewers ran. s a 
result, by the time the water reaohed the oonsumer, it 
was, the Commission learned, 'very muoh disooloured, 
thiok, muddy', oontained 'organio matters', and bad a 
'peouliar smell t. • • • So muoh for Thaokeray' s happy 
mechanio with a oistern.5 
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This is informative but highly irrelevant. The actual conditions the 
poor lived under are immaterial to Thaokeray's argument. He is essentially 
making one of the points that lr1'.aJhew was to make some years later in 
London Labour 2 ~ London~. The poor are, alas, sensualists who 
enjoy and waste things, while the middle olass, being oareful and thrifty, 
lives in relative prosperit,y. 
Having defined re spec tabili ty as the anti th sis of sensuality, 
Thaokeray oan then go on to pour soorn on the pseudo-respeotab1e who 
merely have more money without really being any better than the poor, 
and this has of oourse helped to oonfuse a good many oritios. In faot 
the avowed themes of Pendennis and ~ Newoomes--the oonfliot betw en 
the sentimental and the practical life, and the marriage market-.. ba.ve to 
be handled oarefUlly. In the former oase it is all too eas,y to assume 
that Helen's "sentimental life" oonsists of a loving approaoh to the 
world, while the "practioal life" Major Pendennis stands for is a syn~ 
for the kind of "vanity" that was explored in Vanity~. In reality, 
however, Thaokeray uses these terms in a. ourious way, and in the end, 
strictly speaking, it is the Major who is the truly sentimental, or at 
least sensual one, while Helen upholds the midd1e-olass virtu s which had 
been pilloried in the earlier novel. 
What makes Major Pendennis suoh an intriguing oharaot r is that 
unoonsoiously he subsoribes to two different, and in the end irreooncilabl , 
ethical oodes. On the one hand he is a respeotable professional soldier 
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who has once served his country gallantly and now lives fru8a,lly on 
his small pension; on the other hand he is a Regency buck with a 
devil-may-care attitude towards the world. In so far as he is the 
second of these things he is not fundamentally different from a 
character like Captain Costigan. Indeed Thaokeray subtly enoourages 
us to compare the Major with the Captain. Both men display a sen-
suali ty tha. t is meant to be seen as being out of keeping with their 
age. Costigan sings bawdy songs, and Major Pendennis is capable of 
giving an occasional "superannuated leer" at a passing bonnet. Hore-
over, both of these elderly satyrs live largely by sponging on other 
people, and they are both treated somewhat contemptuously by their 
acquaintanoes. True enough, Major Pendennis is an aristocra tio hanger-
on who merely reoeives dinners from Lords, while Costigan actually 
receives shillings and half-crowns from tavern keepers and young 
bohemians, but the differenoe between the two is a differenoe of degree 
rather than of kind. Neither is oapable of understanding the middle-
olass virtues of hard work, disoipline, self-oontrol, ohastity and 
prudence, and neither oan see that the "high" life neoes 1tates 
distinot moral outlook, and not simply greater material r sources. 
Interestingly, for instanoe, the Major does not think that there is 
anything intrinsioally wrong with the idea of marrying the Fother~. 
He merely does not want his nephew to marry her, as he haa a small 
inoome and needs a rioh wife. Otherwise, appa.r ntly a man may marry 
an aotress, or even have an aou ss for a mistress, provided that h 
does not thereby reduce himself to poverty. It is perfeotly permissible 
to go to the deuoe if one oan do 80 in a fashionable oarriage. Aocord1ngly, 
when the weal thy Sir Charles Mirabel eventually marries the Fotheri~, the 
Major merely states that a man of Sir Charles's rank "oould afford 
to marry whom he choosesll. 6 Helen, on the other hand, opposes her 
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son's matrimonial plans for radioa11y different reasons. Clearly, she 
would rather have Arthur marry Emily than have her for a mistress. But, 
better still, she wants the oonneotion to oease altogether beoause Emi~ 
is not only poor but also has the manners of the poor and is 11ke~ to 
lead young Pen into dissolute oourses. 
Again, the Major's ignorance of midd1e-olass values leads him to 
think that Blanohe is a suitable oandidate for Pen's hand. Of oourse 
with the puritanioa1 side of his mind he initially disapproves of Blanohe 
and even warns Pen against hera 
Don't get yourself en'te.n81ed wi th that Miss Amory. 
She is forward, affected, and underbred; and her 
oharacter is somewhat--never mind what. But don't 
think of her; ten thousand pound won' t do for you. 
What, my good fellow, is ten thousand pound? I would 
soarcely J:ay that girl's milliner's bill with the 
interest of the money.7 
In short, Blanohe is a poor investment. She wastes ev ryth1ng, squandering 
her money on millinery; and her sexual oharms, whioh ought to b put to 
the service of a production line that turns out a baby ev ry year, on 
coquettish games. Alas, however, the jor's al1egianoe to prudeno and 
eoonoJV is only superficial, and soon, dazzled by Blanohe' s w 1 th, h 
forgets the f aot that she is the kind of woman who bares her shoulders, 
makes passes at men, and seoretly gorges her self on oream puffs in h r 
bedroom. ~hether such characteristios necessari~ go along with being 
oonvict's daughter is not altogether 01 are What is 01 ar, though, ia 
that Major Pendennis'e "vulgar" attachment to the goods of this world 
and his !nabi1i ty to exercise 8l\1 oontrol over bis appeti tee brand him 
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as, in certain respects, a lower-01ass person. Needless to say, he 
himself would be horrified at such an idea, but the readers of 
Pendennis are meant to see him for what he is. His u1 t1ma. te punishment 
oomes when his servant Morgan rebels against him. The valet bas lost 
all respect for his master whom he regards as being no better than 
himself. He BaySS til am an Englishman, I am, and as good as yoult,S 
and in Thaokeray I s eyes this olaim is fully justified beoause he i! 
indeed an Englishman of emot1y the same kind as the Major. Fortunately, 
though, there exist "higher" oriteria for En81ishness, according to 
whioh Helen is "a high-bred English 1adylt9 and Blanche is not flO and 
in the end England is saved from being left in the bands of ooarse, 
drunken servants and their equally abandoned aristocratic masters and 
is turned over to the respectable middle classes. 
The theme of pseudo-respeotabi1it.y also spills over into 1S-
Newoomes. Here the Major's role is Played, in part, by Colonel N woom • 
The Colonel is of oourse muoh more midd1e-01ass in his outlook than the 
Major. He is a staunch defender of mora1it.y who always takes Sir 
-
Charles Grandison and the Speotator with him on his travels, oannot 
tolerate 12!! Jones and has little patienoe with reprobates like Captain 
Costigan. He also works hard and spends little. Despite this admirable 
ascetioism, however, Bomewhere he has quaint notions of olass and b 1ieves 
that a gentleman must possess and spend money. Thus h spoil his son 
with large cheques and ultimately insists on his marrying a woman who, 
though rich, has a vulgar mother and a past history of att nding parties 
at baohelors' establishments. The Colonel, though, is by and large on 
the side of proper behaviour, whereas Ethel 's family really adhere to 
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a false concept of respectability. Their coveting of money is truly 
sensual and ends up bringing them into contact with other sensualists. 
Both of the suitors La~ Kew finds for Ethel are dissolute rakes, and 
Barnes stays on friendly terms with his wife's lover in order not to 
lose his account. 
Clearly, real gentlemen are different from such people . They 
maintain a genuine distance from the lower orders by rei'usin8 to adopt 
their ways at all. Moreover , being gentlemen, they also marry people 
who resemble themselves. Marriage is Obviously an important issue for 
Thackeray. His young heroes always have to choose between two different 
women, and this is meant to be seen as a moral choice. Thus Arthur is 
faced with Blanohe and laura; Clive with Rosy and thel; Esmond with 
Beatrix and Rachel; ~arr1ngton's ancestor George arrington with Iqdia 
Van den Bosch and Theo; and Philip with Agnes Twysden and Charlotte . 
As far as Thackeray is conoerned, a man is only as good as the woman he 
ultimately chooses to marry; and as a result, his obsession with the 
marriage market in !!!! Newcomes is far from accidental. Only, onoe again, 
what he has in mind has to be understood clearly. He thinks that people 
ought not to be sold for money. While this is highly laudable, however, 
the a1 terns. t1 ve he offers is that they should be made slaves to moral 1 ty, 
or what the average mid-Victorian novel reader would have oonsider d 
morality. Whatever the opposite of a marriage of conveni nee may b , it 
is clearly not a love-match pure and simple. Thaokeray is a inat th 
idea of marry1n8 for money because he regards ~ attaohment to luxury as 
inherently sinful and self-indulgent. On the other hand, he s es m r 
passion as being equally undisciplined and wasteful. 
Many a young couple of spendthrifts get through 
their oapital of passion in the first twelve months 
and have no love left for the daily demands of after-
life. 0 mel for the day when the bank aocount is 
closed, and the cupboard is empty, and the firm of 
Damon and P~liss is insolvent.ll 
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In other words, lovers are rash and imprudent. they suooumb to their 
momentar,y desires and live carelessly. 
Indeed in this phase of his career Thaokeray distrusts spontaneous 
affection of any kind. Pen and &rr1ngton, for instance,are oongratulated 
for greeting each other with only a brief handshake after a parting of 
several months. This, says Thaokeray, is how true Englishmen bel'ave, 
12 
while Continentals smother eaoh other with kisses. The same Thaokeray 
had of course onoe oriticized George Osborne for displaying a oharac-
teristically English pride and refusing to write anything more than a 
oold note to his father on the eve of aterloo.13 Sinoe then, howey r, 
his values have undergone a great ohange, and now h regards ooldness as 
a virtue. Accordingly, a man is not supposed to marry for love any more 
than he is supposed to marry for money. He can only marry for stability. 
The great virtue of marriage lies in the fact that it is a bulwark gainat 
the temptations of the world. This is why when Colon 1 Newcome first 
meets Ethel he immediately thinks I ttl would like to have C 11 ve married 
to her; to see him out of the sorapes and dan8ers that young f llow 
enoounter, and safe with such a sweet girl as that.,,14 
Apparently the worst that oan be said against marriages of oon-
venienoe is that they end in adultery. Tbaoke~ keeps reiterating this 
point, and one could easily be misled into thinking that what be means ia 
that the natural instincts that are suppressed 8S a r ault of such unions 
ul t1ma.tely return, causing people to abandon their legal spous s in favour 
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of those whom they really love. The real relationShip between the 
marriage market and adultery, however, is more complex. In faot, far 
from being incompatible with natural instinots, marriages of convenienoe 
are aotually based on them. A person who values money and marries for 
it is a weak-willed individual who cannot resist temptation, and sooner 
or later he or she can be expected to give in to desires of a different 
kind. This is certainly true of Lady Clara Pulleyn, a real weakling 
who is equally attracted to Barnes's wealth and Jaok Belsize's masculinity. 
Significantly, she is one of the few characters in Thackeray's later 
fiotion who are allowed to display sexual leanings. Her attachment to 
the tall, bearded, virile Jack Belsize is highly "improper" to begin with, 
and it is meant to come as no surprise when such a sensual woman ul tima tely 
finds the prospect of wealth and luxur,y irresistible as well. She bas no 
self-oontrol, and to emphasize this point Thackeray makes her marriage 
to Barnes a matter of personal choice as well as obedienoe to her parents. 
Ethel, on the other hand, would oertainly not yield to h r physical 
desires, and, for the same reason, in the end she will not marr.y for 
money either. Seeking money and seeking paSSionate, sexual love are, in 
short, not so muoh opposed impulses as two sides of the same ooin. All 
this, of oourse, means that Thackeray's alleged prefereno for love at 
all costs is something that has been invented by his cri tios. For him 
the greatest good is not love but marriage itself. It is olearly better 
to be unhappily married than to find love and happiness throU8h an 
adul terous liaison. Laura, who functions as Thackeray' s mouthpi oe and 
everybody's "conscience-keeper", 15 bas no doubts on this point. Her 
account of her visit to the unfortunate La~ Clara is in fact an Evangelioal 
sermon, 
"A t first she was very indifferent; cold and haughty 
in her manner • • • then all of a sudden--I don I t know 
how--I said, IIa~ Clara, I have had a dream about you 
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and your children, and I was so frightened that I came 
over to you to speak about it. I And I ~ the dream, Pen, 
it came to me absolutely as I was speaking to her. 
"She looked a little scared, and I went on telling her 
the dream. 'J.ty dear, I I said, I I dreamed that I saw you 
happy with those ohildren.· 
U I Happy! , says she--the three were playing in the 
o onservat ory , into whioh the sitting-room opens. 
II • And the. t a bad spirit came and tore them from you; 
and drove you into the darkness; and I saw you wandering 
about quite lone~ and wretohed, and looking back into the 
garden where the children were playing. .And you asked and 
implored to see them; and the Keeper at the gate said "No, 
never. tt And then--then I thought they passed by you, and 
they did not know you. 1 
II lAb, I said Lady Clara. 
It lAnd then I thought, as we do in dreams, you know, that 
it was &. ohild who was separated from me, and would not 
knoW' me t and oh what a pang that was 1 Fancy the. t. Let us 
pray God that it was only a dream. And worse than the. t, 
when you, when I, implored to come to the Child, and the man 
said "No, never, It I thought there oame a spiri t--an angel 
that fetched the child to heaven, and you said, "Let me oome 
too; oh, let me come too, I am 80 miserable." And the aneel 
said, "No, never, never."·,,l6 
The message seems to be that those who live by their desires and end up 
committing adultery are soorned in this world and punish d in th n xt. 
This fiotitious dream oould, of course, be printed separately under a 
ti tle like The Adulteress of Newoome Park and g1 van to Ia~ Emily 
- - -
Sheepshanks for distribution. The good sense which had ono enabled 
Thackeray to sneer at such edifying pa.mphlets as l!!! Sailor I s !E:!... 
Binnacle and !h!!. Applewoman of Fincble: Common is vidently no longer 
in operation. 
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II 
It should be clear by now that to read Pendennis and The Newcomes 
is to discover a new Thackeray. In a superfioial sense he can still 
be said to be writing about "vanity". Only, he is now mu.ch closer to 
Bunyan than to Ecclesiastes and thinks that "vanity" oonsists not of 
trying to control the world but of trying to enjoy it. One could of 
course argue that this is only a developnent from a strain whioh had 
always been present in Thackeray 's fiction. Tbe.okeray, the Puritan, 
who deteots the presence of Sin in Blanche 's eating habits , Morgan's 
coveting of the Major's lawn-fronted shirts and gold-headed cane and 
Mrs Mackenzie's fascination with the silver coco-nut tree, is , after 
all already disoernible in Van! ty l'.!!! where Beoky's sexual esoapades , 
Sir Pitt's habit of drinking rum and water with his peasants and fox-
hunting parsons likeJ;;verend Crawley are surrounded by an aura of 
authorial disapproval. But in the end in Vanity ~ Thaokeray's quarrel 
is not with those who enjoy life but those who try to impose their designs 
on it, while in his later fiotion he upholds an ethic whioh would have 
been neither unfamiliar nor unacoeptable to Mr Osborne. 
Again, although some ori tics see Thaokeray as returning to ome 
themes of The Book of Snobs in P ndennis and The Newoom s, thi is not 
-----....... -
really the oase. Mr Snob is oonoerned with people whos very senses have 
been blunted. Snobs, he tells us oannot enjoy drinking wine unle s they 
are drinking with lords and rill rather drink we. ter with lords than win 
with anybody else. The senses of the people whom Thaokeray attaoks in his 
later novels, however, have not by any means been blunted. To Major 
Pendennis, for example, it is as important that be should dine well &s 
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that he should dine with a lord, and, to do him justice, in the end 
he will sit at anybody's table as long as the fare is good. Thaokeray's 
new enemy is the flesh, and he pitches at it with might and main. He 
may sneer at Mrs Newcome's Calvinist gardener who tends the melons and 
pines only "provisionally, and until the end of the world",11 but his 
own position owes a lot to Calvin and other Protestant divines. 
Thackeray's good cba.ra.cters like Helen Pendennis, Laura and Colonel 
Newcome acoept this position as well. They are anxious that their loved 
ones should not succumb to temptation but live in a disoiplined and 
orderly manner. To them and to Thackeray, it could be argued, time must 
have a pattern. This is w~ Emily Costisan, who would be incapable of 
understanding concepts like order and discipline, is oompared to Arthur's 
first watch which "never went well from the beginning, and was always 
getting out of order", 18 and Colonel Ne .... oome' s standard present to young 
people is a watch. Clearly, however, even if Thaokeray's heroes had no 
parents or friends to guide and control them, they would still behave in 
the right way; for an Arthur Pendennis, a Clive Newoome or a Philip 
Firmin is in the end "one of us". Eaoh is the produot of an environment 
and an eduoation which are not only assumed to be right and proper but 
also to be shared by Thackeray and the reader as well. Of oours a young 
man is bound to ask why people ought to be controlled at all, and w~ they 
oan ' t live as they choose. SOCiety, he might argue, suppr sses all our 
natural instincts, and turns us into mere puppets. But deep down he i8 a 
member of the society he is oritioizing, and a part of him is always rea~ 
to accept the wisdom of its ways. It is, as Anthony Powell might have said. 
a question of upbringing. Even when he seems to oare for nothing but love, 
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for instance, Arthur is different from a oharacter like Emily 
Costigan. The latter has no understanding of role-playing and sees 
only Bingley, the JDB.nB.ger, where Arthur sees Hamlet. A young man 
who is thus more interested in the roles that people can be made to 
play than anything else is clearly on the right traok and knows that 
it is only right that he should playa role as well. As a result 
Thaokeray can afford to wink and say, "Dear reader, do not be too 
worried about these prodigals. They might appear a bit unruly, but 
in the end they are just like you and me, and they will never do 
anything really improper". 
At least that is what Thaokeray says most of the time. At other 
times he is more disturbed. Somehow he has come to believe that people 
ought to be oontrolled, but he still has some doubts. ~ Newcomee is, 
by and large, a oomplacent book, and Philip is even wors. In these two 
novels Thackeray merely assumes that his heroes are in themselves what 
"we" want them to be, and he does not even pay too much attention to 
them. Clive has to share l2!!. Newcomes with two other central oharaoters, 
and ~ Adventures .2£ Philip is, as many ori tios have observed, a master-
pieoe of indireot narrative. Arthur Pendennis, however, is not a dummy 
seen from a distanoe but a real and troubled individual, and his rest-
lessness to a certain extent affeots his oreator as well. It appears, 
for instance, that it is foolish and imprudent to be attaohed to the 
Fotheringa.y. The narrator says 80, the reader is expected to think so, 
and even Pen is not altogether unaware that it is so. Yet to a sooiety 
whioh thinks that people should not be allowed to step out of line in 
this fashion Thackeray feels obliged to say. "It is best to love wisely, 
no doubt: but to love foolishly is better than not to love at all. ,,19 
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Isn't there something to be said for spontaneous affeotion after all? 
And, in any oase, who are we to decide what other people should or 
should not do? These are the questions that bother Thaokeray, and he 
returns to them in the Prefaoe to Pendennis where he wr1 tes, • e must 
drape [a man], and give him a certain conventional simper. Society will 
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not tolerate the Natural in our Art... This is of course not merely 
a referenoe to the kind of censorship exercised over fiotion by the 
sensitive "cheek of the young person". SOCiety, or rather the sooiety 
that Thaokeray has in mind, does not tolerate the Natural in life either. 
Young men of Pen's olass oannot relax and follow their instincts in the 
real world any more than they oan do so in novels. Needless to say, in 
real life the rules can be stretched a little, but even then they cannot 
be completely abandoned. One of Thaokeray ' s favourite themes is present 
here. Victorian life itself is a kind of novel. What appear to be 
actual living individuals are in fact mere puppets behaving in highly 
stylized and formal ways, and Thaokeray is onoe again out to oritioize 
both novels and the world in which they exist. 
There are ~ more oritioisms of this kind in Pendennis. Arthur 
clearly resents Helen 's attempts to oontrol him, and at times he is at 
odds with Laura as well. Even when he aooepts their point of view he is 
pursued by doubts. The oonversation he has with Laura after deciding to 
give up Blanohe would not have been out of plaoe in Vanity ~, 
'You can't help having sweet thoughts and doing good 
actions. Dear creaturel they are the flowers whioh you 
bear.' 
lAnd what else, sir?' asked Laura. 'I see a sneer 
ooming over your faoe. What is it? Why does it oome to 
drive all the good thoughts a~?' 
'A sneer, is there? I was thinking, my d r, that 
na ture in ma.k1ng you so good and loving did very well a 
but-_I 
':But what? What is that wioked but? and wh;y are you 
always calling it up?' 
'But will oome in spite of us. But is refleotion. 
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But is the sceptic' s familiar, with whom he has made a 
oompaot; and if he forgets it, and indulges in happy 
day-dreams, or building of air-castles, or listens to 
sweet musio, let us say, or to bells ringing to ohuroh, 
But taps at the door, and says, '').{aster, I am here. You 
are my master; but I am yours. Go where you will you 
oan' t travel without me. I will whisper to you when you 
are on your knees at ohurch. I will be at your marriage 
pillow. I will sit down at your table with your children. 
I will be behind your dea th-bed curtain. It Tba t is what 
But is,' Pen 88id. 21 
The implics tion is that people like Helen Pendennis and h r ward would 
do well to think of But while deciding how other people ought to behave. 
What Thaokeray is saying here is not very different from what he had 
once said of Mr Osbornea 
Always to be right, always to trample forward, and 
never to doubt, are not these the great qualities with 
whioh dullness takes th lead in the world?22 
Indeed this passage is virtually reproduoed in Pendennis. When P n sees 
a priest in a railway oarriage he refleots. 
How I wish I oould be tba t pri st opposi t , who n v r 
bas lifted his eyes from his breviary, exoept when w 
were in Reigate tunnel, when he oould not eel or that 
old gentleman next him, who soowls at him with y s of 
hatred over bis newspaper. The priest shuts hia ey a to 
the world, but haa his thoughts on th book, which i his 
direotory to the world to oome. His neighbour hates him 
as a monster, tyrant, persecutor, and fanoies burning 
martyrs, and tba t pale oountenanoe looking on, and light d 
up by the flame. These hav no doubts, thes roh on 
trustfully, bearing their load of logio. 23 
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Yet, even in this soul-searching novel, Thackeray ultimately thinks 
that human beings simply cannot be allowed to behave as they please, 
and he clearly approves of the way in which, despite temptations of 
all kinds, Pen remains his mother's pure and upright son. 
As alrea~ indicated, however, if Pen cannot be free and uninhibited, 
others can. These others are occasionally aristocrats or upper-middle-
class individuals who have adopted the life style of the lower orders. 
But, as well as being ~ the poor, pleasure-seeking young rakes can also 
actually come into contact with them in their own world. This 1s a 
familiar "underworld" of a kind that never faile to fascinate novelists. 
The novelist, too, after all controls his characters, and in the end he 
guiltily dreams of an environment where there is no oontrol over people, 
and all is instinct and passion. Riohardson' s Clarissa is set in a 
brothel, Defoe's Moll Flanders is a whore, and Thackeray teases his 
readers and himself with glimpses of what he calls "Bohemia". His mood 
while doing so is described very well by alter Bagehotl 
No one can read :Mr Thackeray's writing without 
feeling that he ie perpetually treading as oloee as h 
dare to the border line that separa tee the orld which 
may be described in books from the world whioh it is 
prohibited so to describe. No one knows better than 
this accomplished artist where that line is, and how 
curious are its windings and turns. The charge against 
him is that he knows it but too well; that with an 
anxious care and a wistful eye he is ever approximating 
to its edge, and hinting with subtle art how thoroughly 
he is familiar with and how interesting he could make 
the interdioted region on the other side. He n v r 
violates a single conventional rule, but at the 
time the shadow of the immorality that is not seen is 
scarcely ever wanting to his delineation of th s001 ty 
that is seen-everyone may peroeiv what is passing in 
his fancy. 24 
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This is a very fine piece of criticism because words like "hinting", 
"subtle" and "shadow" indicate that, sub-consciously, :Bagehot 1s aware 
of the real nature of the problem he is talld..ng about. Certain things 
cannot be described in fiction not simp~ because sooiety will not hear 
them mentioned but because to describe them would be to change their 
nature. If the "free" life is put into words a certain form is imposed 
on it, and it is no longer "free". In order to be kept as it is, there-
fore, it has to be referred to in a most oblique manner and indioated to 
be something that exists beyond la.ngua.ge and oonsciousness altogether. 
Indeed what Bagehot rightly credits Thackeray with having aohieved 1s 
very similar to what James tells us he sought to achieve in Princess 
Casamassimal 
MY scheme called for the suggested nearness (to all 
ourapparent~ ordered life) of same sinister anarchic 
underworld, heaving in its pain, its power and its hate, 
a presentation not of sharp particulars, but of loose 
appearances, vague motions and sounds and symptoms, just 
perceptible presences and general looming possibilities. 25 
The anarchic underworld, being formless, can only remain a plaoe of "just 
perceptible presences and general lOOming possibilities". Otherwise it 
would merely become stylized, and all i ts ana.rc~ would va.ni h. 4s 
another highly perceptive Victorian oritic observed, this 1s inde d w t 
happens with a writer like Diokens. 
[T]hough Mr Dickens introduced in his last novel 
[David Co rfield a seduction of the worst charact r, 
aggra.va ed every aooessory, and pisodical and n ed-
less as regards the main current of his tale, we should 
very much question if with him 'ladie remonstra ted and 
subscribers left,' and we doubt it simply becaus he 
enveloped the whole in a cloud of sentiment, fancy, and 
fine writing. 26 
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In other words, Dickens cannot be accused of having any secret liking 
for what he describes, and giving it an occasional wistful glance. He 
has mastered it so thoroughly through language that it no longer holds 
any mystery or attraction either for him or for us. 
Thackeray, too, exercises this kind of control in 1B! Newcomes. 
Despite all Colonel Newcome's fears for his son there really isn't much 
that could happen to Clive. His supposedly "dissolute" acquaintances 
are individuals like Fred Bayham and Florae, who are enveloped in such 
a cloud of sentiment and fanoy that they seem, and indeed are, totally 
harmless; and while these figures might be said to be who. t they are 
because, deep down, they are after all gentlemen, characters like the 
Captains Hoby and Goby are not J;8rticularly threatening either. Indeed 
how could anybody called "Goby" be taken seriously? In Pendennis, however, 
"Bohemia" resists this sort of stylization and remains vivid, colourful 
and uncontrollable. John Carey writes. 
Thackeray's [effort] to fabricate something wild yet 
innocuous • • • makes Pen's high-jinks with Warrington 
• • • a faroe. Swigging their 'pot of ale' in ' queer 
London haunts', roaring jovial ditties, or going for 'a 
pull on the river', the pair appear to have embarked on 
an extremely inexpert imitation of masouline pl sur8s. 27 
But Pen and Warrington of oourse stand for the visible surfao of sooiety, 
and they cannot be allowed to get away with too muoh. The real underworld 
of Pendennis is quite different. Here e have Costigan with his in briation, 
his bawdy songs, and his spontaneous kindness; Captain Shandon with his 
debts and his bottles; Colonel Altamont with his gambling systems and 
his adventurous career; and the various aoquaintanoes of Chevalier Strong 
with their impossible desperate sohemes--
Jack Holt had been in Queen Christina I s army, when 
Ned strong bad fought on the other side I and was no 
organizing a little soheme for smuggling tobacco into 
London, which must bring thirty thousand to any man who 
would advance fifteen hundred, just to bribe the last 
officer of the Excise who held out, and had wind of the 
scheme. Tom Diver, who had been in the Mexioan navy, 
knew a specie-ship whioh had been sunk in the first year 
of the war, with three hundred and eighty thousand dollars 
on board, and a lmndred and eighty thousand pounds in bars 
and doubloons. 'Give me eighteen bundred pounds,' Tom 
said, 'and I'm off tomorrow. I take out four men and a 
diving-bell with me, and I return in ten months to tak 
rrr:f seat in Parliament by Jove 1 and to buy baok II\Y family 
estate.' Keightly, the manager of the Tr ~dlum and 
Polwheedle Copper Mines (which were as yet under wat r), 
besides singing as good a seoond as any professional man, 
and besides the Tre~dlum Off ioe, had a ~ Sponge 
Compa.ny, and a little quioksilver operation in view, whioh 
would set him straight in the world yet. Filby had been 
everything. a oorporal of dragoons, a field-pre ch r, and 
missionary-agent for converting the Irisht an aotor at 
Greenwich fair-booth, in front of whioh his f ather's 
attorney found him when the old gentleman died and 1 ft 
him that famous property, from whioh he got no r nt now, 
and of which nobody exaotly knew the s1tuation. 28 
This is a far cry from Hoby and Goby. These figures ar alive and r 1, 
and they will not be out down to size by the novelist or anybody 1 
Were they a bit more articulate, they might turn and y to u , 11k 
Shaw's Doolittle, "None of your middle-class morality for It. Th Y 
not interested in order or diSCipline but only fr dom, and by r lying on 
intensely suggestive details Thaokeray manages to ma.k th ir lives ppear 
rioher and more dramatiC than that of the kind of r ader h ha in mind. 
1a! Ne"oomes is fUll of allusions to Hen;y IV, and Cliv i som tim s 
oomI8red to Prinoe Hal while his aoquaintanoes ar r f rred to "Poine 
and Nym and Pistoltt,29 but it is in Pendennis that the Nym and Pistols 
really succeed in remaining interesting enough to r mind us of what a 
famous old reprobate once said to a oold-hearted prino • 
If sack and suear be a fault, God help th Wioked! 
If to be old and merry be a sin, then ~ an old host 
that I mow is damned, if to be fat be to be hated, 
then Pharaoh's lean kine are to be loved. No, my good 
lord; banish Peto, banish :Bardolph, banish Poins. but, 
for sweet Jack Falstaff, kind Jaok Falstaff, true Jaok 
Falstaff, valiant Jaok Falstaff, and therefore mor 
valiant, being, as he is, old Jaok Falstaff, baniah not 
him th\Y Harry' s com~, banish not him tl:\r Harry' 8 oom-
panyt--banish plump Jack, and banish all the world. 30 
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ttBanish plump Jaok, and banish all the world. II The thr at goes on ringing 
in one t a eara lOll8 after one has first heard it. Those who agree the. t 
they should not be impulsive and spontaneous say good-bye to life in a 
very real way. :But then that is wbat the Devil, or at ~ rat the 
Protestant Devil, always tells us. Of course, in Pendennis he says 
"Banish me if you dare" a bit more defiantly than usual, and poor P n's 
"I do, I will" is dragged out of him somewhat unwillingly, but in the end, 
no matter how temptill8 the dissolute life may prove, Thaoke~ wants hi 
hero to bear his load of respeotability. Even when Fanny Bolton oomee 
on the scene nothing changes. Her attaohment to Pen is perfeotly genuine, 
and he likes her as well; but she is turned into ooquette to show that 
those who are capable of real passion are morally suspeot, and P n i8 
conveniently "saved" from yet another partner who might v I d him 
astray. 
III 
If the kind of underworld Thackeray deals with is the world of 
Falstaff, it is also the world of Bottom, the eaver, and Caliban. 
Refusing to be controlled, it is instinotively against art, and Thaok ray 
c:k.f Go-t}!. ~ 
oannot dismiss it without aiemi8siftg art. This, how v r, gives ria to 
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a curious problem. According to a widespread ~th, the artist, too, 
belongs to the underworld, and Thackeray is fully aware that, as far 
as his readers are concerned, an artist is no better than an adulteress 
or a drunkard. Are not artists, after all, bohemians par excellence? 
Don't we all know that they all wear their hair long, keep irregul.a.r 
hours, are addioted to the bottle, and do not really work? Bourgeois 
SOCiety, in short, distrusts artists for exactly the same reasons that 
it values art, and one of Thackeray's oonoerns is to oha..n8e the popular 
image of the artist. In this he is, in some ways, the forerunner of 
Thomas Mann, and both Pendennis and !h! Newcomes are not only B1ldungs-
romane but also, to a certain extent, examples of that minor genr whioh 
German critios call Der KUnstlerroman. They both try to tell the average 
reader what it really means to be an artist, insisting that the Muse is 
not so much a siren as a stern task-mistress. Like Mannis Tonio Kroger, 
who may be the last bouxgeois in Sohwabing, Thaokeray' s young artist , 
too, are exposed to "Bohemia" but are anything but bohemians th m Iv s. 
Instead they have a truly Protestant sense of having a "vocation", and 
will work just as hard and as steadily as any member of sooi ty. 
We know this because when Pen etarts writing a po m he v n forgets 
to go out with arrington, and Thaokeray bas aotually drawn him i tting 
at hie desk, his head between his hands, conoentrating. Cliv, it i 
true, proves an artist of a somewhat different kind, but n h is 
capable of working for weeks at a time on enormous pictur s 11k "The 
Battle of Assaye"; n d 
to be assured that artists , too, are respeotable oitizens, ther i 
always J.J. "J.J. Ridley," writes J.Y.T. Greig, "is a ohar ot r who 
falls outside the soheme of the bOOk,u31 and Thaokeray himself ask I 
"[W]by did Pendennis introduoe J.J. with such a flourish, giving us, 
as it were, an overture, and no piece to follow it?,,32 Yet, although 
this oharaoter has very little to do with the plot of 1a! Newoomes, he 
is olearly the ultimate product of Thackeray's desire to rehabilitate 
the artist. He is such an ascetic and works so hard that Colonel Newoom 
himself oould hardly hope to compete with him. If that is what artists 
are like, we are meant to say, surely there cannot be anything wrong 
with being a painter or a novelist. 
All this is, however, for the benefit of Thackeray's readers. He 
himself is not so muoh interested in ho artists might live as in the 
kind of control over life that art itself implies. He bas opted for 
order and discipline, and this is why he champions art, and has P n 
disagree with Warrington's opinions oonoerning Leaves from th Lifebook 
--
2!. Walter Lorraine. 11 arrington, with his high soul, pipe, and 'rough 
yet tender' laugh," says John Carey, !tis probably Tbaok ray' 8 most f tuou 
crea tion, the most oa tastrophio result of his resolution to b oordial, 
upright and good-hearted as the Viotorians wished.,,33 But this is not 
completely true. No doubt half of the time arrington is firm dvooat 
of the beaten traok, and on the whole he is to Pen wbat P n lat r b oom 
to Clive and Philipa a sort of proteotive older broth r whos 
against the temptations of the world oarry a gr t d al of authority 8 
he knows them only too well himself. Only, of oours, arrington 
not only experienoed temptation but also aotually suooumb d to it, d, 
as a result, part of him is oynioal and disillusioned and pron to 
questions about the wisdom of trying to exeroise oontrol over lif. It 
is in this oapaoity that he confronts Pen, the budding nov list, sa.y1n&. 
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"All poets are lmmbugs, all literary men are humbugs,,)4 Cl early, 
for him, it is foolish and pretentious to attempt to r eplaoe r eal i t.y 
by form, and everything is best left as it is. Thaokeray, though, no 
longer regards this stanoe as a wise one, and Pen is allowed to say 
that st.yle and form are but the 'll8.y of the world, and that other people 
are oonstantly making use of them. This is, of oourse, not much of an 
answer, but then the author of Pendenn1s still has some doubts about 
the validity of the values he has adopted, and though he does not agree 
with arrington, he lets him dominate the soene. 
later, with inoreasing self-oonfidenoe, Thaokeray oan let Pen 
outgrow arrington's influenoe in ~ Newoomes. Her ttBlu beard" is 
simply turned into a socially awkward eocentrio whos oooasional sub-
versive utteranoes do not need to be taken too seriously. Her, too, 
Thackeray can oome up with a muoh stroneer and more eff eoti v pI for 
form. 1h!. Newoomes itself is a very formal novel. ThOU8h its d sisn is 
not a1 together perfeot, it has a pervasive nun! ty of mood", whioh is 
truly remarkable aohievement for a work of that size. Furth rmore, it 
is obviously a highly stylized oreation with a prinoe, a prino 8S, 
"wicked fairy", a benevolent old man and other similar figures, and thi 
is so because st.ylization itself is one of the main t hem s of th no 1. 
Thackeray is not the only artist at work. Colonel N woom , too, tri s 
to control his son in the same way a novelist would try to oontrol 
fiotional charaoter, and several figures decide to turn th ms Iv 0 into 
"moraltt individuals, with Ethel actually overdoing her "r f ormation" v n 
in Thackeray's eyes and beooming somewhat stilted and ~. "In 1!L 
Newcomes," writes Rowland MoMaster, 
we see two related patterns of action. on the on 
hand, attempts to impose the imagination's daydreams 
and formulas on the lives of others, as with the Colonel, 
on the other, st.ylization of behaviour according to oon-
ventional fancies as with Ethel •••• Ever.ywhere the 
narra ti ve is saturated with traditional and familiar 
fictions from art, literature, ~hology and social 
convention that not only adorn realit.y and displace 
realit,y but become realit.y. A depiction of a world ao 
highly fictive may lead us to reconsider Thackeray's 
lo~standing reputation as a realist, but not because 
he esohews the aooidents of experience for the patterns 
of the imagination--rather the two are in perennial 
tension. • • • Put another way, he is portraying an 
affliotion of the imagination. Man imagines at,yle, 
order or perfection, but he lives in a world of limi-
tation. As Camus says. 'There is not one human being 
who, above a certain elementary level of oonaciousne , 
does not exhaust himself in trying to find formula or 
attitudes that will give his existence the unity it laoks • 
• • • The same impulse ••• also leads to oreative 
literature whioh derives its serious content from this 
souroe. t In short, the impulse that shapes both lif 
and art is a reflex from the consciousness that, though 
imagina tion and reason would order it otherwis , • th 
raoe is not to the SWift, nor the battle to the strong, 
nei ther yet bread to the wise, nor riches to men of 
understanding; but time and ohance happeneth to th m 11" 
(Eoc1. 9.11).35 
Mr McMaster ' s oomments on Victorian fiction ar always illumi.nativ , and 
this passage is no exception. Yet, in a way, it does not r lly apply to 
The Newoomes . The hint of disapproval that a phras 11k "the imagination' 
daydreams" carries is appropriate to Thaokeray' s arly fiction but not to 
any of his later works. The early Thaokeray is ind sd inet any int r-
ference with life, but this is not true of the later Thaok ray. Of OOurD 
young people will tend to follow their inolinations, and it ie quixotio to 
try to stop them; but Colonel Newoome' s quixotism ia m ant to b on of 
hie more endearing qualities. In the early short story "Th Prof sor", 
Adeliza, the female Quixote, who tri s to turn life into ro no is 
figure of fun who deserves nothing but contempt. ~ oontrast, in !a-
Newcomes Don Quixote i8 a sympathetio figure. 
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different from that of a novel like Vanity~. In th arli r work 
nobody bas his desire, nobody is satisfi d, and nob~ d serves to b • 
The It pur sui t of happiness" is by no m ans s n as an inali nabl right, 
and Thaokeray takes a grim pleasure in foroing hie oharaotero to g1 ve up 
their expectations and face lit as it is . His stano is that of an 
Augustan sage tired of the foolishness of mankind and not entir lY dio-
pleased at its misfortunes. In!h- Newoomes, on the other hand, w are 
meant to see that human desires are so r sonabl lid that th r 
is no reason to give them up just beo use r li ty will r fu to b rul d 
by them. A lot haa been written bout th way th " bl -land" 
at the end of the novel "mooks" the xpeotatione h l d by T ok r y ' 
readers. Juliet MoMaster, for inst&no , O UllllillBH "In hi ppy ndingt 
Thaokeray is exposing rather than oapi tulating to t kind of nti nta11 ty 
by whioh readers like to delude th m 1 s t t v rything 00 out right 
in the end",,6 and even a oritio S 8 n itiv o rs oannot 
refrain from speaking of T ok y' att pt to do ttju tio both to th 
hunger for oonventional happin s and to tl intr 0 bili ty of ............. 
aff irs.,,'7 All this, though, i ntir l.y be i t. It d 8 not 
matter in the least wh ther or not Cliv 
married to Ethel. What oount is that 
two young people should get rri d to 
of wandering aimlessly in th dar and.cri ht n 
if they fail to do so, t toot oon titut 
f oolish dr am but only oonfrontation With t"'QIKV ..... Y. 
neither oan nor is meant to d troy th tt 
tt 
t t th • 
ttl down in t d 
of th world. d 
.from a 
Ii "i " 
"0 htu. Th1 
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is why, despite all their suffering, Thackeray ' s oharaoters never 
learn anything. The dream simply goes on forever. Dobbin may disoover 
that he is not goi.ng to have the Amelia in his mind an has to liv 
wi th the Amelia he has got; but nobody in ~ .N,;;,e.-o--== s com-
parable adjustment to the faots, and this perverse insi t enoe that 
reali ty is not happening, ought not to happen, and in any oase i not 
as important as human desires, gives th novel tha.t peouliar urn of 
defiance which eo many readers unoonsoiously enjoy so muoh. 
It can be said, then, that if Vanity ~ is about th vanity of 
human wishes, ~ Newcomes is about their tran 0 ndeno , their r fu 
to be affected by minor disasters liko time and ohanc . ish 8 do not 
die in1B! Newcomes , or anywhere ls in Thaok ray ' e lat r fio tion, and 
neither of course do human beings. Colon 1 N woom ' s d ath is 10d d 
described with an admirable amount of r straint, and th hol 
infinitely refreshing to the reader who has tood b id oth r de th-b de 
in Viotorian fiction. But perhaps in thi i nt i not 
partioularly diffioult, beoause th one t lly oon-
fronted is the faot of death its If. w know, w nt ound 
1otano t 
killed his hero J but the Victorians wi ly d olin d to put on t ir 
mourning bands on this oocasion, for in t ruJ, It r all, 0 
whose final word is ".dsum" or IIpr 8 nt" id to d ? H 1 n, too, 
it will be recollected, is fr qu ntl1' f 1 t to b till" 
after she dies, and in the end this i not b cu T ok 
believing in some kind of aft r-lif but b th 
the Colonel are so right and proper tho. t 1rr tio 
d 
t 
insists on putting an end to th xiet nc of suoh opl i8 b t igno d. 
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Human mortality, the very faotor whioh in the end makes human 1'1 hos 80 
vain, and whioh Thaokeray was so anxious to keep constantly b for hi 
readers' eyes in Vanity~, oan no longer be mentioned. ooord1ngly, 
there is no "cormorant devouring time" in e1 ther Pend nnis or L 
Newcomes, no sinister messenger who interrupt th rev le to t 11 ev ry-
one that the King of Franoe is dead and all love's labours hav been lost. 
Finally, of course, this attempt to oheat death reaoh e its culmination 
in Henry Esmond where Esmond, though he is not allow d to d sori his 
own funeral like Moses , oan at 1 ast speak of .L-l'mOMlll o rtain things 
"to the very last hour of his life". ~8 If m n di, e th phyeioian 
Alkmeon said, because they oannot join their beginning with th ir nd, 
then it is difficult to see how suoh a fate oould b fall Esmond. 
To sum up, if there is one oentral th m aroun whioh both P nd nnia 
and 1B! Newcomee have been built, it is that 1if should not 110w d 
to take its own oourse. Oth rs h8v to b oontroll d, oontroll d by 
their parents, their spouses, th 1r fri nds, th ir vironm nt up-
bringing, and ultimately by th nov lists who put th minto tb ir books. 
In Pendennie this idea triumphs with 0 
its viotory is oomplete, and, taken to ther, t two nov I ho how 
muoh Thackeray has ohanged hi opinions ino th 00 pl tion of Vo.n1ty --ll. 
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Chapter Nine 
TD1E REGAINED. HENRY ESMOND 
I 
~ History .2f Henry Esmond, Esq. is, in many ~, Thaokeray's 
last serious novel. The Newcomes, whioh s aotually written and 
published later, is not so muoh a work in its own right as a glos8 on 
Pendennis. Critics who quote Thackeray's remark to the ff ot that 
he did not think he could "jump further" than h had don in!!L 
Newcomesl tend to ignore the faot that the nov list was lways muoh 
too ready to accept the verdict of hie r adere and d lib rat ly oontua 
popular and oommeroial suooess with genuino artistio ohi v mente 
more valid critioal judgement is to be found in th 
to 1h! Newcomes where the reader is warned that b i about to be giv n 
an "old" story by a tired author who has lr dy id 11 t t h d 
to say. The story is, of oourse, an "old" on in mor than • 
Have not anxious parents worri d about th ir off pring £rom t imm or! 11 
And sinoe Clive is "one of us" ar w not 
Behind all this, however, tb r is Thaok un 
with him? 
ition of th 
fact that he himself bas already told this v ry tory ono d 1 now 
doing so again for the laok of anything Is to 
has its virtues, and!h! Newcom is, in 
• No doubt r -t lling 
~ 1- foro whiob 
works better and is more effeotive than P nd nnio, but tho h it might 
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appeal to those who prefer smooth and well-oiled works of art to 
"spots of greermess", it is, like its author ' s more obvious and I ss 
suooessful repetitions, essentially of seoondar,r importanoe, whil 
Hen;y Esmond is a different matter altogether. This work is used to 
extend a theme whioh is first stated in Pendermis and th n re-work d 
in ~ Newoomes. In those two novels Thaokeray deals mainly with 
parents and ohildren, and insists that the former have the right to 
oontrol the latter. In Esmond this idea is driven to its logioal oon-
olusion, with the hero becoming a kind of uni~ real fath r and ruling 
over all those around him. 
Thaokeray oarefully plaoes Esmond in an environm nt wh r in 
reality it should be impossible to control othera . All th figure who 
surround young Harry are gods of one kind or another. H has a ben -
faotor , a mistress, a spiritual director, and king ho ia suppoa d to 
govern him by Divine Right . But, as many oritics hav oba rv d, Emond 
simply challenges the divinity of all thes peopl, d in th nd 
them all kneeling before him. He ia obviously om thing of t. 
His daughter Raohel tells us that he always 11k d to b "th fir t in 
2 his oom~"; Father Holt accuses him of ing or t r publi who 
wants hie rulers to be answerable to himJ; and, mo t t Illy, trix 
remarks I "I won't worship you, and you' 11 n v r b 
woman who will. ,,4 All this of oour id nt1fi 
xo pt with 
ty • In 
fact he behaves in the way bastard and youn r on tr di tio lly b 
in fiction , triumphantly bringing to its kn ord r h10h r j ot d 
him. Yet, although Esmond has all th c ct r1 t10 
because Thackeray wants to sanotion his oonduot, h 18 1 
heir, and his base mentality is oovered up by nobl • 
Legi timacy, however, is not what Esmond is after . The world he 
lives in is one where kings have absolute authority, priests demand 
respect and obedience from the laity, and everyone follows their impulses 
and refuses to be governed by anybody else. Esmond is too insecure to 
belong to such a world and accept its ways. s a result, he willing~ 
gives up his title, becoming a bastard by choice and deliberate~ 
aliena ting himself from his society. His supposed ma.enan1mi ty is in 
fact nothing but pride. He thinks that he io too good for the orld he 
has to live in, and it costs him nothing to refuse a place in it. He 
simply cannot accept being unable to control those around him, and h 
wants to be liberated from all traditional duties and obli tions. His 
final burning of his birth oertificate is thus merely th f'ulfilm nt of 
all his wishes. 
Thackeray's desire to say no to an uncontrolled lif ono 
also accounts for the various shortooming of Esmond a a hi torio 1 nov 1 . 
Ray notes, for instance, that the Old Pr tonder, hom T ok ~ d piot 
as a dissolute man, was aotually "a person of th most ted dun-
interesting respectability". 5 This is, of oour , und ni bly tru , but it 
is not difficult to see why the discrepanoy oom bout . An b olut 
monarch cannot be controlled, and a man ho oannot b oontroll d 0 
as he pleases, beooming mor and mor s If-indul nt. It would v b n, 
as it were, "in charaoter" for th Pr t nd r to b di olut, d thnt i 
how Thackeray presents him. A mor s rioue obj otion i d by Gyorgy 
Lulatcs in ~ Historical Novel. Thaok ray, told 11 r , hi. tory 
"private", refusing to provide Esmond i th any r 1 oonomio or poli tio 1 
motives for supporting the Stuarts. Lukaos is of oour too ophi tic t d 
and intelligent a Marxist not to !mow t t som indi vidual might mb 0 
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causes which do not really concern them. \Vhat he is bothered by is 
the way in which Esmond's situation is made to seem typioal and 
Jacobi:tism is lightly dismissed as a sentimental gesture without any 
real historical foundationso 6 Yet this is preoisely hat Thaoker8¥ 
wants to do. The pretension is that no intelligent man oould possibly 
be a Jacobite, and Esmond's own leanings in this direction must 
necessarily remain superfioial. Put another wa:y, Esmond is, like P n 
and Clive, an essentially statio oharaoter. He has only one role to 
play, and he remains true to it throughout his life. He is from th 
Roundhead side of the Esmonds, and he has been brought up by Protestant 
French immigrants. These are the faotors that oondition his attitudes, 
and he oannot really go against his nature. Just as P n and Clive may 
visi t "Bohemia" but are not really at home there, E ond my pI' t nd to 
be a Royalist or a Catholio but cannot renlly tak suoh thin riously. 
Simila.rly, there is nothing surprising about th 0-0 11 d "doubl 
ending" of the novel. Esmond is not r ally in lov i th trix any mo 
than he is a real follower of the Pr t nd r . Th abrupt oond nding 
where he marries Rachel, therefore, needs no in roduction. L1k th 
Chevalier de St George and Father Holt , Beatrix i 
discredited, for she too refuses to be oontroll d. N d ft r J II ' 
queen and at one point compar d to a ope ho e t mu t b ki d,7 h 
stands for all that is anathema to a man. of N d-
less to say, she is also the most att~ otiv of T "f 11 nil 
women. She takes a genuine, passionat d light in lif, ing. 
I oannot toil, neither oan I spin , but I 0 
twenty-three games on 0 ros. I oan dano tb 
danoe, I oan hunt the stag, and I think I oould 
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flying. I can talk as wicked as any woman of ~ years, 
and know enough stories to amuse a sulky hu.sband for at 
least one thousand and one nights. I have a pr tty taste 
for dress, diamonds , gambling, and old China. I love 
sugar-plums, Malines lace • 0 • the opera , and everything 
that is useless and costly.8 
All this, though, merely frightens Cousin Harry. Although Beatrix says 
that she is frightened of Esmond , it is really he who is afraid of her. 
Throughout the time he is pursuing her his mind is actually only occupi d 
by Rachel. In bis Spectator paper, for instanoe, he refers to "Jooasta", 
but if he is Oedipus, Jocasta can only be Rachol. Again, he compares 
himself to Ulysses and says that Bea trix llwas in so far lik P n lope 
tha t she had a crowd of sui tors , and undid day after day and night ftor 
night the handiwork of fasoination and the eb of ooqu try with whioh sh 
was wont to allure and entertain themll ,9 but it is of oourss Baoh 1 who 
appears in the traditional posture of Penelope, busy by th fir sid with 
her "tambour-frame and needles" 0 10 He has no diffioul ty und rotand1.ng 
Rachel , as she is willing to be dominated by him. atrix , on th oth r 
hand, proves wild and unruly, and he C8Jll1ot r lly r pond to h r. 
Thus the Circle is completed. Royalism, Catholioism d lov ar 
all shown to be mistaken and unreal. Only pow r d domin tion oount . 
Esmond cannot bow to kingS, priests, aoholars, Wits or om n. ina' mor 
like a king than the Pretender, a b tter th 010 t F th r liolt , 
more learned man than Steele , and a greater t than wift, h do not 
have to do that. Not surpriSingly, such a man ho oannot root body 
ultimately proves too good for the Old World and liz t t h 
to America. Long before he actually emigr to to Virgini h 0 to 
Beatrix. "I am not clever enough, or not rogu ougb--I know not which--
for the Old V orld. I may make a place for my 01£ in th N w, whioh i 
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not so full."ll This is a direct statement of on of the nov 1's 
main themes . Esmond is full of attacks on European attitudes and 
values . As we take a rather special Continental tour in th wa.k of 
Marlborough we cannot help remembering alter Bagehot ' s brilliant 
comparison of Sterne and ThackeraYI 
Sterne had a l l LThaokeray ' sJ sensibility also, but--
and this is the cardinal discrepanoy--it did not make 
him irritable . • 0 • He had no tendenoy to rub th 
bloom off l ife . He aocepted pretty-looking thinga, 'V' n 
the Frenoh aristocraoy, and he 0 es his immortality to 
his making them prettier than they are . Thaokeray was 
pained by things , and exaggerated th 1r 1mperf ot1ons 
• • • This is why the old lady said , 'Mr Thaokeray s 
an uncomfortable writer,' --and an unoomfortabl writer 
he is . 12 
Yes , for Thackeray, the sentimental journey has turned sour. s 
war- torn Europe destroyed by petty quarrels . Curiously no h, E ond 
brings the same oharges against European history that Wlaio br1nga 
against ~ History of Henry Esmond. It is all too d P ronal. 
The Prince of Savoy, for instance , has a "personal in t t 
King of France . These are absolut monarohs ho fight th ir ohild1 h 
battles , unchecked by anybody. The mod rn r is 11k ly to b bor d 
by Thackeray ' s detailed aooounts of Blenh 1m, 
Mal plaquet , and think , like Charlotte Bront", 
t oo much history.l4 
wants us to be bored . We are meant to think t t th 
d 
book oon in 
wi tnessing is absurd , silly and wast M . "That , " T ok y 1 1ng, 
" is what happens when there is no control ov r opl. Th y 1m ly run 
wild , dragging us along with them , and lif turn into r1 of oint-
less campaigns , an endless chroniole of sted tim . " 
Looking at all this it is not difficult to see why in ~ 
Virginians Thackeray is so anxious to champion the American caus • 
As J.A. Sutherland observes. 
The reader cannot but notice that LThe VirginiansJ 
opens with a florid compliment to a distinguished 
American friend . Neither will he miss the faot that 
the best Englishman in the novel, Sir Geor Warrington, 
is an expatriate American or that all the villains come 
from the 'wicked selfish old world' or that for the 
first two hundred pages there is not an Englishman ho 
does not swear! wench, booze, gamble immod rately or 
cheat at play. 5 
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This is so, of course, because Thackeray wants to flatter hie Am rioan 
readers. But Esmond , which was written before Thaok my's Amerioan tour, 
ought to convince us that he also sincere~ believ s that the ric 
way of life is bettero He is tired of a life over whioh h has no 
control, and he wants to be able to impose his lIon th world lik 
an American. 
II 
In Esmond , then , Thackeray ' s desir not to 1 t lif it own 
course reaches a peak. He is no longer conc rn d aim ly with th oontrol 
of young people; he wants his hero to hay po r d 
eve r,ybody0 In this sense Esmond is a summa 
summa, but of course it belongs to a differ nt of it uthor ' 
career. Vanity~ is a deeply religious no 1 hioh tri to 
the hollowness of a society that tries to liv "without God". ond, 
by contrast, is an atheistiC work whioh in t th id of od 
and tries to affirm its hero ' s right to do nll tho round him. 
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Again, it is possible to recognize in Esmond t races of :Barry Iqndono 
He is, after all, another eighteenth-century officer ho participates 
in certain campaigns and then manages to win the band of an insanely 
jealous married woman older than himself. :But, unlike Barry, Esmond 
can only be admired. Even his famous encounter with Swift reoalls 
Barry ' s encounter with Dr Johnson, but there is an important difference. 
Barry writes: 
'Sir,' said I to Mr Johnson, on the occasion I allude 
to--he was accompanied by a Mr Buswell of Sootland , and 
I was presented to the club by a t~ Goldsmith, a oountry-
man of my own--'Sir,' I said in repl y to the sohool master ' s 
thundering quotation in Greek , ' you fanoy you know a gr t 
deal more than me , because you quote your Aristotl and 
your Pluto, but oan you tell me whioh horse wil l in at 
Epsom Downs next week?--Can you run six miles without 
breathing?--Can you shoot the aoe of spades ten tim s 
without missing? If so , talk about Aristotl and Pluto 
to me.' 
'D' ye know who ye ' re speaking to?' roared out th 
Scotch gentleman, Mr Buswell , at t hio . 
'Hold your tongue , Mr Boswell, ' said tho old school-
master . ' I had no right to brag of m:::r Gr k tg th 
gentleman, and he has answered me v ry ell . ,I 
A f arcical scene like this , of course , .merely allows us to e t t rry 
is not only a bully but also an ignorant boor. Emond, how v r , io lly 
congratulated for behaving in a similar way. Having t nft ooid lly, 
he begins by mocking the Dean ' s Irish accent , bby oloth 0 , 
and then takes advantage of a subsequent m 1 that h 1 
well-connected colonel in the English Army ho will tand no non n from 
any man. 
1~ Esmond went up to the Dootor \lith smile . 
' I gave Doctor Swift ' s m ssa " say ho, 'to th print r l 
I hope he brought your pamphlet t o your lod in tim .' 
Indeed poor Leach had come to his house very soon after 
the Doctor left it, being brought aw~ rather tipsy 
from the tavern by his thrifty wife; and he talked of 
Cousin Swift in a maudlin way, though of oourse Mr 
Esmond did not allude to this relationship. The Dootor 
soowled, blushed, and was much confused, and said scarce 
a word during the whole dinner . A very little atone 
will sometimes lmook down these Golia the of wit; and 
this one was often discomfited hen met by a man of any 
spiri t ; he took his place sulkily, put water in hie 
wine that the others drank plentifully, and soaroe said 
a word.17 
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This is vulgar and insensitive, but evidently e are expeoted to side 
with Esmond against the poor Dootor. 
Esmond wants everyone to worship and obey him. Thus, in a wa;y, h 
wants to control the unfolding of time, never letting anything happen 
that he has not wished for. Hillis Miller, ho examines this as ot of 
the novel in great detail, conoludes that Thaoker~ is in faot oritioal 
of this attempt , and that, for him, "as for other major Viotorian 
novelists, man remains wi thin time and oannot soape from it by s tie.-
1 · ing ·t ,,18 1.Z 1.. Yet it would seem that Esmond.!! porm1tt d to • 
He is more obviously immortal than even Helen P nd nni and Colon 1 N Oom. 
His consoiousness extends beyond his own death, d Thaoker a ~ n 
allowed him an additional triumph. whioh i 
still available in a few libraries in tho Unit d Kingdom 
is faithful to eighteenth-oentury typo aphy and book-binding otio • 
It imposes itself on a different age , den;yin8 o~_"Ov and 10 , d or ting 
the illusion that Esmond has managed to mako tim stand still. t 
the logical end of his oareer Thaokeray finally affirmo 80m thing whioh 
he had always challenged in his early orks . Th philo oph 
vanitatum" has given way to a celebration of human immor l1ty. rody 
has at last turned into forgery, and the desir to mook and xpo ho. 
been replaced by the desire to aocept and rever • 
In Esmond's struggle with time there also lie th roots of hi 
incestuous leanings. Although Esmond's relationship with Raohel ha 
attracted a lot of critical attention, inoest is of cours rath r 
cammon occurrenoe in the novels Thaokeray wrote 
Laura, for instance, is related to Pen, and Ethel is Cli~ ' oouain. 
Indeed the Victorians objeoted to these relationships as strongly as 
they objected to the oonclusion of Esmond, with J •• Findl~, for 
instance, asking in the Scotsman. 
[D]oes not Mr Thacker~ make a little too muoh ot 
the sisterly and fraternal element in th r lations 
between [Laura] and Pen, if he all along m ant to 
arrange matters as they are finally?19 
This is, of course, a valid question, and th ana r itt T ok r 
does harp a bit too much on "the sisterly and frat mal nt". In 
fact he goes out of hie way to conwy th :I..mpre sion t i P 
"sister", just as later he keeps insisting that oh 1 18 mond ' 
"mother", when she is actually no blood 1"81 t1v of hi. Thi i 0 
because he has understood the r al natur of w t hide lin with. 
Clearly incest has no ps.yohologioal fasoi tion for him. H 8 not, t t 
is, unconsoiously cbasing his own moth r but oon ciou ly d a 
theme. The desires of the Id uaua.11y bay dieruptiv 1nflu no. art 
as they are not known and cannot b oontrolled. 48 od rn ori tioi 
demonstrated, however, especially in Esmond th ino t t i built 
so oarefully and supported by 80 many d lib r 11,1 
that one could not possibly oonclude that it 8 0 ho d to t 
into the book oompletely spontaneoully. 
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Broadly speaking, the significance of incest is clear. R l a t1ves 
stand for nature, for unadulterated reality. They are simply giv n to 
us, and we oan only accept and love them. Any attempt to interfere With 
nature, therefore, necessarily resembles an attempt to possess our 
rela t1 ves sexually and use them as we like. Wba t should hay b n un-
touchable is seized and deseorated. This is wl\v King Oedipus is given 
such a startling lesson in civilization and disoontents, and made to 
realize that all human kingdoms rest on rape and guilt, and that, as 
Hegel says, "only the stones are innocent". 20 Thaokeray, too, of oours 
knows this lesson; and, acoordingly, he oomparee th att mpts to control 
Pen and Clive to incest, but, of oourse, an incest which has his bl eeing. 
In Esmond he merely broadens his theme by making the relative in qu stion 
a mother. Mothers, needless to say, stand for all that is physio 1 and 
immediate. They are the direot oaus of our being in th world, "her 
fathers give us a name and a sooial identity, and demonstrat ho th 
world oan be organized and controlled. As long a ohild gard hi 
mother as sacred and inviolable he will vi w the world in th light 
as well. Esmond, however, r fuses to r speot his moth r in this wa.y, and 
this refusal in the end dooms all the other moth r s,ymbols around him, 
including the Mother Church and his motherland England. 
It is possible to oompare all this to 1m11 dev 10 nt in 
another great Viotorian novel. n G orgs Eliot 1'8 d ==_ 
to Caroline Brays 
'Esmond ' is the most unoomfortable book you oan 
imagine •••• The hero is in lov with the da ht r 
all through the book, and marries th moth r at th 
end. 21 
not 
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Vr.hat is so interesting about this comment is that it applies not only 
to Esmond but also to ~~, the novel which George Eliot published 
while The Virginians was in progress. Adam, too after, all, is in love 
wi th one woman and ends up marrying another. But the similarities do 
not end there. ~ ~ is in fact a complete re-writing of Esmond in 
which the Pretender is replaced by the dissolute young squire Arthur 
Donnithorne; Father Holt by the Reverend Irwine; and Beatrix by Hetty 
Sorrel. Like Esmond, Adam, too, finds that the world these figures 
belong to has a radical flaw. It is "natural" in the sense that it is 
not controlled. Nature , however, he has realized, has no real claim on 
us, and he promptly makes use of this discover.y by stealing his brother's 
woman. Here George Eliot is dealing with sibl~rivalr.y, a phenomenon 
closely related to incest. And Thackeray, who had a mother but no 
brothers or sisters, of course knew all about sibling-rivalry as ell. 
Indeed he intended to devote ~ Virginians to this very subj ot and said 
to J.E. Cooke. 
I shall lay the scene in Virginia, during the 
Revolution. There will be two brothers, who will be 
prominent characters; one will take the English sid 
in the war and one the Amerioan and they will both b 
in love with the same girl. 22 
So the sons of Oedipus, as it were, were to fallout. The fin! h d 
novel, alas , does not quite conform to this pa.ttern, but 01 arly Tbaok ray 
was aware of all the implications of his ideas . 
In any case, Esmond needs no sequel. It is compl t in its If, and 
Thackeray's message is made eminently clear. No oompromises I' to b 
made , and reality is to oome fully under human control . This, of oours , 
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has very little to do with Esmond's declared intention of accepting 
the world as it is, but then he is a man whose deeds seldom tally with 
his words. He also askss n[WJho is one man to punish another?,,23 but 
clearly he wants to have absolute authority over all those around him. 
Like the narrator of Pendennis, he believes that death is better than 
an uncontrolled life, and he can only act according to this belief. 
III 
A lot of course ultimately depends an what Thackeray really thinks 
of his hero. There is actually no reason to doubt that he supports this 
other "Knight of the Woeful Countenance" as he supports Colon 1 Ne come. 
But some critics have found Esmond so unattractive that they have b n 
tempted to think that Thackeray shares their feelings as well . Ev n 
Lukacs, who is not in any way concerned with moral issues, cannot refrain 
from stating that Thackeray's positive characters are "tedious, insufferable 
paragons of virtue"; 24 and William H. Marshall and Juliet cl st r settl 
for ironical readings of the novel which totally disoredit Esmond. 25 In 
many ways, though, the ohief representative of the anti-Esmond sohool is 
Hillis Miller. As already indicated, he believes that Tha.ck ray's intention 
is to show that time in fact cannot be conquered. This, h s ys, is 1 0 
a o.omment on fiction. Form is simply not possible , and 
the novel • 0 0 questions the convention of fiotion 
which supposes that an individual narrator can s thing 
like a transoendent god or like an epiC bard ho sings 
under the guidanoe of some heavenly muse. 26 
228. 
Such a reading would of course make Esmond a replioa of Vani~ Fair. 
Even if we ignore the fact that the novel belongs to a phase of 
Thackeray 's career in which the tenets of Vanity ~ are repudiated, 
however, it is difficult to accept Miller ' s interpretation. If 
Thackeray is being ironical at Esmond's expense, where is the ultimate 
irony, the conclusion where all expectations oome to nought and nobo~ 
has his desire? Adeliza wakes up from her foolish dream; George de 
Barnwell and Catherine end up in the condemned cell; Barry is defeated; 
and Dobbin and Amelia are left frustrated and unhappy. Esmond, on the 
other hand, like all of Thackeray 's later novels, ends happily. Pen, 
after all , does get married to Laura; Clive should have hie Ethel; and 
Esmond ' s wishes are fulfilled as well. Nor oan the artist be defeated 
in any of these works. In each case he simply pretends that his story 
has such an inevitable conclusion that it oan be set in the past and 
trea ted as something that has already happened. And Esmond its If is 
of course the most meticulously organized of Thaoker y's orks. Every-
thing is foreshadowed from the very beginning, and in the nd only hat 
is predicted happens . 
Thackeray said of Esmond l "Here is the ~ best I oan do •••• 
I stand by this book, and am willing to leave it hen I go s my 0 d.,, 27 
This alone should be sufficient to indicate that he took hi h ro r iou ly. 
Surely every Thackerayan mows that when we go e I av no 0 rd. Th y 
carry the coffin downstairs, remove the useless oover from th bl, 0 
the windows to let fresh air into the house , and it is all s if had 
never existed. The world does not oare for us no , and it will not oar 
for us when we die . If something else is possible, ho v r, Esmond i 
justified in wanting to leave lE:!. oard and make Bome Bort of imprint upon 
time. Of oourse Thackeray lets Esmond meet with some resentment 
and opposition. Captain Westbury, for instanoe, calls him "Killjoy", 
and 13eatrix sarcastioally addresses him as "Gra.vea1rs". But it would 
be dangerous to assume that we are meant to take suoh oaum nts IS riously. 
The Captain is a rake; and Beatrix is a loose woman. Such people 
reoognize in Esmond a ns. tuml eneD\Y, and if we agree with them th re 
must be something wrong with us as well. 
Indeed the reader condemns Esmond at his own peril. en Frank 
informs his family that he has oonverted to Catholioism, for xample, 
Esmond writes: 
And his Lordship added a postscript • • • in whioh h 
reminded Colonel Esmond that he too was, by birth, of 
that Churoh; and that his mother and his sist r should 
have his Lordship's prayera to the saints (an in etimabl 
benefit, truly) for their conversion. 28 
Do we think that it is unohari table and un-Christian to an er t any-
b~'s prayers? Well, of oourse, being deoent souls, we do. So, too, 
Clive writes to Pen, saying: 'There must be moments, 
when every man of friendly heart, who writes himself Eng11 h and 
Protestant, must feel a pang at thinking that he and his oountrym n 
are insulated from European Christ ndom. ,,29 His is youthful nthu i m, 
of course, and it is to be hoped that ours is as ell. Oth rwio , wbat-
ever the weak-minded may say, Catholioism deserves the T ok yan' 
contempt. Colonel Esmond, who knowe all about this r ligion, oould t 11 
us that it is superstitious and silly. Anybody who is still not oonvino d 
is free to join the ranks of the benighted. 
Only those who have not seen the truth oppose Esmond. In oon~ r tion 
wi th Troll ope , Thackeray remarked the. t Esmond IS unpopulari ty s not 
2}O. 
surprising as the hero was a "prig". Even this, though, does not 
really matter. Quite apart from the fact that it is virtually a 
compliment to desoribe a man who all but olaims that he is God mer ly 
as a "prig", this is of course exactly the kind of word that thoe 
ignorant readers who are inoapable of appreciating Thackeray's nov 1 
would use . What appears to be frankness is in reality another thrust 
at the opposition. This is in fact a techniqu that th later Thackeray 
is rather fond of. In 1h! Virginians, for instance, h writ Sl 
Harry had slept on many a straw mattr ss, and 
engaged in endless jolly night-bouts over olaret and 
punch in cracked bowls till morning cam , and it w s 
time to follow the hounds. His poor brother s of 
a much more sober sort, as the lad own d with con-
trition. So it is that Nature makes folks; and 
some love books and tea, nd some like bureundy and 
a gallop across countr.y. Our young fellow ' s ta tee 
were speedily made visible to hie friends in 1 nd. 
None of them were partial to the Puritan d1soiplin f 
nor did they like Harry the wors for not b ing th 
least of a milksop.}O 
It is actually the Castlewoode who are epeaking in tb lLI.st nt no hr. 
Thackeray is insinuating that such peopl 
bours as Puritans and milksop , and th 
rd th ir d 0 nt n gh-
rious n d not both r d by thi • 
Acoordingly, Esmond is not disturb d by th oPPO 1 tion h 
He knows that th deoadent will 801 d 
despise his values, and he go s about ith the ir of ff ring 
man much misunderstood by th world. Nor doee Thll.ok y f i1 to ym-
pathize with him. It is we who 8 e thro h E ond. T t 11 u 
that he is mature , but we s that h is in f ot 1ittl 
old man who has lost touch with lif • t t h i xl • 
Beatrix demands something from him whioh h cannot giv • 
231. 
enslave her when she only wants to be enjoyed as a woman. The scene 
in which she tries to get him to kiss her is t,ypical. 
'Mon amj " she says quite kindly, and taking 
Esmond's hand with an air of great compassion, 'you 
can't think that in our present condition anything 
more than our present friendship is possibleo • 0 • 
I feel as a sister to you, and can no more . Isn ' t 
that enough, sir? ' And she put her face quite olose 
to his--who knows with what intention? 
'It' s too much,' says Esmond, turning away. 31 
And , in short , he is afraid . If Thackeray intended to portray himself 
in his hero and Jane Brookfield in Beatrix, suoh a soene is thought-
provokingo 
Finally, we see the darkness that has desoended over Esmond ' s lif , 
and we pity him. Faithless, Hopeless, Charityless, he bas to live without 
God in the vacuum he has oreated. That is no unusual thing of cours . In 
a world where the human will is dominant God is al ays d ad and lif is 
empty. Defoe discovered that long before Nietzsche . foIl Fland rs, he 
knew, had passed all barriers , had even literally oommitt d ino st, and 
could no longer really go back, repent and achiev humility one mo • 
The prospect disturbed and frightened him, and Emond ' s oondition disturbs 
and frightens us . Thackeray, though, seems to r gard it s oom ort of 
triumph. e feel that Amerioa is a d ad ndJ T ok r y think t t it 
is the land he should support . 
This is a sad conolusion for any writer to arriv at , but oi 1ly 
for a writer of Thaokeray ' s intelli noe , s n itivity d humour, and th 
fact that it had been hanging in th air vor sino th 1 t £ W of 
Vanity ~ does not make it any asi r to b r . 
no doubt, but it is based on false premisos and built around fala Iu 
In the end it just makes us uneasy. 
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Conclusion 
Whatever e1ee realism may be it is also an ideolOgical issue . 
"'''!J l : ... , z.. 
"As reviewer for the Sunday Times, tt writes the novelist Anne 
Redmon, 
I have seen the sliokest nonsense f10urish--books 
that falsify life, lies veiled in smooth phras s 
prevail. There are olassy little fforts whioh ohe t 
the mind of real nourishment •••• There ar hard-
nosed intellectual amusements that glitt r like 
executive toys, where words themselves take the plaoe 
of realit.y when it is realit,r itself that words ought 
to define. 1 
One could contrast this with the sort of prais h ped on John Gardn r ' s 
Grendel by an Amerioan reviewer. 
This book is another fieroe blow struok inst th 
realistio no~ 1, the d ad novel. Good, I y. 1 tIs 
hold no more mirrors up to na tur • no. tur pproooh 
the artist , ma.k nature gro 1. Gardn r is good . 2 
dmittedly, these statements bay b en oul1 d from po ax pub1ioations, 
and somewhere they do not so muoh d fine natio 1 8 0 rio ture 
them. But, thoU8h perhaps not 8 ubtl and ophi 
Tolstoy ~!h! Novel and !!L Rb torio .21 Fiotion, in th nd th y talc 
us to the heart of the same oontro rs,y. Th Briti h c1 r1y ot t 
of being a somewhat silly and ohildi h whil r ot d 
value it. And the d bat i not m r 1y about lit r tur • 
disagreement over the relativ impor of ord th r 11 
all those different assumption about what human 11 0 ht to b whioh 
make contemporary Bri min and America wha. t they are. 
In a sense this study bas tried to trac Thaok ray' 8 d v lopment 
from an Englishman into an American. The early Thackeray has a profound 
distaste for artifice which turns into a oritique of bourgeois sooiety 
and its values. The la.ter Thackeray, on the other hand, se me reoon-
ciled to the attitudes he had onoe ridiculed so savagely. What provid s 
continui ty between these differ nt ohoioes is of oours his personality. 
We do not need to doubt that the sam awar n 88 of tb frustratin8 oom-
plexity of life is responsible for both Thaok ray's rly and his 1 t r 
works, and that the best and the worst in hiB art go ok to the 
source. Understanding Thaokeray, the man, 18 the sur st y of und r-
standing Thaokeray, the novelist. 
Finally, ho ever, it n eds to be point d out that n ith r this nor 
~ other stu~ of Thaokeray d serves a muoh tt nt10n s hie own Ott. 
He himself ultima. tely ohos to II r1ous", of oour ,but 0 
take our cue from wba. t he wrot in hi Pref 0 to .;;.C=_ .::.=.:.:. 
in 1841. 
Those tired of the noise and bustle of the academic Vanity Fair oould 
go home and chuckle over that. It was no doubt to oombat, among oth r 
things, the insufferable knowingness of critics that laughter was mad • 
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